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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
 
DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
 
“Understanding Translanguaging and Identity among Korean Bilingual Adults” 
 
 
This qualitative study, conducted at a Northern California university, explored 
how six Korean bilingual adults expressed their unique identities while utilizing both 
Korean and English in their daily and academic lives. The six study participants shared 
their journeys as bilingual adults who migrated to the United States from South Korea to 
attend graduate school. Several will return to South Korea at the conclusion of their 
graduate studies. Research data included narratives from in-depth personal interviews as 
well as focus group discussions.  
 This qualitative study postulated that translanguaging is commonly observed 
within bilingual/multilingual populations and can be utilized as a source of meaning-
making as well as a means to express one’s identity among bilingual learners. The key 
findings of this study illustrate that one’s languaging practices, environment, support 
systems, and academic experiences can have an impact on one’s ability to navigate 
multilingual spaces in authentic and empowering ways. This study also highlighted the 
participants’ resilience and reliance upon familial, social and linguistic wealth in order to 
successfully express their unique identities and ways of being. 
 
Keywords: Korean bilinguals, translanguaging, language and identity, English as 
cultural capital 
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CHAPTER I: THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 
“To have a second language is to have a second soul” 
~Charlemagne 800 AD 
 
 As a former ESOL instructor in South Korea, I often encountered many bilingual 
and bicultural students at varying degrees of linguistic proficiency. Some students 
seemed to embrace a profound sense of their own identity and utilized their multilingual 
abilities to express themselves in unique and creative ways. Other students appeared lost, 
caught between worlds, and unable to claim membership of their birthplace or the 
cultures they had been exposed to over the course of their lives.  
My experience with Daniel (all proper names are pseudonyms), a bilingual 
Korean student was instructive in this sense. Daniel had been born in South Korea. 
However, his father was an international businessman who frequently moved with his 
family to various locations within Asia and the United States. As a consequence, Daniel 
spent a great deal of time during his youth traveling and living in vastly different cultural 
environments. In terms of language ability, he was fluent in both English and Korean and 
seemed able to move rather seamlessly between both worlds. 
One day during a tutoring session, Daniel spoke to me regarding his difficulties 
fitting in within both his school and home environments. That is to say, having spent 
significant time in both South Korea and the United States, Daniel felt his identity was 
conflicted and changed frequently. When he spoke in Korean, he expressed himself in a 
subdued and polite manner. His Korean teachers often characterized Daniel as introverted 
and shy. However, when he spoke in English, Daniel’s personality appeared to transform 
instantaneously. He described a feeling of freedom to express his feelings more openly 
and frequently spoke using a loud boisterous tone and animated gestures. He was also 
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more prone to swear or use more aggressive language in English. While the ability to 
change one’s social mask like a chameleon may appear enviable, Daniel also expressed 
profound feelings of confusion and isolation regarding this matter. He often asked 
himself the question, “Who am I?” He also worried that his “English-speaking 
personality” might be off-putting to some within his social group and subsequently 
alternated between embracing this alter-ego and looking for ways to express it in socially 
acceptable ways.  
  As he described his experiences, I felt an immediate sense of understanding and 
empathy. I, too, had felt a similar phenomenon within my own life. Although I was born 
and raised in the United States, I subsequently moved to South Korea for my work and 
was completely immersed in the Korean language and culture during my 20's and 30's. 
As a child, my teachers frequently spoke of my outgoing and talkative nature. I held 
positions of leadership throughout my schooling and work life. However, as I became 
immersed within the Korean culture and language, I began to feel that my Korean-
speaking identity was vastly different from my English-speaking identity.  
It was not until I returned from Korea to the United States, some years ago, that I 
realized the extent of the transformation I had undergone. Friends and family frequently 
remarked on my new introverted and soft-spoken nature. U.S. business colleagues 
assumed I was a foreigner and spoke to me in patronizing tones. Surprisingly, I did begin 
to feel like a foreigner or outsider within my own home country and native tongue.  
Consequently, this led me to ask the following questions: How does fluency in more than 
one language affect one’s identity?” Have other multilingual individuals experienced 
similar identity conflicts? Why is it that some multilingual individuals seem to move 
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seamlessly between different settings and cultures while others languish as outsiders? 
What implications does this have for educators and students of language? 
Background and Need for the Study 
 According to a recent report by the World Watch Institute (2012), more than half 
of the world's population is multilingual and the number is growing every day. 
Globalization and increasing rates of transnational migration have created a marketplace 
in which multilingual abilities have become a highly desired skill. Multilinguals are often 
thought to be in high demand in the global economy. Yet, many language learners 
continue to struggle, as they learn to negotiate multiple worlds. In 2008, President Obama 
discussed the benefits of multilingualism in a pre-election speech.  
You know, I don’t understand when people go around worrying about, “We need 
English-only.” They want to pass a law, “We want English-only.” Now I agree 
that immigrants should learn English. I agree with that. But understand this.  
Instead of worrying about whether immigrants can learn English – they’ll learn 
English – you need to make sure your child can speak Spanish. You should be 
thinking about, how can your child become bilingual? We should have every 
child speaking more than one language. You know, it’s embarrassing when 
Europeans come over here, they all speak English, they speak French,… they 
speak German. And then we go over to Europe, and all we can say [is], “Merci 
beaucoup.” Right? We should understand that our young people, if you have a 
foreign language - that is a powerful tool to get a job. You are so much more 
employable. You can be part of international business. So we should be 
emphasizing foreign languages in our schools from an early age...  
 
While President Obama’s speech appeared to convey a global perspective as well as a 
generally positive view of multilingualism, his words also touched on the politics and 
controversy that continue to have a deep impact on language learners both inside and 
outside of the United States. According to Hornberger and Link (2012), current U.S. 
education policies focus heavily on high-stakes standardized tests and English-only 
instruction, often to the detriment of bilingual programs and multilingual educational 
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models of language learning. Similarly, Gandara and Hopkins (2010) purport, 
“increasingly restrictive pedagogical practices have not supported the linguistic diversity 
of students and their families” (p. 7).  
In fact, Antonakos-Wallace and Hadji (2007) state, “bilingual education brings up 
two very different images, one of immigrants and minorities in failing urban schools or 
conversely, elite private schools educating bright young people to be successful in an 
increasingly global world” (para. 22). The authors assert that just the discrepancy of these 
two images helps us understand how problematic this issue is. While multilingual skills 
for the privileged and elite are seen as a means to gain more advantages, economic gain, 
and social capital – for minorities and recent immigrants, language instruction may also 
be used as a colonizing force and a means to further marginalize and discriminate against 
individuals and whole communities.   
Language is the entry of participation in the social discourse, which leads to 
membership in society at large. By not having the possibility to participate plainly 
in and of the standard discourse, the individual is strategically excluded of the 
decision-making process and secluded in silence, becomes an easy prey to be 
reduced to servitude, dehumanized, and blamed for the entire social blemishes. 
(Nieto, 2007, p. 234)  
 
We can clearly see this at play within the United States – where minorities and recent 
immigrants are frequently subjected to discrimination, stereotypes, and unfair practices. 
In some schools, students of color have been suspended or severely punished for simply 
speaking another language on school grounds.  
In many ways, language instruction (or lack of instruction) is utilized as a means 
to control the population. According to Foucault (1991), “language practices in schools 
regulate the ways in which language is used, and establish language hierarchies in which 
some languages are more valued than others” (p. 3). In the context of the United States, 
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we often hear politicians insist on English-only instruction, despite the overwhelming 
number of U.S. immigrants who speak languages other than English within the home. In 
fact, “at least 25% of all students in the United States come from immigrant homes where 
a language other than English is used” (Garcia & Kano, 2014, p. 259). Furthermore, 
Thomas and Collier (2002) state, “by the year 2030, nearly 40% of all U.S. school-age 
children will be English language learners (ELLs) or children for whom English is not a 
first language” (p. 6).  
Similarly, Gandara and Hopkins (2010) emphasize that the ELL student 
population in the United States has grown dramatically within the last 20 years. In many 
cosmopolitan areas like New York City, immigration is not dominated by one nationality, 
ethnic group, or socioeconomic background. According to Suarez-Orozco (2011), “large 
inflows of immigrants from the Caribbean, Central America, Asia, and Eastern Europe 
characterize New York’s immigrant communities” (p. 314). In fact, Kindler (2002) states 
that across the country, “students come to U.S. schools speaking more than 460 different 
languages” (p.7). This type of mass migration deeply impacts school systems, as the 
support of hundreds of languages and dialects may be represented, with varying degrees 
of proficiency and experience within formal learning environments. From a pedagogical 
standpoint, this situation poses extreme challenges for ESL/EFL educators and ELL 
learners.  
In fact, Antonakos-Wallace and Hadji (2007) state, “English Language Learner 
(ELL) programs are frequently the most marginalized groups within already poor and 
marginalized schools and school systems. In these environments, considerable ethnic and 
linguistic segregation and tensions exist, with ELL students often on the receiving end of 
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considerable hostility” (para. 21). By continuing to deny critical resources, funding, and 
qualified teachers to schools serving predominantly minority populations, the powerful 
may create very different standards as to what may be considered an appropriate 
education for students in the United States. Therefore, Suarez-Orozco (2011) asserts, 
“language learners and immigrant youth in these types of poor conditions have been 
effectively locked out of significant educational opportunities, precisely at a time in 
history when the world is becoming more linguistically and culturally complex” (p.314).  
Language and identity 
Within the context of education as a basic need and human right, it can be argued 
that one of the most fundamental needs of every human being would be the right to one’s 
own language or mother tongue. Language is seen as so fundamental to an individual’s 
identity that human beings actually cannot exist without it. Fanon (1967) asserts, “A man 
who has a language consequently possesses the world expressed and implied by that 
language” (p. 232). Furthermore, Djité (2006) states, “Language is often seen as being 
essential to establishing an individual’s place in society or sense of self” (p.3).  
Similarly, international human rights law directly acknowledges the language 
rights of minority children as fundamental human rights. According to the United Nations 
Conventions on the Rights of the Child, which only the USA and Somalia have failed to 
ratify, “the education of the child should be directed to…the development of respect for 
the child’s parents, his or her own cultural identity, language and values.” It continues 
that “a child belonging to an ethnic, religious, or linguistic minority should not be denied 
the right…to use his or her own language.” Yet, shockingly, according to UNESCO 2009 
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estimates, “at least 43 percent of the 7000 languages spoken in the world are endangered” 
(p. 6).  
Despite the continuous destruction of languages around the world, as well as the 
cultural knowledge and ‘ways of being’ inherent within them, political leaders continue 
to waver between support and opposition of native language instruction. Within the U.S., 
a wide variety of programs have been implemented for bilingual students. Some 
programs focus on native language instruction with increasing increments of English 
instruction, to utilizing both English and native language instruction in equal proportions, 
to English-only instruction. However, following legislative measures such as Proposition 
227 in 1998 which mandated the end of bilingual education (Spanish/English) in 
California public schools as well as federal legislation such as Title III of No Child Left 
Behind, many U.S. schools have moved primarily towards English-only instruction.  
While many educators and policymakers believe English-only instruction is the 
fastest path to English proficiency and economic success for ELLs, second language 
acquisition (SLA) scholars such as Spring (2007) argue that this type of “mono-culture” 
instruction ultimately leads to deculturalization and forced assimilation. In fact, Cummins 
(2002) notes that data regarding Latino students (the largest demographic among ELLs in 
the U.S.) show academic underachievement as measured by standardized tests and school 
assessments. Furthermore, Latinos have a high school dropout rate of approximately 50% 
(Rodriguez, 2008a). Given the high proportion of ELLs in the U.S. who continue to 
experience significant academic and emotional difficulties within schools, it would seem 
necessary to examine the instructional practices and academic environments which may 
be contributing to attrition and distress for minority language learners.  
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In fact, numerous fallacies regarding effective language acquisition have 
prevailed for decades within the field of education. Garcia (2011) states, “in the 20th 
century, languages were seen as autonomous and distinct, belonging to one people who 
were linked in a single identity and tied to certain geographical spaces” (p. 6). During the 
1960’s, sociolinguists such as Fishman (1985) argued that strict compartmentalization of 
languages by function (or diglossia) was needed in order to maintain bilingualism. 
According to Garcia (2011), the diglossic framework had a profound effect on bilingual 
pedagogy and language planning for many years. Garcia (2011) notes,  
Sociolinguists involved in language planning worked to organize the use of the 
two languages of bilinguals in society so as to stabilize the maintenance of a 
minority language linked to ethnic identity, while guaranteeing the dominance of 
a national language linked to a nation-state identity (p. 6).  
 
Yet, Garcia (2011) acknowledges, in cases where minority groups were more subjugated, 
the dominant language would increasingly take precedence. Suarez-Orozco (2001) notes 
that the compartmentalization of languages often led to difficulties for minority language 
learners as they were forced to adhere to language hierarchies that prevented them from 
utilizing their native language within privileged spaces such as academia, business, and 
government/legal functions.  
Native language use, then, was stigmatized and thought to be detrimental to 
students’ overall progress, as they sought to gain English proficiency as quickly as 
possible within academic environments. Garcia (2009) asserts, “When seen through a 
Western scholarly lens, monolingualism was routinely accepted as the norm, and 
bilingualism was accepted only as double monolingualism” (p. 141). This hegemonic 
viewpoint had a deep impact on language learners, as “monolingual language ideologies, 
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policies, and practices were continuously imposed on schools around the globe” (Garcia, 
2009, p.141).  
At one time, sociolinguists such as Fishman (1985) believed these practices would 
help language learners assimilate into the dominant culture more quickly, while still 
maintaining their ethnic and cultural identities. Yet, according to SLA researchers such as 
Garcia (2011), inherent within the diglossic framework is the assumption that 
bilingualism is merely a form of double monolingualism and additive in nature. Garcia 
(2011) states, “bilingual education programs that insist on two separate languages end up 
denying the complex and dynamic multilingual practices which take place in much of the 
world today” (p. 141). In the 21st century, Blommaert (2010) asserts, globalization and 
mass migration have affected the sociolinguistic patterns of language within societies and 
caused the emergence of new multimodal forms of communication.  
In fact, according to Garcia (2011), “the very definition of languages as we 
understood them in the 20th century has been questioned” (p. 7). While languages were 
previously thought to be bounded by geographical territories and national spaces, 
sociolinguists such as Garcia (2011) instead describe languaging as an ongoing dynamic 
process representing complex local practices. That is to say, if bilingualism was defined 
in the past as having full command of two languages, languaging is much more dynamic 
and fluid. According to Garcia (2011),  
Translanguaging refers then not to the use of two separate languages or even the 
shift of one language or code to the other, since there isn’t ‘a’ language. Rather, 
translanguaging is rooted in the belief that speakers select language features and 
soft assemble their language practices in ways that fit their communicative needs. 
(p. 7)  
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Furthermore, Garcia (2011) argues, it is no longer applicable to utilize a static definition 
of language as autonomous or pure, and used by a specific group of people whose 
identity depends on it. “Even though bilingual children in the U.S. enter school with 
multiple language practices, we insist on only acknowledging two whole autonomous 
languages – English and a minority language and two national and linguistic identities” 
(Garcia, 2011, p. 8). The reality for multicultural, multilingual students is much more 
complex. Blommaert (2010) purports, “super-diversity produces different social, cultural, 
political, and historical contexts that result in complex linguistic resources” (p.7). 
Not only are students and teachers drawing on more than one language or literacy, 
but also using multiple and dynamic varieties of different languages and literacies 
– vernacular, formal, academic, as well as those based on race, ethnicity, affinity, 
or affiliation, etc. – for varying purposes in different contexts. Transnational 
literacies, then, refer to literacy practices which extend across national borders.” 
(Hornberger & Link, 2012, p. 263)  
 
Similarly, Djité (2006) asserts, “language learning and acquisition which focuses on 
language as if it were a possession that can be had or lost, fails to capture the dynamic of 
continuously constructing and negotiating one’s own identity through language” (p. 14).  
Identity conflicts 
Within this context, bicultural bilingual individuals often struggle greatly with 
their sense of self and ability to express themselves in authentic ways. Researchers such 
as O'Herin (2007) have found that serious identity conflicts may exist among multilingual 
individuals. This can lead to numerous problems for multicultural, multilingual 
individuals as they seek to navigate through their lives, raising identity questions such as, 
“Who am I?” “Who is like me?” “Who understands me?” “How can I express myself 
authentically?” O'Herin (2007) notes, "these can be difficult questions for individuals 
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operating in a single language and culture, but even more complex for individuals living 
in a world of multiple lexicons, histories, cultures, audiences, and social systems" (p. 2).   
Within the field of bilingual and cross-cultural education, instructors are often 
told to honor multiple cultures within the classroom through their pedagogy and 
practices. However, this does not always translate to methodology which addresses or 
seeks to empower students who may be experiencing significant psychological conflicts 
as they negotiate new identities and means of expression. Unfortunately, much more 
emphasis is placed on knowledge and usage of the language itself, rather than any effects 
multiple languages may have on the student's sense of self, identity, or personality traits.  
If, however, identity is fluid and may change as an individual's environment 
changes, perhaps multilinguals may understand a new sense of autonomy and freedom in 
their ability to move between worlds. For Blommaert (2010), “translanguaging, or 
engaging in bilingual or multilingual discourse practices, is critical in this increasingly 
globalized world because it focuses on language-in-motion rather than language-in-
place” (p. 3). Hornberger and Link (2012) also state, “The concept of translanguaging 
broadens the research lens by focusing not just on spoken language but on a variety of 
communicative modes” (p. 263). This concept is critical, because it refers to what some 
researchers have called “hybrid language use -or systematic, strategic, affiliative, and 
communicative sense-making” (Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, & Alvarez, 2001, p. 128). 
Garcia (2009) notes that bilingual families and communities translanguage as a normal 
practice to make meaning and facilitate communication with others, but also to construct 
deeper understandings and make sense of their multilingual worlds in a wide variety of 
modes. While many monolinguals may view languaging dismissively or from a deficit 
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standpoint, scholars like Garcia (2009) assert that these practices actually display a larger 
repertoire of linguistic skill and creativity. Therefore, translanguaging practices need to 
be studied much more extensively in the future.   
Biliteracy as a continuum 
According to Hornberger and Link (2012), another concept which is central to 
translanguaging is the idea that “literacies exist in dynamic, rapidly changing and 
sometimes contested spaces along multiple and intersecting continua” (p. 264). However, 
SLA scholars and policymakers have often characterized dimensions of bilingualism and 
literacy in terms of oppositional pairs such as first vs. second languages (L1 vs. L2), 
monolingual vs. bilingual, or oral vs. literate. This is a critical distinction, since 
“educational policies and practices often and overwhelmingly privilege 
compartmentalized, monolingual, written, and decontextualized language” (Hornberger 
& Link, 2012, p. 265).   
Within current education systems in the U.S., language learning is approached as 
something technical and neutral. According to Street (1995), this approach implies a view 
of education as a process of transmission of skills, detached from contextual, cultural, and 
ideological issues. In contrast, biliteracy as a continuum provides a lens that incorporates 
students’ multilingual language and literacy repertoires as critical resources for learning 
(Menken and Garcia, 2010). Blackledge and Creese (2012) state, “translanguaging as 
pedagogy would seek to draw on all the linguistic resources of the student to maximize 
understanding and achievement” (p.11). Therefore, both or all languages are used in a 
dynamic and functionally integrated manner to organize and mediate learning (Lewis, 
Jones, & Baker, 2012a).  
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Similarly, Garcia (2011) utilizes Bakhtin’s concept of heteroglossia as a lens with 
which to view the social, political, and historical implications of language in practice. 
Heteroglossia enables us to understand language as filled with social diversity. 
Blackledge and Creese (2012) purport, “mobility, mixing, political dynamics, and 
historical embedding are now central concerns in the study of languages, language 
groups, and communication” (p.1). According to Bakhtin (1981), “Language in use 
represents specific world views - each characterized by its own objects, meanings, and 
values” (p. 291). Furthermore, Bakhtin (1981) argues, language contains inherent social 
tensions. That is to say, “language is always a two-sided act, in the moment of its use, at 
one and the same time, it responds to what precedes it and anticipates what is to come” 
(Bakhtin, 1981, p.293). Therefore, to learn a new way of languaging is not just to learn a 
new code. In Becker’s (1995) words, “it is to enter another history of interactions and 
cultural practices – a new way of being in the world” (p. 227).   
Translanguaging 
Translanguaging, then, in this context can be seen as a transformative act. Garcia 
(2011) argues for a new languaging reality, a new way of being, acting, and languaging in 
a different social, cultural, and political context – one that allows fluid discourses to flow 
and gives voice to new social realities. Similarly Lewis et al. (2012a) states, 
“translanguaging leads us away from a focus on languages as distinct codes to a focus on 
the agency of individuals engaged in using, creating, and interpreting signs for 
communication” (p. 665). In this way, translanguaging could be seen as a means to 
remove the hierarchy of language practices that deem some more valuable than others. 
Therefore, according to Garcia (2011), translanguaging can be utilized as a mechanism 
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for social justice, particularly when teaching students from language minority 
communities.  
If, as Shor (1987) purports, “critical literacy enables the language learner to 
devise new ways of seeing and re-thinking worlds, examining language in a way which 
allows us to question power relations, discourses, and identities,” then, translanguaging 
may also be utilized as a form of critical literacy (p.7). “By exposing alternative histories, 
representations, and knowledge – translanguaging has the potential to crack the ‘standard 
language’ bubble in education that continues to ostracize many bilingual students, and 
most especially immigrants” (Garcia & Leiva, 2014, p. 215).  
As Garcia and Leiva (2014) assert, we are currently in an unprecedented time - 
when multilingual students’ needs are often neglected in the name of the dominant 
discourse and English monolingualism. Educators, therefore, need to consider critical 
literacy practices which seek to honor multiple discourses and new “ways of being.” My 
research study, then, was conducted with the purpose of enabling language teachers, 
counselors, and students to have a greater understanding of how they might become 
empowered rather than disempowered through the use of multiple languages and thereby 
use these skills as a means to negotiate new identities and critical literacies at will.  
Statement of the Research Problem 
Sociolinguists such as Whorf (1956) and Sapir (1949) have long suggested that 
language has a significant effect on our identity and ways of thinking. Veltcamp, Recio, 
and Conrad (2012) state, “language plays an important role determining what we are able 
to think, and it might as well be crucial for what we feel or how we perceive ourselves 
and how we conceive our own personality” (p. 2). Numerous studies, such as those 
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conducted by Pavlenko (2008), have shown that “different languages carry different 
emotional tones” (p. 1). Therefore, these linguistic differences can enable “multilinguals 
to behave and feel differently when speaking one language versus another” (Veltcamp et 
al., p. 2).  
Although these studies have been successful in showing the complex nature of the 
relationship between identity and language, they have not focused specifically on identity 
conflicts among multilinguals or the effects on the language learner. In addition, 
transnational identity and translanguaging research within these populations appears to be 
relatively new. According to Dewaele and van Oudenhoven (2009), “most multilingual 
studies have focused on the question of whether knowing more languages is an advantage 
– both meta-linguistically and in terms of cross-linguistic awareness” (p. 448). Others 
have focused on the cognitive advantages of bilinguals versus monolinguals. They state 
that advantages have been found for multilinguals, including a wider lens with which to 
view the world.  
However, Dewaele and van Oudenhoven (2009) assert, “very little research has 
been done on both higher and lower-order personality traits among multicultural 
multilinguals” (p. 449). That is to say, although general studies have shown that 
multilinguals typically experience a lack of self-esteem, shock, or depression as they 
initially go through the acculturation process; they have rarely focused on the means by 
which multilinguals are able to navigate multiple worlds successfully and what 
psychological factors might be involved in this process of transformation. 
Lack of research in this area may be due, in part, to the idea that “personality and 
identity have been conceptualized over the years as stable over time and consistent across 
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situations” (Chen & Bond, 2009, p. 1514). Chen and Bond (2009) noted in their research 
that from this viewpoint, language is simply a tool used to express one’s underlying traits. 
Indeed, second language acquisition (SLA) theorists such as Cohen (1977), Pierce (1995) 
and McKay and Wong (1996) seem to embrace this viewpoint, as they focus much of 
their attention on L2 acquisition and seem to take for granted that the ways in which L1 
forms our identity are stable and relatively unchanging. However, Chen and Bond (2009) 
also highlighted the existence of a number of “cultural priming studies which document 
language effects on values, self-concept, relationality, and cognition” (p. 1514).  
Similarly, Kanno (2000) states, “since multilinguals inhabit different language  
communities, they may receive widely different self-images from various cultural 
mirrors” (p. 3).  
To the extent bilinguals are speakers of two languages and therefore by definition 
members of multiple language communities, the L1 world and the L2 world exist 
for them side by side, each just as relevant to them as the other. The coexistence 
of the two worlds may not be a harmonious one; the self-image projected from 
one world may be highly contradictory to the one projected from the other world. 
Nevertheless, both worlds usually are present in the life of the bilingual. (p. 3) 
 
Recent studies such as Kanno's (2000) research have helped scholars to understand that 
both identity and personality are far more malleable and situational in nature, than first 
thought. Nevertheless, more research within this area is necessary – particularly for 
multilinguals.   
Although many past identity studies of multilinguals have been quantitative in 
nature; Kanno (2000) was able to conduct a very unique qualitative study in which she 
described the experiences of the children of Japanese expatriates through the use of 
personal narratives. In this study, Kanno (2000) determined that “multi-cultural 
multilinguals often express two conflicting desires, one to be included in what they 
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perceived to be the ‘mainstream’ of the society and also a need to assert their uniqueness” 
(p. 13). Similarly, Edwards (2009) states, “language is not only a tool for communication, 
but also an emblem of groupness” (p. 55). In this way, multilinguals use language, not 
just to communicate, but also to express who they are and how they relate to others 
within their social sphere.  
Kanno (2000) notes that these dual themes among bilingual students’ stories are 
notable because it has an impact “on the way they use each of their languages in different 
sociocultural contexts” (p. 13). Even their choice of language, in a particular situation, 
can determine whether they want to be viewed as a part of the group or as an individual. 
Kanno (2000) was able to show numerous instances where students actively hid their 
knowledge of fluency in English in order to be more like their Japanese classmates.  
In addition, Grosjean (2010) states, “it is probably not the language itself that 
changes the personality and attitude of the bilingual, but the environment and the culture 
attached to the language" (p. 1). The most recent studies, therefore, have also focused on 
the issue of whether relocation to another culture or region has been a significant factor in 
these types of experiences. Dewaele and van Oudenhoven (2009) note that migration can 
have a significant impact on one’s personality identity, sense of self in the world, and 
overall self-esteem. They describe migration and relocation within a new country and 
culture as a situation in which individuals may not only experience culture shock but also 
a profound sense of loss, confusion, and anxiety. In fact, Dewaele and van Oudenhoven 
(2009) assert that “children in this situation often suffer from lower self-esteem, higher 
depression, and anxiety disorders” (p. 444). While some studies (Devens, 2005; Dewaele 
& van Oudenhoven, 2009; Jones, 2000) have posed the impact of migration on language 
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learners for future inquiry, none have fully addressed this aspect within the current body 
of research.  
This qualitative study, therefore, explored the role of globalization, migration, and 
translanguaging practices among multilinguals as well as the conditions most conducive 
to the authentic expression of identity among Korean bilingual adults. Through 
narratives, in-depth interviews and focus group discussions conducted in both Korean and 
English, my goal was to provide study participants with an opportunity to express their 
unique voice, but also to illuminate to a much greater degree aspects of identity and 
translanguaging that have remained elusive to date. It is, therefore, my sincere hope that 
this information will ultimately enable educators to find new ways to empower and 
prepare students for success within multiple cultural and linguistic environments.  
Purpose of this Study 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to gain a deeper understanding of 
identity conflicts as well as translanguaging practices that may be utilized among Korean 
bilingual adults. Like Kanno (2000) in Japan, I would like to examine the relationship 
between bilingualism and identity for Korean adults who have migrated from their home 
country and have lived immersed within another culture for more than three years. 
According to Creswell (2012), within qualitative inquiry, “the intent is to develop an in-
depth exploration of a central phenomenon” (p. 206). To this end, this qualitative study 
utilized in-depth oral interviews as well as focus group discussions to understand to a 
greater degree how Korean bilingual adults express their identities in fluid and 
multimodal ways.  
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 My research study was partially modeled on a narrative study Kanno (2000) 
conducted with the children of Japanese expatriates (kikokushijo). Kanno (2000) states, 
“one characteristic of the kikokushijo that differentiates them from immigrants is that they 
eventually return to Japan” (p. 3). Similarly, many Korean transnational students/adults 
travel to the United States for the purpose of becoming bilingual (Korean and English). 
They often return to Korea, once they have completed their language studies, and may 
face similar difficulties, reverse culture shock, and trauma as they attempt to readjust to 
life in their home countries.  
As has been stated previously, very few qualitative studies exist which provide 
rich data within the area of identity and translanguaging for multilinguals that have 
migrated at a young age to another country and identify as bicultural. The existing 
qualitative studies were specific to certain cultural and linguistic groups such as students 
from Japan, Malaysia, and Hong Kong (Dewaele & van Oudenhoven, 2009; Kanno, 
2000). In addition, Song (2015) studied translanguaging practices among Korean-
American elementary school children living in Hawaii. Song’s (2015) qualitative study 
focused on languaging practices at home and within an informal social group. At this 
time, however, I have not been able to locate translanguaging studies which focus 
exclusively on Korean, English bilingual adults. Therefore, this qualitative study was 
conducted specifically on this population. Through these means, it is my intent that the 
current body of research will be extended significantly to include Korean, English 
bilingual individuals.    
Research Questions 
The following research questions were examined in this qualitative study: 
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1) What translanguaging practices are utilized among Korean bilingual adults?  
2) What impact does translanguaging, as an active practice, have on each 
participant’s sense of self and identity? 
3) What challenges do bilingual students face and how can these challenges be 
overcome utilizing translanguaging as a practice? 
Theoretical Framework/Conceptual Rationale 
My theoretical and conceptual framework was based on the following concepts 
within the education field: Sociocultural Theory, Critical Literacy, Language Ecology, 
and Narrative Inquiry. These frameworks informed the research and pedagogical design 
of this study, while providing a lens through which to consider the study findings.  
Sociocultural theory 
According to Vygotsky’s (1978) Sociocultural Theory, language is seen as a 
social practice. Given that schools and learning environments do not exist in isolation, the 
experiences of students, teachers, and various educational stakeholders are dependent 
upon and connected to situations that occur in and outside of the classroom. What occurs 
socially and culturally both within and outside of schools impacts students’ identities – 
including how students see themselves and are seen by others. Within this school of 
thought, identity is not singular; rather identities are multiple and fluid, continuously 
changing depending on social practices and experiences. 
Vygotsky (1986) argued that social factors in cultural, historical, and institutional 
settings strongly shape who individuals are and how they think. Sociocultural Theory is a 
useful tool, then, to understand how human beings utilize tools and signs to communicate 
with one another, negotiate meaning, and make sense of the world. This framework also 
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helps us gain a better understanding language learning and identity development through 
language.  
According to sociocultural theory, language is developed through experience and 
social interaction. Donato (2000) also states that knowledge of language structures and 
functions are developed through social use. Yet, as we have discussed previously, 
language learning goes far beyond grammatical structures and the memorization of 
vocabulary words. Language learning and use is also seen as a means to express one’s 
identity and affiliations in the world. Therefore, sociocultural theory can offer a means to 
understand how identity and language are deeply intertwined. Drawing upon this lens, 
this study examined how the process of students learning English as a second language in 
a Western school setting may affect each student’s sense of identity and languaging 
practices.   
Critical literacy 
Another primary conceptual lens encompassing this study is Critical Literacy. 
Critical literacy proponents such as (Freire & Macedo, 1987; Morrell, 2007; Shor & 
Freire, 1987) have urged educators to embrace a new pedagogy which seeks to empower 
students and honor multiple discourses. This theory explores how power relations deeply 
affect language acquisition for minorities and immigrants around the globe. The 
conceptual framework of critical literacy is crucial to this study, as it begins with the 
premise that language is not neutral. As Pennycook (1996) has asserted, both language 
and teaching involve politics, culture, and power dynamics. Therefore, these types of 
socially-constructed dynamics need to be acknowledged and taken into consideration 
within the learning process.  
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In addition, sociolinguists such as Alim and Pennycook (2007) have shown 
through their studies that “identity is multiple, fluid, and often contradictory” (p. 2). 
However, the current reality within many classrooms is one in which hegemonic and 
monolingual ideologies often take precedent. Garcia and Sylvan (2011) assert, 
“Educators have often regarded language groups as if they were static, homogeneous, and 
monolithic” (p. 385). Likewise, “SLA models and pedagogical practices have treated 
bilinguals as monolinguals acquiring an additional language in stepwise fashion” (Garcia 
& Sylvan, 2011, p. 385).  
Language ecology 
In today’s multilingual/multicultural classrooms, leading researchers such as 
Garcia (2011) assert that educators must make a paradigm shift from static, monoglossic 
models to a dynamic, heteroglossic language ecology. Garcia (2011) defines ‘language 
ecology’ simply as sustainable language environments. However, these environments are 
no longer bound by distinct territories or nation states. Rather, Garcia (2009) argues, 
“these spaces transcend space and time, where fluid language practices or 
translanguaging takes place” (p.7). Furthermore, Garcia (2009) states, in ecolinguistic 
systems - languages converge, compete, influence each other, and are expressed in 
multimodal and unique ways. Similarly, Baker (2001) states,  
In the language of ecology, the strongest ecosystems are those that are the most 
diverse. Diversity is directly related to stability; variety is important for long-term 
survival. Our success on this planet has been due to an ability to adapt to different 
kinds of environments over thousands of years. Such ability is born out of 
diversity. Thus, language and cultural diversity maximizes chances of human 
success and adaptability. (p. 281)  
 
While the importance of the survival of the languages and the cultural knowledge of 
traditionally marginalized indigenous and minority groups is key to the concept of 
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language ecologies, the United Nations also recognized the importance of self-
determination for indigenous peoples and their connection to the land.  
As Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (2008) note, “the United Nations Convention 
on Biological Diversity is not just about plants, animals, and ecosystems – it is also about 
the people, their environment, and the traditional knowledge that is embedded and 
expressed through traditional languages and oral traditions” (p. 8). Therefore, as 
endangered minority languages disappear each day, whole worlds and ‘ways of being’ are 
lost as well. According to Garcia (2011), using an “eco-system” as a metaphor enables us 
to see interactions in multilingual environments as complex dynamic systems rather than 
linear or additive in nature. This paradigm also enables SLA researchers to consider 
language practices in environments where boundaries have been blurred and distinct 
territories no longer exist.  
Narrative inquiry 
Within this study, narrative inquiry has also been chosen as a conceptual 
framework, since it can help learners think about and understand their personal 
experiences and identities more deeply. Students can utilize narratives as a means to 
express themselves in authentic and fluid ways. According to Clandinin (2006),  
Narrative inquiry highlights the shifting, changing, personal and social nature of 
the phenomenon under study. Thinking narratively about a phenomenon 
challenges the dominant story of phenomenon as fixed and unchanging 
throughout an inquiry. Thinking narratively also shapes new theoretical 
understandings of people’s experiences. (p. 9).  
 
Personal narratives can be utilized, then, to help students define their lives on their own 
terms and create their life stories authentically.   
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As Kanno (2000) summarizes, "we humans live our lives in a storied form” (p. 2).  
When we think of someone's identity, we may tend to think of general labels or 
categories, such as educator, wife, Korean, athlete, etc. These labels may express some 
part of our self-concept. However, as Kanno (2000) says, "what makes each of us a truly 
unique individual, different from anyone else, are the life stories we are living out" (p. 2). 
In this study, the stories that these multilingual students tell about themselves will serve 
as a rich source of ‘data’ due to the premise that narrative is indispensable for 
understanding a person's identity (Kanno, 2000, p. 3). Through narrative inquiry, then, 
multicultural multilingual students may come to understand how they may resolve 
identity conflicts, express themselves authentically, and empower themselves in and 
outside of the classroom.   
Delimitations and Limitations of the Study 
 The delimitations and limitations of this study relate to the selection of the 
research site and study participants. First, the research site of a private, four-year 
university in Northern California was chosen due to sampling convenience. Second, the 
scope of this study will be restricted to include only Korean bilingual adults who have 
lived in an English-speaking country for three years or more. This particular age group is 
also considered desirable, as compared to younger age groups, since participants will be 
more likely to be able to express their identities in complex ways and have had more life 
experiences from which to draw upon as they seek to express themselves authentically. In 
addition, all participants’ perceptions and feedback were gathered utilizing a variety of 
multimodal means in keeping with the practice of translanguaging. Therefore, 
participants were interviewed (individually) as well as asked to participate in two focus 
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group discussions in order to better understanding translanguaging practices in a group 
setting.  
Educational Significance of the Study 
 We are currently living in a time of unprecedented mass migration, economic 
upheaval, transnationalism, and change. Suarez-Orozco et al. (2011) assert, 
“globalization is placing new demands on education systems the world over, making the 
world more linguistically and culturally diverse” (p. 311). Yet, at the same time, we know 
from numerous studies that multilingual, multicultural students are often denied resources 
that would help them - not only to attain critical literacy skills, but also to negotiate new 
meaning, navigate different worlds, and express themselves authentically. Researchers 
such as Garcia and Sylvan (2011) assert, “In the 21st century, a monolithic view of 
ethnolinguistic groups is no longer viable” (p. 385).   
Teaching in today’s multilingual/multicultural classrooms should focus on 
communicating with all students and negotiating challenging academic content 
with them by building on their different language practices, rather than simply 
promoting and teaching one or more standard languages. (Garcia & Sylvan, 2011, 
p. 387)  
 
According to Garcia and Sylvan (2011), educators around the globe have begun to 
question the common practice in bilingual classrooms of restricting when various 
languages can be spoken or taught. That is to say, rather than continue the “separate but 
not equal” practice of maintaining language hierarchies and dominant language spaces, 
SLA educators have begun to recognize a translanguaging pedagogy which honors a 
dynamic, heteroglossic viewpoint of linguistic interdependence.  
According to Garcia and Sylvan (2011), “Cummins developed a theory of 
linguistic interdependence positing that both languages bolster each other in the students’ 
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acquisition of language and knowledge” as early as 1979 (p. 387). However, it has taken 
decades for educators and policy makers to embrace this paradigm in bilingual 
classrooms. Still, today, most bilingual programs operate with the viewpoint that students 
must sacrifice proficiency in one language for another. According to Suarez-Orozco 
(2014), children of immigrants lose not only access to language skills and opportunities, 
but may also lose the ability to connect to family members and whole communities. Since 
researchers such as Dewaele and van Oudenhoven (2009) have noted the dire 
consequences this can have on the self-esteem and sense of identity of immigrant youth, 
it is imperative that more research is conducted in this area for multicultural multilinguals 
of all age groups and backgrounds. This research study, therefore, was conducted to 
enable language teachers, counselors, and students to have a greater understanding of 
translanguaging practices and their use as a form of critical literacy within the classroom.   
Definition of Terms 
Achieved Identity – Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco (2001) define achieved 
identity as the extent to which an individual achieves a sense of belonging within a group 
or imagined community. 
Additive bilingualism – Lambert (1975) defined additive bilingualism as referring 
to the situation where an individual’s first language is socially dominant and prestigious, 
and in no danger of replacement when a second language is learned. Lambert (1975) 
contrasted that to subtractive bilingualism where an individual’s first language is a 
minority, non-prestigious language, and therefore may be replaced by the majority 
language over time without continuous language maintenance.  
Ascribed Identity – According to Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco (2001), an 
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ascribed identity as an identity that is imposed on oneself by others, such as members of 
the dominant culture or members of one’s own social group. An example would be the 
“Asian-American” identity that is often ascribed to various ethnic groups including those 
from China, Japan, and Korea. 
Bicultural bilinguals – Bicultural refers to bilingual individuals that have 
internalized two cultures (Luna et al., 2008).  
Bilingual education – Education conducted in two languages. Frequently, 
programs of this nature utilize majority and minority languages under a diglossic 
framework.  
Bilingualism – refers to a continuum of interrelated and dynamic competencies in 
two or more languages. According to Valdes (2003), bilingual individuals place 
themselves along this continuum and their language competence changes in relation to 
the specific use and need of one or the other language. 
Code-switching – Code-switching occurs when a speaker alternates between two 
or more languages or language varieties within a single conversation.  
Discourses – Gee (1996) defines discourses as “ways of behaving, interacting, 
valuing, thinking, believing, and speaking. They are, “thus, always and everywhere social 
and products of social histories” (p. viii).  
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) – The study of English by non-native 
speakers who do not live in an English-speaking environment. 
English as a Second Language (ESL) – The study of English by non-native 
speakers who do live in an English-speaking environment. 
English Language Learners (ELLs) – Garcia (2009) notes, English language 
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learners (ELLs) were previously referred to as Limited English Proficient (LEP). Both 
terms have been used by the U.S. Department of Education as a means to identify 
students who qualify for English language assistance and resources from the federal 
government. The formal definition includes the following criteria as defined by the No 
Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001: An individual: (a) who is 3 to 21 years of age; 
and (b) is enrolled or preparing to enroll in an elementary or secondary school; and (c) 
who was not born in the United States, or whose native language is a language other than 
English; and (d) whose difficulties in speaking, reading, writing, or understanding of 
English language may be sufficient to deny the individual the ability to meet the States’ 
proficient level of achievement on State assessments. However, since each state sets its 
own standards, assessments, and criteria for English proficiency, ELL students can be 
subjected to very different requirements and standards depending on where they reside 
within the United States. For this reason, the definition and classification of ELL has 
important ramifications for minority youth and bilingual students within the United 
States.  
In addition, it is important to note that referring to an English language learner as 
LEP has negative connotations. Garcia (2009) states that terms, such as ELL or LEP, 
emphasize a deficit perspective and are often utilized to perpetuate inequities in the 
education of bilingual children. For the sake of continuity, I will utilize the term English 
language Learner (ELL) or English as a Second Language (ESL) throughout the literature 
review, as these terms are most commonly used within the field of education. However, I 
acknowledge that students who primarily speak a language other than English may be 
learning English as their second, third, or fourth language.  
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English to Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) - The study of English by non-
native speakers who live in an English-speaking environment, and need English to 
communicate within daily life. This terminology has been adopted to avoid negative 
connotations associated with frequently used terms such as ‘ESL’, ‘LEP’, and ‘ELL.’ 
Heteroglossia – Bakhtin (2010) defined heteroglossia as a blending of world 
views through language that creates complex unity from a hybrid of utterances. 
Identity - The term identity is defined as "a person's understanding of who they 
are" (Kanno, 2000, p. 2).  
Imagined Identity – Norton (2000) defined “imagined identity as the way a person 
understands his or her relationship to the world, how that relationship is constructed 
across time and space, and how the person understands possibilities for the future” (p. 4).  
L1: One’s first/native language (Cummins, 1981b).  
L2: A second language. For the purpose of this study, L2 refers to any language 
other than their native language (Cummins, 1981b).  
Language minority – often used to refer to students who come from homes where 
English is not the primary spoken language (Cummins, 1981a).  
Languaging – Garcia (2009) defines languaging as multiple discursive practices. 
In this context, “languages are not seen as fixed codes, but as fluid codes framed within 
social practices” (p. 32).  
Linguistic human rights – refers to the inalienable rights to identify with a mother 
tongue, to access the mother tongue, to access an official language, to maintain one’s 
own language, and to access formal education without restrictions due to language 
differences (Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000).  
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 Mono-cultural bilingual - Luna et al. (2008) defines a “mono-cultural bilingual 
individual as someone who never internalized the native culture of their second language. 
Typically, this is someone who learned their second language in a classroom 
environment, without significant exposure to the language’s cultural context.  
Translanguaging – Garcia (2009) refers to translanguaging as engaging in 
bilingual or multilingual discourse practices. This is an approach to bilingualism that is 
not centered on ‘languages’, as has often been the case, but on the literacy practices of 
bilinguals that are readily observable” (p. 44).  
Transnationalism – According to Hornberger and Link (2012), this term refers to 
the condition of cultural interconnectedness and mobility across space. Forces such as 
globalization have resulted in the movements of bodies, goods, and information across 
borders.  
Transnational literacies – Transnational literacies can be seen as literacy 
practices that reflect the intersection of local and global contexts. They also draw on 
funds of knowledge, identities, and social relations rooted and extending across national 
borders (Hornberger & Link, 2012).  
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Overview 
This chapter focuses on the body of literature in the primary subject areas 
applicable to this dissertation and is divided into three sections. The first section 
addresses studies that are focused primarily within the area of language and identity. 
Research studies that illuminate language and identity issues for Asian Americans and 
Korean Americans, specifically, are also examined. The second section focuses on the 
effects of migration and globalization, as well as how these forces have impacted 
language learners. The last section is devoted to human rights and language learning. 
Within this context, the role of transformative learning environments and translanguaging 
models of language learning are discussed and critiqued.  
Language and Identity 
Over the past 15 years, the concept of identity has become more prominent in 
SLA research. However, Block (2009) asserts, past studies contain many assumptions 
regarding the concept of identity that have been challenged in recent years. One such 
assumption is the belief that “identities are formed and shaped by biological factors or 
socially defined factors such as the individual’s environment” (p. 12). This theory 
represented the essentialist viewpoint that attributes and behavior can be determined by 
cultural and biological characteristics believed to be inherent to a group. According to 
Bucholz (2003), “Essentialism rests on two assumptions: (1) groups can be clearly 
defined; and (2) group members are more or less alike” (p. 400). Under this paradigm, an 
individual is seen as the product of the social conditions under which he or she has 
developed. This assumption led SLA researchers to treat identity as relatively fixed and 
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constant across situations.  In fact, Norton and Toohey (2001) lament, “during the past 
two decades, very few studies examined how language learners positioned themselves or 
were positioned by others depending on where they were, who they were with, and what 
they were doing” (p. 309). Instead, SLA researchers in the past focused mainly on the 
cognitive processes of language acquisition, rather than the situated experiences of 
learners.  
An example of the SLA focus on cognitive processes can be found within 
Boroditsky’s (2014) recent studies on language and thought. Boroditsky (2001) poses the 
question, do the languages we speak shape the way we think?” That is to say, does our 
language merely express our thoughts or do the structures contained within our language 
actually shape the very thoughts we wish to express? Like Whorf (1956) before her, she 
hypothesized that languages have an impact on the way we see or interpret the world. 
While Boroditsky (2001) does not subscribe to the Strong Whorfian view (that thought 
and action are entirely determined by language), she does assert that languages 
profoundly influence how we see the world.  
Boroditsky (2010) asserts, significant differences exist in the way space, time, and 
causality are conceived and how we react as a result. For example, English speakers talk 
about time as if it were horizontal, while Mandarin speakers describe time in vertical 
terms. The Pormpuraaw (a remote Aboriginal community in Australia) have no terms for 
‘left’ and ‘right.’ Instead, all statements are made in terms of absolute cardinal directions 
(north, south, east, west) giving them the ability to function like human GPS systems. 
Boroditsky (2010) found that this community was able to stay oriented and keep track of 
where they were, even in unfamiliar territories. These kinds of navigational abilities 
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would seem almost ‘super human.’ Yet, this skill is attributed to knowledge that is 
contained within their indigenous language. In addition,  
English speakers like to describe events in terms of agents doing things. English 
speakers tend to say things like “John broke the vase” even for accidents. 
Speakers of Spanish and Japanese, however, would be more likely to say “the 
vase broke itself.” Such differences between languages have profound 
consequences for how speakers understand events, and construct notions of 
causality and agency. (para. 15)  
 
Subsequently, when she tested study participants to see if they could remember who had 
broken the vase, English speakers consistently remembered the agents of events more 
easily than Spanish and Japanese speakers. While this might be inconsequential in the 
case of a broken vase, the implications could be quite significant if one considers our 
criminal justice system and how ‘blame’ is assigned and prosecuted. Therefore, her 
research has spurred new interest in this area of study.  
Boroditsky (2014) has conducted numerous cognitive studies that reveal 
interesting and unexpected differences between languages and the way we think. She has 
also shown that when you take away one’s language, even the most basic functions 
become difficult. In this study, Boroditsky (2010) showed MIT students dots on a screen 
and asked them to count them. If they were allowed to count normally, they did fine 
(either out loud or silently). However, if she asked them to repeat the words spoken in a 
news report, their counting quickly fell apart. Essentially, they were unable to count 
without their language skills. Her research, again, makes one ponder what skills or ‘ways 
of being’ would be lost, without the active use of one’s native tongue. 
Furthermore, Boroditsky (2014) states, when bilingual people switch from one 
language to another, they begin to think differently too. It seems possible, then, that these 
‘different ways of thinking’ could lead to a different sense of identity.  Her research, 
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therefore, reinforces the viewpoint that diversity within the world’s 7,000 languages 
should be supported and maintained. However, Boroditsky’s (2014) studies provide a 
small glimpse into the cognitive variance that exists and is expressed through language. 
Therefore, much more research needs to be conducted in this area. 
While language studies of this nature highlight an important area of study, they 
still have a tendency to treat groups as homogenous. However, we know that tremendous 
diversity exists, not just between groups but within groups as well. Therefore, recent 
research studies, influenced by sociocultural and poststructural theory, have also focused 
on the fluidity of identities that occur when learners encounter new linguistic, social, 
and/or cultural influences (Kramsch, 2000; Norton 2000; Suarez-Orozco, 2001). Thus, 
Norton (2008a) asserts, “identity is not seen as static but as dynamic, multiple, and a site 
of struggle” (p. 193).  
Within this perspective, learners are not merely seen as processors of information, 
but instead are regarded as agents whose actions are situated in particular contexts 
and influenced by their dynamic ethnic, national, gender, class, and social 
identities. (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 2001, p. 155)  
 
This shift in focus is significant in that L2 learners are not evaluated merely by their L2 
output, but also by studying how they are situated in specific social, historical, and 
cultural contexts and how learners resist or accept the positions those contexts offer them 
(Norton and Toohey, 2001, p. 193).  
Bicultural identities 
As O’Herin (2007) states, “Identity questions can be difficult for individuals 
operating in a single language and culture, but even more complex for individuals living 
in a world of multiple lexicons, histories, cultures, audiences, and social systems" (p. 2). 
Research shows that bicultural individuals, rather than having a perfect blend of two 
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cultures, often describe their cultural heritage in complex ways, both positive and 
negative. Amin Malouf (1996), in his work “In the Name of Identity” expresses his 
multiculturalism this way:  
I don’t examine my identity to discover some ‘essential’ allegiance in which I 
may recognize myself. Rather the opposite, I scour my memory to find as many 
ingredients of my identity as I can. I then assemble and arrange them. I don’t deny 
any of them. (p.2)  
 
Similarly, Benet-Martinez and Haritatos (2005) assert, biculturalism can be associated 
with feelings of pride and uniqueness, while at the same time, bring about identity 
confusion, differing expectations, and value clashes. While this is still a relatively new 
area of study, researchers such as (Benet-Martinez & Haritatos, 2005; Benet-Martinez et 
al., 2002; Huynh et al., 2011) have provided more insight into the nature of bicultural 
identity.   
From various studies, Huynh et al. (2011) were able to identify several different 
types of biculturals. Huynh et al. (2011) describe the following categories:  
(a) competent in and identified with both dominant and ethnic cultures, (b) 
competent in both cultures and identified in dominant culture only, (c) competent 
in both cultures and identified with ethnic culture only, (d) competent in both 
cultures and identified with neither dominant or ethnic culture. (p.829)    
 
These categories help to distinguish differences between biculturals and how they 
identify. However, according to bicultural individuals, these identifications can also be 
quite fluid. Therefore, the fluidity and dynamic nature of bicultural identity should also 
be considered. 
 To this end, Huynh et al. (2011) conducted research that posed the following 
questions: “Do all bicultural individuals integrate their two cultures in the same way, in 
the same contexts, and for the same reasons?” (p. 828). They found from their research 
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that it is clear that bicultural individuals do not comprise a homogeneous group. 
Therefore, cultures can be integrated, blended, or fused in varying ways. Some bicultural 
individuals have also compartmentalized their dual cultures, and are able to reconcile 
differences in this manner.    
Similarly, Schwartz and Unger (2010) state, early bicultural research focused 
mainly on external cultural behaviors such as: language use, media preferences, choice of 
friends, etc. Yet, these types of cultural behaviors do not really reflect the deep 
complexity of behaviors, values, and identifications that are inherent within a particular 
culture. For example, Phinney and Devich-Navarro (1997) make a distinction between 
‘blended biculturals’ (e.g. someone who sees him or herself as the product of both 
cultures, such as Jewish Americans) and ‘alternating biculturals’ as those who display 
different cultural behaviors depending on the context. This distinction, however, seems a 
bit superficial. As Huynh et al. (2011) point out, “displaying different cultural behaviors 
within different contexts is not incompatible with a ‘blended bicultural identity’” (p.830). 
Therefore, it is important to consider how these classifications have been established and 
whether they hold true for all bicultural individuals.  
In addition, scholars only deemed someone to be a ‘true, functional’ bicultural, if 
the individual was competent in and committed to both cultures (Ramirez, 1984). Yet, 
just as Grosjean (2010) remarks that bilinguals rarely have the exact same competencies 
or skills in both languages, the same can be said for bicultural individuals. Bicultural 
blendedness appears to be fluid and complex. Therefore, it is useful to utilize terms 
Benet-Martinez and Haritatos (2005) provide instead: ‘high blendedness/high harmony’ 
(high BII) and ‘low blendedness/low harmony’ (low BII). These measures seem to 
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acknowledge the differing degrees of ‘perceived conflict’ between cultures that can exist, 
without a value judgment as to how biculturals identify.  
Benet-Martinez and Haritatos (2005) also note that one’s ‘perceived conflict’ is an 
important distinction in their studies, since cultural blendedness is subjective. For 
example, Huynh et al. (2011) asked questions such as, “I feel trapped between two 
cultures vs. I do not see conflict between the Korean and American way of doing things” 
(p. 830). From these types of statements, the researchers were able to distinguish between 
biculturals who felt a high level of conflict between their dual cultures and others who 
felt a very low level of conflict. This research is very interesting in that many factors can 
affect a bicultural individual’s ‘perception’ of conflict between various cultures. For 
example, according to their study, I might be classified as a low BII, since I often 
perceive conflict between the Korean and American cultures. Yet, my father (who was 
perfectly bilingual and had lived in the United States for over 50 years) might be 
classified as a high BII, since he expressed very little perception of conflict. In many 
research studies, however, we would both fall under the same generic classification as 
‘Korean Americans’. Therefore, the complexity of biculturalism needs to be studied more 
deeply.  
Asian American Identity 
What does it mean to be Asian American? For many years, scholars have grouped 
various pan-Asian ethnic groups who have migrated to the United States under one 
umbrella term and studied them as one monolithic community. Yet, according to Kibria 
(2000), the term ‘Asian’ is actually a relatively new construct that came about for 
political reasons during the 1960’s U.S. Civil Rights Movement. Throughout much of the 
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19th and 20th centuries, the term ‘Oriental’ was used to describe many cultures throughout 
East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Central Asia. However, this term was often considered to 
be pejorative and derogatory. In fact, U.S. government officials have conceded in recent 
years, “The term ‘Oriental’ does not describe ethnic origin, background, or even race; in 
fact it has deep and demeaning historical roots” (Liu, 2009, para. 2). Therefore, at a time 
when the Civil Rights Movement was gaining momentum and many Asian Americans 
were also recognizing the need to mobilize politically, the term ‘Asian’ was coined and 
came to be used to represent multiple peoples and ethnicities. 
Racism and discrimination 
Traditionally, the dominant discourse of race and racial inequality in the United 
States has been centered on Blacks and Whites. Indeed, Ancheta (2006) states, even as 
late as the 1970’s, census takers still equated ‘American’ with ‘White’, and ‘Non-White’ 
with ‘Black.’ However, Ancheta (2006) argues, Asian Americans – being neither White 
nor Black, have at different times in history been situated within the racial frame of both 
White and Black and at other times as simply the ‘Other.’ Ancheta (2006) notes,  
U.S. courts classified Asian Americans as if they were ‘Black’ and consequently 
Asian Americans endured many of the same disabilities of racial subordination as 
African Americans such as racial violence, segregation, unequal access to public 
institutions, discrimination in housing, employment and education. (p. 5)  
 
The Civil Rights Movement, therefore, resonated with Asian Americans who along with 
other marginalized populations were also experiencing widespread institutional racism 
and discrimination.  
According to Kibria (2000), “Race is a system of power that gives meaning to 
externally imposed hierarchies” (p. 78). Similarly, Kim (2008) “defines ‘race’ as a social 
construct based on biological phenomena that are externally imposed yet often contested. 
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‘Ethnicity’, however, is thought to be more internally defined and rooted in historical 
cultural criteria (e.g., national origins, language, religion, folk traditions)” (p. xiv). Yet, 
race and ethnic identity can often become convoluted and used interchangeably for 
different political reasons. Kibria (2000) states, “By emphasizing shared ‘symbolic 
ethnicity,’ Asian Americans were able to utilize more political power” (p. 80). However, 
this type of racial positioning also proved to be a double-edged sword, as stereotypes and 
misrepresentations regarding Asian Americans continue to be rampant within our society. 
Therefore, “The identities and histories of Asian Americans still largely remain shrouded 
in myths and misconceptions” (Kibria, 2000, p.80).  
Portes (1995) asserts, the long history of racism and discrimination within the 
United States has made the process of negotiating identity even more complex for 
students of color. While it is common to think of one’s identity as self-determined, 
identity may also be ascribed rather than achieved (Kibria, 2002). Ascribed identity refers 
to the racial, ethnic, religious, cultural, or gender categories in which others may place an 
individual, whereas achieved identity refers to the identity an individual develops for him 
or herself. (Note: Although I have used the term singular term ‘identity,’ it is with the 
understanding that achieved identities are fluid, multiple, and constantly changing.) Not 
only may various ascribed identities conflict with one’s achieved identity, generic all-
encompassing labels such as ‘Asian’ may have different connotations for many 
individuals. Some may feel a sense of ‘shared community,’ while others may feel that the 
label simply generates more misconceptions and stereotypes. According to Kibria (2000), 
studies have shown that those who are ascribed as ‘Asian’ (e.g. Koreans, Japanese, and 
Chinese, etc.) often find the association to be very weak and contrived. Similarly, Zhou 
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and Yang (2008) assert, “Inter-group differences within the Asian American umbrella, 
combine with each group’s experiences with American mainstream society, to create 
varied meanings of identity as well as obstacles to fostering a cohesive Asian 
community” (p. 1128).  
Kim (2008) posits that rather than being an innocuous term, ‘Asian’ denotes a 
hegemonic link between the U.S. government and other countries throughout the world. 
Similarly, Espiritu (2003) states, Asians’ lives and their transnational identities are 
“shaped not only by the social location of their group within the United States but also by 
the position of their home country within the global racial order” (p. 3).  
Throughout US history, each Asian American community continued to have its 
image and well-being defined not by its activities in the United States, but by a 
racial order that is both domestic and international. No other American immigrant 
community has had its domestic relations with the U.S. government so 
determined by the nation’s foreign policies with homeland states.” In forging their 
lives in the US, then, Asian immigrants are always reminded of and affected by 
these foreign relations. (Kim, 1999, p.4)  
 
For example, the United States government has a very different historical relationship 
with South Korea, sometimes viewed as an occupier and at other times as an ally, than its 
relationship with Vietnam. Therefore, while recent South Korean immigrants are 
frequently touted as ‘model minorities,’ many Vietnamese may be classified as penniless 
‘refugees,’ regardless of the timing or actual reasons for their immigration to the U.S. 
These societal images and classifications lead to different ramifications for ‘Asians’ as 
well as ‘Asian-Americans’ in terms of support, resources, and ongoing perceptions within 
American society. Yet, as Kim (1999) suggests, these racial positions are often dynamic 
and complex, as global perceptions and political situations change continuously.  
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In terms of racial hierarchy, Asians are often placed in the ‘middle position,’ with 
Whites representing the dominant group at the top, and Blacks at the bottom (Kim, 2008). 
According to Kim (1999), a process of racial triangulation was devised in the 19th century 
to help White U.S. businessmen and political elites establish a cheap and plentiful labor 
force for their growing businesses in California and Hawaii. Initially, Chinese immigrants 
were heavily recruited to work on plantations and mines and establish another class of 
subjugated non-Whites in addition to Blacks (Kim, 1999). Kim (1999) writes, by 
positioning Asian immigrants as superior to Blacks yet permanently foreign and below 
Whites, the dominant group was able to establish and maintain their superiority.  
Furthermore, while many states (such as California) outwardly rejected slavery, 
they continued to use other means to control and subjugate people of color. Kim (1999) 
asserts, Californians still unequivocally asserted their racial dominance over Blacks 
living in the state.  
During the 19th century, the California state legislation prohibited Blacks from 
becoming citizens, voting, holding public office, serving on juries, testifying 
against Whites in court, attending public schools with Whites, and homesteading 
public land. Whites also denigrated Chinese immigrants by associating them with 
Blacks in various ways.” (p. 110)  
 
For example, Chinese immigrants were often called “coolies” linking them to Black 
slaves, even though they were not involuntary laborers (Kim, 1999). Chinese laborers 
were also often depicted as lazy, dishonest, unintelligent, and thieving - similar to 
derogatory qualities that were also attributed to Blacks. Paradoxically, however, Chinese 
immigrants were praised at the same time for their hard work and diligence as laborers. In 
this way, Asians were encouraged to continue working toward a “Whitened, middle-class 
status with full assimilation within American society” (Kim, 2008, p.6).  
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Racial triangulation, then, continued to occur for Asians and Asian Americans in 
numerous ways. Chinese immigrants, on the one hand, were given relative status (in 
relation to Blacks) and at the same time excluded within American society in various 
ways. According to Kim (1999), “Whites did not hesitate to render them ‘Black’ for the 
purposes of political disenfranchisement” (p. 113). For example, in People vs. George 
Hall (1854), the California Supreme Court ruled that Chinese testimony against a White 
man was inadmissible.  
Citing the alleged racial kinship between the Chinese and American Indians, the 
California Supreme Court argued that Black meant not just ‘Negroes’ but all non-
Whites, including Chinese immigrants. This case turned out to be a landmark case 
paving the way for numerous anti-Chinese laws and ordinances leading up to the 
exclusionary act of 1882. (Kim, 1999, p. 113)   
 
During the 1800’s, U.S. legislators continued to prevent Asians from gaining citizenship 
and additional rights, by distinguishing them as non-Whites. The Chinese Exclusion Act 
of 1882 singled out Chinese specifically on a racial basis, suspending the immigration of 
Chinese laborers for an entire decade. According to Kim (1999), “Asian immigrants, seen 
as both unfit for and uninterested in the American way of life, were the only racial group 
in American history to be legally rendered aliens ineligible to attain U.S. citizenship” (p. 
113). In addition, since the White dominant group often made no distinction between 
various Asian ethnicities such as Chinese, Koreans, Japanese immigrants - all those that 
fell under the generic category of ‘Asian’ were subjected to racism, discrimination, and 
human rights violations.  
Yet, despite these blatantly discriminatory practices, Asian immigrants continued 
to arrive in increasingly larger numbers to the U.S, for the promise of employment and a 
better life for their families. Along with Chinese laborers - groups of Japanese, Filipinos, 
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and Koreans began immigrating to the United States during the 19th and 20th centuries. 
Although this helped the U.S. to grow economically at a rapid pace - rising successive 
waves of Asian immigrants continued to cause alarm within White communities. 
Therefore, distorted images and rampant stereotypes regarding the threat of Asians or the 
‘Yellow Peril’ have been prevalent in the U.S., for many years. These misrepresentations 
have continued to feed anti-Asian sentiment throughout the nation.  
In fact, throughout much of U.S. history, Asians have been victimized by 
discriminatory naturalization and immigration laws (Kim, 2008). The Immigration Act of 
1917, which placed severe restrictions on immigration from all countries throughout Asia 
and the Pacific islands, was enacted to further restrict Asians from coming to the U.S. 
Shockingly, the language of this legislation lists the following as “undesirables from 
other countries including: idiots, alcoholics, the poor, criminals, professional beggars, 
any person suffering attacks of insanity, polygamists, and anarchists.” (Retrieved from: 
www.history.state.gov.) Included within this group of ‘undesirable’ immigrants were all 
the people from the Asiatic Barred Zone. This type of language helps to reveal the deep-
seated feelings of prejudice that Asians were subjected to during this time period.  
The Immigration Act of 1924 was also enacted to further ban Japanese and other 
East Asians completely from entering the U.S. In fact, various immigration bans 
implemented during the 1920’s, effectively restricted Asians from entering the United 
States for over 40 years. Kim (2008) states, it was not until the U.S. Hart-Celler Act was 
enacted in 1965 that Asian American populations began to grow exponentially across the 
nation. In addition to the enactment of discriminatory laws, rising anti-Asian sentiment 
eventually contributed to the unjust imprisonment of 120,000 Japanese Americans during 
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World War II. This was yet another instance of anti-Asian racism and discrimination 
which has had a deep impact on Asian communities in the United States and their sense 
of belonging within American society.  
Model minorities and perpetual foreigners 
While many years have passed since the U.S. Civil Rights movement and Asian 
Americans have made significant gains in terms of their human rights and status within 
American society, institutional barriers and numerous stereotypes still exist. As more 
educated and wealthy Asian immigrants entered the U.S. in recent years, a new image 
and stereotype of Asian Americans has emerged. This stereotype of Asian immigrants as 
‘model minorities’ was exposed in a recent Pew Report (2013).  In the report, Asian 
Americans are touted as the fastest growing and best-educated minority group in the 
United States. In addition, this study stated, “Asian Americans have the highest income 
of all minority groups within the United States” (p. 13). For some, this research data 
might be cause for celebration. However, for many Asian American scholars, this report 
and its portrayal of Asian Americans only served to draw widespread criticism within the 
Asian community.  
Hing (2012) argued, “The Pew report’s portrayal of Asian Americans is overly 
simplistic and misleading” (para. 2). Similarly Congresswoman Judy Chu, Chair of the 
Congressional Asian Pacific American Caucus, provided the following comment,  
Our community is one of stark contrasts, with significant disparities within and 
between various subgroups. The ‘Asian Pacific American’ umbrella includes over 
45 distinct ethnicities speaking over 100 language dialects, and many of the 
groups that were excluded from the report are also the ones with the greatest 
needs. (Hing, 2012, para. 6)  
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Furthermore, critics of the report noted that by sweeping all Asian Americans into one 
broad group, the study painted the picture that all are exceptionally successful without 
any challenges. While the authors of the Pew report deny any sampling bias or attempt to 
paint Asian Americans in a stereotypical fashion, media coverage of the report only 
seemed to amplify familiar narratives of Asian Americans in stereotypical ways.  
 According to Hing (2012), even more troubling than the study itself, was the way 
the media used it to spin familiar narratives about Asian Americans as the “high 
achieving, boot-strappers with humble beginnings” (para. 11). Similarly, Zhou and Xiong 
(2005) state:  
Asian success in the eyes of the American public has stemmed from the 
educational achievements of Asian Americans. But the celebration of the group as 
a model minority has been politically motivated to buttress the myths that the 
United States is devoid of racism, according equal opportunity to all, and those 
who lag behind do so because of their own poor choices, lack of effort, or an 
inferior culture. (pp. 1143-1144)  
 
Furthermore, for Zhou and Xiong (2005), diversity within the classification ‘Asian 
American’ adds to the general misperception that the great majority will assimilate with 
ease into the American mainstream. As the ‘model minority,’ Asian Americans are often 
portrayed within the media as academic overachievers with no serious need for social 
support.  Yet, “differences in origins, histories, timing of immigration, and settlement 
patterns profoundly affect the formation of ethnic groups and identities” (Zhou & Xiong, 
2005, p 1127).  
 As noted previously, once various immigration restrictions were lifted in the 
1960’s, newly immigrated Asians were mostly highly educated professionals and 
international business owners. However, the Vietnam War also caused a significant 
increase in the number of refugees from Southeast Asia entering the U.S. during the 
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1970’s and 1980’s. Therefore, while some highly educated professionals were actively 
being recruited from Asian countries like Korea and Taiwan, others arrived from war-
torn regions as refugees. Yet, the Pew study (2013) failed to provide a sufficiently 
detailed analysis of Asian-American demographics that would have revealed important 
and meaningful differences among Asian sub-groups.  
 In addition to the myth of the ‘model minority,’ another popular stereotype is the 
idea that “Asians are all the same” or share a common history, language, or customs. A 
Korean American attorney describes his experience watching a popular U.S. television 
show about the Korean War:  
When I watched M*A*S*H, I was often enraged by a supposedly Korean person 
wearing a Vietnamese-style hat wandering around in a Japanese-looking village 
mumbling nonsensical syllables that are supposed to be Korean,” said Los 
Angeles attorney T. S. Chung, a Korean American. Americans may not think all 
this amounts too much. But let me ask you this question: How would you feel if a 
Korean TV producer portrayed an American as a Mexican in a Canadian village 
mumbling sounds in German or French? (Kang, 1993)  
 
Indeed, countless examples exist in the U.S. media and pop culture regarding this type of 
homogenization of Asian cultures. Margaret Cho, a popular Korean American comedian, 
starred in a 1994 television show called “All American Girl” which was heavily criticized 
for its stereotypical portrayal of Asian Americans. Cho explained that while the show was 
focused on the lives of one multigenerational Korean family, she was actually the only 
Korean American actor cast on the show. In addition, no other production members such 
as directors, writers, or producers were Korean American – causing much of the dialogue, 
storylines, and characters to become a hodgepodge of Asian stereotypes and 
unintelligible language.  
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Since this portrayal again seemed to perpetuate the idea that “all Asians are the 
same,” many Asian American viewers were particularly infuriated with Cho’s television 
show. Hayano (1981) notes, “What is often served to the American public by the popular 
mass media is a kind of everyman’s Oriental - where filial piety, sukiyaki, Confucianism, 
kungfu, and kimonos are representative of an all-purpose Asian” (p. 170). Similarly, 
Palmer (2007) asserts,  
“These types of stereotypical portrayals disregard key aspects of the Asian 
American community. One aspect is that Asian Americans are a highly diverse 
group with a variety of cultures and forms of social capital. Another is that Asian 
Americans are not only diverse but also possess ever-changing and dynamic 
cultures.” (p. 283) 
 
Therefore, popular American television shows like M*A*S*H and Kung Fu helped to 
reinforce images of Asians unable to communicate with Westerners or acting in foreign 
‘mystical’ ways. 
According to Huynh et al. (2011), Asian Americans are also stereotypically 
classified as ‘aliens’ or ‘perpetual foreigners.’ While European immigrants have been 
more fully accepted into the American melting pot as ’White,’ Asian Americans often 
face ongoing hostility and discrimination as part of the ’Other.’ According to Kibria 
(2000), “The notion of Asians as ‘perpetual foreigners’ has played an important role in 
the practice of legitimizing discrimination and racism against Asians in the United 
States” (p. 86). A simple question such as, “Where are you from?” reveals this 
presumption of ‘foreignness’ (Huynh et al., 2011). For example, as a second generation 
Korean American, I was born in Boston and lived in the United States for much of my 
life. Although I speak English natively, I am often asked this question on a daily basis. 
As Kibria (2000) notes, “when asked of Asians it is often implicitly understood as a 
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question about nationality and origins” (p. 86). Frequently, the question may be followed 
by additional racial micro-aggressions (or subtle marginalizations) such as: compliments 
regarding fluency in English, mistaking the individual for being a foreigner, or 
questioning his or her hometown. 
According to Cox (2015), Asians are currently the fastest growing minority group 
in the United States. Based on the latest U.S. Census data and community surveys taken 
in 2013, this community is projected to grow by 115% from 2013 to 2050, eclipsing the 
population growth rates of Hispanics and African-Americans. Yet, Asians have also had 
almost no place in the discourse on race and culture, except as model minorities on the 
one hand or unassimilated aliens on the other. This is very problematic as continuous 
stereotypes and discrimination of this nature can lead to feelings of rejection, depression, 
and/or further marginalization from the dominant society. Huynh et al. (2011) also state, 
despite the fact that Asian stereotypes have been discussed frequently in the literature, the 
link between Asian-American identity, stereotypes, and psychological adjustment has not 
been directly or sufficiently examined.  
Similarly, Seo and Koro-Ljungberg (2005) assert, of the existing literature of 
Asian students’ adjustment within American universities, most research studies have 
been confined to Chinese, Taiwanese, and Japanese students. Yet many Asian students 
have struggled with adjustment, in part due to the fundamental differences in belief 
systems and cultural values between Eastern and Western worlds. As I have noted 
previously, considerable differences exist in culture and life experiences between 
individuals within different Asian cultures as well. Therefore, Seo and Koro-Ljungberg 
(2005) argue, “it is inappropriate to use Chinese or Japanese values and traditions to 
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understand Korean students’ lives, national identities, and culture” (p. 165). Specific 
attention, therefore, should be given to Korean students’ adjustment difficulties that 
reflect their unique backgrounds and cultural heritage.  
Korean Identity 
Since the Korean bilingual adults that were examined in this study are members 
of a bilingual population living in the United States (either temporarily or permanently), 
it is necessary to understand what labels are commonly used within the community and 
how this may or may not affect their sense of identity. According to Lee (2010), “As of 
2006, approximately 29,511 Korean students are currently living in the U.S. as 
transnational students” (p.78). In this case, the term ‘transnational students’ refers to the 
Korean students (K-20) who have resided at least three years in the United States and 
then eventually return to Korea. However, this data does not include the children of 
overseas workers, emigrants, and short-time language students (Lee, 2010). Song (2010) 
also states, “During the year 2005 alone, 876,554 Koreans entered the U.S. on non-
immigrant visas” (p.26). Therefore, Lee (2010) asserts, the total number of Korean 
transnational students is actually much higher and growing each day. Korean 
transnational students and adults were actively sought out for this study.  
In addition, this study also utilized Korean bilingual adults who have migrated to 
the U.S. on a more permanent basis. These students can sometimes be referred to with a 
number of terms such as: 1st generation, 1.5 generation, 2nd generation, Korean-Korean, 
Korean-American, etc. Since there are discrepancies in how these terms have been 
defined and utilized both within and outside the Korean community, I refrained from 
characterizing the study participants in this manner. Since many Koreans are beginning to 
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migrating to the United States at different times in their lives and may have vastly 
different experiences in terms of their cultural affinities and bilingual proficiencies, it is 
no longer possible to assume that various generations of immigrants share a common 
identity. Like biliteracy, then, biculturalism can be considered on a continuum rather than 
in absolute terms.  
Korean lineage and racial purity 
In contrast to the diversity and multicultural environment of the United States, 
Korea as a nation has maintained itself as one of the most homogeneous countries in the 
world (Shin, 2003). Yim (2002) states, “Korea’s most striking characteristic has been its 
long and continuous existence as a unified country” (p.38). In fact, according to Cumings 
(2005), Korea fought hard to resist any influence from the West for centuries. Instead, 
Korea established ongoing foreign relations with only one neighboring power, China. 
Therefore, in exchange for tributary ties, Korea was recognized as an independent state 
and remained virtually untouched by outside influences until the late 1800’s.  
Yet, throughout its long history, Korea has had to fight invaders from all sides and 
face threats to both its culture and national identity. As a small country, surrounded by 
strong military powers such as China, Japan, and Russia, Korea has always been very 
conscious of the vulnerable geopolitical position it inhabits. Perhaps due to this difficult 
history, Koreans often cite the importance of actively maintaining their culture, language, 
lineage, and traditions as a means to maintain national unity and longevity. This national 
consciousness, called Han minjok (meaning “Korean nation or people”), has endured 
despite various foreign occupations as well as the division that resulted from the Korean 
War (Yim, 2002). Koreans usually credit this unique national identity with their ability to 
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survive the threat of outside forces for thousands of years. Yet, this did not happen by 
chance. Korean ethnic nationalism is actively reinforced in many ways within Korean 
society.  
One way Korean nationalism is enforced is through the idea that Koreans are 
descended from a pure and distinct race (Kim, 2008). While ‘race’ is a social construct 
and discussion of ‘pure races’ generally fell out of favor after the Holocaust and WWII, 
Koreans are still taught to believe their ancestral origins are unique and pure (Shin, 
2006). According to Kim (2008), this idea began to emerge among Korean scholars 
during the Japanese Occupation in 1905. At that time, Japanese colonial officials tried to 
persuade Koreans that both nations were of the same bloodline, in an effort to force 
assimilation. However, in 1908, “Shin Chaeho wrote of the history of Korea in mythical 
times, portraying the Han minjok as a warlike race that fought bravely to preserve 
Korea’s unique identity” (Kim, 2008, p. 24). Korean scholars believe this idea helped 
Koreans to resist Japanese subjugation both during and after the Japanese Occupation. In 
subsequent years, Korean politicians continued to strengthen the ideology of racial purity 
and promote the ‘great Han race’ to legitimize authoritarian rule and provide Koreans 
with national pride during difficult times.  
In order to maintain the ‘purity’ of one’s bloodline, Korean government officials 
often state the importance of tracing one’s ancestry back to the Chosun Dynasty. The 
national identification registry, called hojuk, is utilized for this purpose. This registry is 
considered an official record of each Korean citizen’s lineage within Korean society. The 
hojuk is also the basis upon which other rights (such as citizenship, military service, 
marriage, adoption, employment, and property rights) are conferred to Korean citizens. 
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Through the system, one’s family history can be quickly ascertained by others. However, 
since the hojuk is based on a patriarchal system that dates back to the Chosun Dynasty, 
the system has also been utilized to perpetrate discrimination against those that are 
considered undesirable within Korean society, or have deviated from social mores in 
some way or another. That is to say, in order to promote the ‘purity’ of Korean lineage, 
the hojuk has been utilized at times to exclude or shame the following groups: Koreans of 
mixed descent, divorced women, unwed mothers, orphans, Koreans living abroad, as well 
as non-ethnic Korean residents. Lim (2009) states, “To be truly Korean, one must not 
only have Korean blood, but must also embody the values, the mores, and the mindset of 
Korean society” (para. 1). Therefore, ethnic Koreans living in other countries around the 
world are not considered ‘real’ Koreans, as well as those who lack ‘pure blood’ no matter 
how acculturated they may be.   
To provide a personal example, I have often experienced discrimination from 
Korean immigration officials as a second generation Korean-American with U.S. 
citizenship. Although my father relinquished his Korean citizenship many years ago 
when he formally immigrated to the United States, my status on the Korean hojuk has 
caused numerous instances of lengthy questioning by Korean immigration officials. As 
an ethnic Korean, my name and birth record must be recorded accurately as part of the 
Ryoo family lineage within the registry. However, since I was born in the United States 
and have never held Korean citizenship, at times my name has been ‘crossed off’ the 
hojuk. For Korean government officials, this is an indication that I am ‘not Korean,’ yet 
this status has been ambiguous since it is not simply based on my citizenship, but also on 
my ancestral family history.  
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For many years, the Korean government did not know how to account for ethnic 
Koreans living outside of Korea. Therefore, second generation ethnic Koreans have been 
treated at different times as part of the Han minjok and at other times as foreigners and 
outsiders. Unfortunately, similar difficulties and discrimination have occurred for those 
who have been forced to migrate for a wide variety of reasons including: Korean 
trafficking victims, orphans, and North Korean defectors. These types of societal attitudes 
and discrimination have deterred many from returning or remaining in their ancestral 
homeland.  
As with many aspects of Korean society, this issue is not just a matter of one’s 
citizenship or legal residence within a particular nation-state. According to Confucian 
values in Korea, it is the duty of the family to take care of the graves of their ancestors. 
Choi (2003) states, leaving the family home where ancestors lived and were buried was 
considered a dishonorable and shameful act. Even after death, Koreans have traditionally 
believed that this duty continues in the afterlife (Cho, 2003). Therefore, one’s 
responsibility to one’s ancestors is eternal. Although Korea has modernized and changed 
dramatically in recent years, Confucian values still underlie many practices and beliefs 
within Korean society. Therefore, ethnic Koreans that have not returned ‘home’ are still 
treated as those who have failed to uphold Korean values.  
Korean women, in particular, have found that the hojuk can be utilized as a means 
to encourage them not to divorce or raise children alone without risking public shame and 
loss of face. These practices account for the high number of Korean orphans that are 
given up for adoption to people living outside of Korea. Traditionally, orphans as well as 
the children of interracial couples were not easily accepted into Korean society, 
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according to Jang (1998). In fact, of developed nations, Korea reportedly has the highest 
foreign adoption rate with close to 90% of all babies born to unmarried Korean women 
given up for the adoption as compared to 1% in the U.S. (Retrieved from 
creatingafamily.org). 
In recent years, the Korean government has stated they are working to change 
these perceptions and reduce the number of foreign adoptions in Korea. Yet, it is still 
very difficult to change the underlying beliefs that feed this trend. Even among younger 
generations, the concept of Korea as a ‘pure race’ still prevails (Kim et al., 2009). In 
2008, the Korean government also legislated the “Support for Multicultural Families Act” 
which seemed to provide more rights to non-ethnic Koreans and children of interracial 
marriages (Yuk, 2002). However, many Korean activists believe this only amounted to a 
superficial change in terminology. Similarly, international human rights organizations 
such as the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination (CERD) have acknowledged that Korean officials still utilize 
discriminatory terms such as ‘mixed blood’ quite frequently (Kim et al., 2009, p. 196). 
Therefore, more must be done to change these practices and perceptions within Korean 
society.   
The idea of Korean ‘racial purity’ has also been challenged in recent years by the 
growing existence of ethnic and cultural diversity in Korea. Interracial marriage and 
increasing numbers of foreign workers continue to challenge the idea that Korea is a 
homogeneous nation. In fact, according to Lim (2009), “15% of children born in Korea 
are from mixed marriages and the percentage is expected to triple by 2020” (p. 52). 
While diversity and multiculturalism might be a reality in Korea - many migrant workers, 
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foreign immigrants, and interracial couples still face strong discrimination and prejudice 
(Lim, 2009).  
For some Koreans, the prevailing concern is that multiculturalism will dilute their 
strong national pride and weaken Korea’s reunification efforts. Others fear increasing 
interference from foreign nations and Western values. Yet, Lim (2009) believes there is 
still reason to hope that Korea can develop into a more inclusive society. Just as 
American concepts of ‘race’ have been continually challenged by global forces, Korean 
perceptions have also been deeply altered by recent changes in the demographic makeup 
of the country. International events, such as the 1988 Seoul Olympics and 2002 World 
Cup, also helped expose Korean residents to a diverse population of visitors and new 
foreign residents. Therefore, the effects of globalization and growing diversity within 
Korea’s national borders have, in some respect, forced Koreans to revisit the idea of what 
it means to be Korean in modern times. Lim (2009) asserts, acceptance of ‘non-Koreans’ 
living in Korea will only strengthen the Korean nation, both in the eyes of its people and 
in the rest of the world.   
Importance of Korean language to identity 
Koreans also often credit the creation of, Hangul, the Korean language, with 
helping to establish a strong national identity. Park (2009) states, Koreans adhere to a 
‘one nation, one language’ model of society and consider themselves to be one of the 
most linguistically and ethnically homogeneous nations in the world. According to 
Brown (2006), Hangul was developed in 1443, during the Chosun Dynasty by King 
Sejong. Until that time, the elite primarily utilized Hanja – or Chinese characters to write. 
However, Chinese characters were thought to be too difficult and cumbersome for 
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commoners to utilize effectively. In an effort to create a script that would be easy to learn 
and utilized by every class of society, King Sejong developed Hangul. Hangul was 
praised as a scientific breakthrough during the 15th century, because it promoted literacy 
and academic scholarship throughout Korean society. 
For this reason, virtually all Koreans speak and write the same language. 
According to the World Factbook, the literacy rate in Korea is reportedly an astounding 
98% (99% for Korean males). In fact, Callahan and Gandara (2014) assert, Korea and 
Iceland are the only two nations in the world thought to have languages utilized by nearly 
100% of its inhabitants. Yet, despite the strong belief that the Korean language must be 
preserved and utilized by all Koreans (regardless of where they reside), the modern push 
for globalization has resulted in recent efforts to make English an official language within 
Korea.  This public policy will be discussed in greater detail in the “English as 
Linguistic Capital” section, as this issue has again forced Koreans in modern times to 
consider how the Korean language has helped to define and express their unique identity.  
While Koreans believe their national identity, language, and culture are very 
important to their survival as a people, they also assert that Korean nationalism developed 
as a natural reaction to the foreign imperialism and multiple occupations that occurred 
during the late 19th and 20th centuries (Kim, 2008). Yet, we know from history that great 
danger lies in utilizing ideas of race and racial purity to define one’s identity. Japan’s 
own notion of itself as a ‘superior Asian race’ contributed to its aggression in the period 
leading up to and during World War II. Although Japan did not adopt Nazi Germany’s 
genocidal policies, it did adopt Nazi slogans of a racially bonded community and 
‘superior race’ (Kim, 2008). Moreover, Kim (2008) asserts, “the murderous brutality with 
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which colonial Japan repressed ordinary Korean citizens during the colonial period belies 
a belief in their inferiority as a people” (p.25). 
To fully understand the contributing factors that have helped to shape Korea’s 
national identity, it is important to consider them within the context of Korea’s unique 
and difficult history. According to Shim (2008), centuries of isolation allowed Korean 
society to develop and evolve its own sense of national identity independent of other 
Asian nations and cultures. Korean scholars such report that Korea’s deep sense of pride 
originates from the longevity of its unique culture, having been a unified country since 
the 7th century. Korea’s close ties with China also gave the country autonomy and a sense 
of prestige and status. Therefore, Koreans took pride in their self-sufficiency, and at the 
same time, were greatly influenced by Confucianism and Chinese thought. A significant 
part of Korean culture, then, includes many aspects of Confucianism, such as an 
emphasis on humanity, wisdom, ethical morality, spiritual self-cultivation, as well as an 
appreciation of spiritual over material pursuits. 
Influence of Chinese thought 
More than two thousand years ago, Korean society developed under the 
philosophical influences of Buddhism and Confucianism. According to Lee (2002), the 
Samguk-sagi, or Historical Record of the Three Kingdoms, reveals that Confucian 
education was already prevalent during the Three Kingdoms Period (37 BC – AD 668). 
Buddhism was introduced by the Chinese in the late 4th century. Lee (2002) asserts, 
Buddhism was strongly supported by Korean royal families because its teachings were 
considered suitable for the elite. Therefore, throughout early and medieval eras, 
Buddhism dominated Korea society practically and spiritually.  
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Although Buddhist influence was at its height during this period, the teachings 
and texts of the Confucian classics were the core curriculum, following the same practice 
as in China (Lee, 2002). During this time period, Koreans established their own 
Confucian schools. According to Seo and Koro-Ljungberg (2005), while Buddhism is 
thought to be a religion that emphasizes mercy, salvation, and reincarnation; 
Confucianism is a system of morality more than a religion. “Confucian beliefs highlight 
the values of filial piety, loyalty, authority, social harmony, respect for patrimonial rights, 
self-cultivation, and deference to age” (Seo & Koro-Ljungberg, 2005, p. 167). Therefore 
Confucian ideals, helped to establish a hierarchical class society as well as solidify the 
power and prestige of the Korean royal and elite classes.  
In fact, Koreans followed Confucian ideals so strongly during the Chosun 
Dynasty (1392-1910) that the Chinese considered them to be the ‘model Confucian 
society’ (Cumings, 2005). During this golden age, Korean society flourished and many 
social reforms as well as advances in the sciences and the arts were recorded. For 
example, Cumings (2005) notes that the first metal movable type printing press was 
actually invented in Korea during the 13th century, long before Gutenberg. Korean 
celadon pottery, calligraphy, and numerous works of art were also developed and 
celebrated during the 12th and 13th centuries. Most notably, King Sejong established the 
Korean Language (Hangul) to help increase literacy throughout Korean society. This 
advance helped to create widespread interest in scholarly study within the kingdom.  
In addition, a strict social hierarchy system was established during the Chosun 
Dynasty that greatly affected all aspects of Korean society. According to Cumings 
(2005), King Sejong created a royal class, followed by an elite class (yangban) of civil 
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and military officers and landowners. The middle ‘jungin’ class consisted of scribes, 
doctors, artists, and musicians. Commoners (sangmin) and slaves (chonmin) made up the 
lowest classes. In addition, Cumings (2005), notes that while a ‘slave class’ did exist 
during this time period, strict rules prohibited their mistreatment.  
The Chosun Dynasty also redistributed land among the Korean people, developed 
laws, and collected taxes. Korean scholars such as Shim (2008) note that while social 
mobility was restricted within this class-based society, education and the pursuit of 
wisdom were so revered that it was possible to pass a civil exam and become part of the 
elite ‘yangban’ class with personal effort and dedication. During this early era, the ability 
to become one of the ‘elite class’ through an examination would have been unheard of 
and helps to explain Korea’s strong dedication to education and academic study, today.  
Self and family in Confucian society 
According to Yim (2002), within Confucianism - the ‘self’ is defined in 
relationship to the group such as the family, clan, and nation, to which one belongs. 
Therefore, the Western definition of ‘self” or ‘individual’ differs greatly from this 
concept. In Confucian thought, ‘self” is determined by one’s role in society, as well as 
one’s relationship with others in the community. However, Seo and Koro-Ljungberg 
(2005) assert, this does not mean that one must necessarily deny oneself or ignore one’s 
own needs or desires. Rather, for the ‘self’ to be fully developed, actions that are 
consciously chosen to benefit one’s group or society as a whole are thought to bring a 
greater level of synergy with one’s higher purpose. That is to say, in order to be a 
virtuous person, one must attain balance within society. Therefore, the ‘self’ cannot be 
considered balanced or fully developed in isolation.  
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For Koreans, the importance of harmonious relationships is contained within the 
concept of ‘gibun’ (which means feeling or state of mind). According to Shim (2008), to 
hurt someone’s ‘gibun’ is to hurt their pride or dignity. Yet, no English word really 
equates to this idea fully, as the sense of hurt or shame can be quite deep. In Korean 
relationships, maintaining a peaceful or harmonious atmosphere is more important than 
individual accomplishments or immediate goals. Furthermore, many Koreans believe that 
to accomplish something while causing others unhappiness is no accomplishment at all. 
Therefore, Koreans often consider the ‘atmosphere’ and needs of the group in relation to 
their own needs. Identity, then, is not about finding one’s inherent essence apart from 
others, but about understanding and realizing one’s true potential within a balanced 
society. Within this school of thought, perfection of the virtues of compassion, 
righteousness, propriety, and wisdom lead to the development of the ‘self’ (Cumings, 
2005). Therefore, the Confucian concept of ‘self’ is deeply embedded within family and 
society.  
Another example of Confucian beliefs would be that Korean children are 
expected to show their parents and teachers respect and accept instruction without any 
criticism or protest. In Korean schools, this is strictly enforced throughout the K-20 
system. That is to say, Korean children are not allowed to question their teachers or speak 
in school unless directly questioned by their teacher. Students who do not comply may 
face corporal punishment, public shaming, or repercussions from their parents and 
extended family members. Therefore, in Korea, students are taught that the best students 
are silent and obedient students.   
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The family unit in Korea is also defined in strict ways, with an emphasis on 
respect for the elderly as well as the male members of the family (Cumings, 2005). Elders 
expect their children to take care of their parents in their old age. Therefore, it is common 
for Korean families to have multiple generations living within the same household. In 
particular, the eldest son is expected to take on the responsibility of taking care of his 
parents and grandparents as they age. These expectations can cause significant difficulties 
for Korean families, if a son is not able to fulfill these duties. For these reasons, until 
fairly recently, Korean wives felt a great deal of pressure to produce a son, able to take on 
family responsibilities and carry on the family bloodline. This, in turn, has caused an 
imbalance within the birth rate, as families favor baby boys over girls.  
Deference to authority and social relationships are also deeply reflected within the 
Korean language. Sleziak (2013) asserts, the Korean language uses distinct speech styles 
or honorifics that are derived from the basic Confucian idea of proper relationships – 
between ruler and minister, father and son, and husband and wife. These honorifics help 
identify the speaker or writer’s relationship with both the subject of the discourse and the 
audience. For instance, many Koreans often ask during initial introductions, “How old 
are you? Are you married?” When I explained that this might be considered impolite 
according to Western beliefs, a Korean business colleague responded with a confused 
look, “I do not know how to address you, then.” Social hierarchies, particularly in 
relation to age and station, are so ingrained in the language and culture that Koreans often 
find it difficult to communicate without this background knowledge as a frame of 
reference.  
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Failing to use honorifics correctly in Korean speech and recognize one’s relative 
status in Korean society could also be considered deeply insulting to Koreans. For 
example, different words denote whether a Korean woman is married or has children. In 
the Korean language, it is also evident whether the listener is older or younger, depending 
on the speech that is chosen as well as the ‘social distance’ of the listener. However, this 
is not always easy to ascertain among strangers. For example, in Korean comedy shows, 
a Korean man may address a Korean woman as an “ajumma” (Korean married woman) 
only to be chastised for implying that the woman looks old or middle-aged. Since this is 
the social equivalent of guessing a woman’s age or status incorrectly, many find it 
difficult to address Korean women without falling into these sociolinguistic ‘traps.’ 
However, as Korean society becomes more Westernized and influenced by egalitarian 
beliefs, new cross-cultural and sociolinguistic challenges are becoming more evident 
within Korean society.  
Patriarchal society 
Another aspect of Confucian thought is the patriarchal hierarchy that places men 
over women in society. Hyun (2001) states, “During the Chosun Dynasty, Namjon yobi, 
meaning, ‘men should be respected and women should be lowered’ was the guiding 
principle of gender relations” (p. 206). Chosun women were also judged regarding very 
strict standards of feminine modesty and chastity. Therefore, in Korean society, it was not 
uncommon for elders to chastise women and girls in public if they were deemed to be 
immodest or disrespectful in some way. Even in modern times, I have often witnessed 
grandmothers pinching Korean girls on the subway, if their arms or legs were not 
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sufficiently covered. These practices have lessened, in recent years, yet they are still 
observed by many in Korean society. 
Hyun (2001) asserts, since these beliefs are still prevalent in Korea, Confucianism 
has been blamed for the strong discrimination that exists against Korean women in both 
historical and contemporary Korean society. Similarly Park (2001) asserts, while 
patriarchal beliefs are changing slowly, many customs from the past still remain. For 
example, Korean men are traditionally served food before women. Women and girls are 
also usually placed in charge of domestic duties such as cooking and cleaning. Although 
more Korean women are becoming business professionals in modern times, they are also 
heavily pressured to stay at home and raise their children (Park, 2001). In addition, no 
day care is available for working Korean mothers, because it is still considered primarily 
the mother’s duty to take care of her children and look after their schooling. Therefore, 
while modern society has had an impact on these roles and how Koreans behave, 
patriarchal roles are still a common expectation within many Korean households.  
In contrast, a recent Korean television series called “Cheer Up, Mr. Kim” featured 
a single father of several adopted children working as a male cook and housekeeper for a 
wealthy family. In the story, he is ostracized both for doing a ‘woman’s job” and also for 
adopting children that are not of the same bloodline. However, the story ends happily as 
the poor male housekeeper is able to marry his rich employer’s daughter. This storyline 
could be considered innovative in Korea and a challenge to traditional societal values, as 
it would likely be viewed as a very odd living arrangement for most Koreans and not in 
keeping with patriarchal beliefs. 
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Korean examination system 
 
In addition to social relationships, principles of Confucius thought also dictated 
other aspects of life such as work, education, and public service. According to Confucian 
beliefs, holding prestigious positions is the primary way to gain privileges and social 
respect (Seo & Koro-Ljungberg, 2005). For Koreans, then, a critical way to receive 
respect in society is by holding an important position in a company, school, social group, 
or government office. In Korean history, this could only be achieved by passing the kwa-
go, or national civil examination (Yim, 2000). The civil service examination (kwa-go) 
was utilized for thousands of years in Korea, and helped to establish an elite (yangban) 
class of aristocrats and government leaders. The examination system was a way of 
selecting the most promising candidates for government work. During this era, only the 
wisest would be deemed worthy of a government position (Seo & Koro-Ljungberg, 
2005). Similarly, Yim (2000) states, the examination system conferred prestige and status 
on all who passed.  Therefore, education and academic study became the main avenues 
for success and status in Korean society.  
In order to prepare for this examination, Chinese traditional texts with over 
400,000 characters had to be memorized and recited orally (Seo & Koro-Ljungberg, 
2005). Memorizing and demonstrating knowledge of such dense volumes of classical text 
took immense patience, stamina, and determination. While this examination system was 
open to Koreans from various classes, the yangban or elite scholarly class were the most 
privileged since they could employ private tutors to prepare for the tests at home. Boys 
from poorer families took lessons at temples or in private schools. Yet even with personal 
tutors, Seo and Koro-Ljungberg (2005) note, studying for this exam represented a 
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tremendous psychological and financial burden for both students and their families. To 
provide an incentive, Korean boys were encouraged to study hard so they could achieve 
success, marry a beautiful wife, and secure an elite position in Korean society.   
Because this examination system was very comprehensive and required years of study, 
Koreans began to rely heavily on intensive academic study as a means to achieve success. 
Koreans came to believe that through long hours of study, diligence, and hard work - they 
might achieve an elite social status. According to Cumings (2005), the civil examination 
system has influenced modern day education and still continues to be a mark of honor, 
not just for the individual but for the entire family. For Koreans, then, achievement in 
education is one of the most important indicators of one’s abilities as a human being. This 
idea is critical, because it is credited for Korea’s transformation from a war-torn country 
with extreme poverty in the 1950’s to an economic and technological global leader today. 
Korean college entrance exams 
While the national civil examination system was most prevalent during the 
Chosun Dynasty, some form of this system still exists today with Korea’s national 
college examination system. In modern Korea, preparing for the college entrance 
examinations involves the entire family. In addition, just as in ancient times, the Korean 
child’s education is the highest priority of the family (Cumings, 2005). While the student 
is under intense pressure to pass the exam, Korean mothers are also heavily burdened 
with the task of successfully ‘managing’ their child’s studies, according to Park (2009). 
For Koreans, the college entrance exam is considered the ultimate high stakes exam, 
since so much depends on the performance of one test (Park, 2009). Many Korean 
students begin preparing for their college entrance exam years in advance. Often students 
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are willing to endure what Koreans call, ‘examination hell,’ for the opportunity to gain 
entrance into a top university. According to Park (2009), in modern Korea, admission to 
one of the top rated universities is thought to guarantee a life of prosperity as it improves 
the changes for getting a good job and finding a wife/husband from a wealthy family.  
However, just as the rewards for a successful college entrance candidate are 
significant, the consequences for those students who fail are also immense. Seo and 
Koro-Ljungberg (2005) assert the shame and lost face creates embarrassment for the 
individual student as well as the entire family. To make matters more difficult, 
throughout the Korean school system, teachers post grades and test results in public 
spaces as a way to further motivate Korean students and increase competition among 
classmates. This, however, also intensifies the public shame and humiliation for students 
who fail to meet expectations. In addition, Korean students must wait an entire year, if 
they fail the college entrance exam to retake the test. For this reason, the depression and 
suicide rate is very high among Korean students. In fact, “suicide is the most frequent 
cause of death among adolescents and young adults in South Korea and the suicide rates 
for both Korean boys and girls are rapidly increasing” (Park et al., 2014, p.258). In 
addition, according to Park et al. (2014), the suicide rate for Korean adult women is also 
the highest of all OECD nations. Therefore, the intense pressures and stress related to the 
Korean education system are critical issues that need to be addressed.   
The historical context of the ‘national civil examination,’ then, helps to explain 
how Korea’s current ‘examination hell’ came to be, as well as the reason Korean families 
focus so much of their mental and financial efforts toward these academic pursuits. 
According to Seo and Koro-Ljungberg (2005), the strengths and weaknesses of social 
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practices based on Confucian ideas emerged in a more extreme form in Korea, even more 
so than China where the civil examination originated. For example, Japan and China also 
have their own versions of ‘examination hell.’ However unlike Korea, both countries 
have not experienced a similar migration of children and families leaving their respective 
countries in pursuit of English proficiency at all costs. In addition, Japan has supported 
the formation of bilingual schools and after-school Japanese language programs, both in 
the United States and Japan, to further reinforce culture and language in positive ways for 
bicultural students. While the Chinese government has begun to send Chinese students 
with greater frequency to English-speaking countries in recent years, they have been far 
more conservative than Korea in their approach. Therefore, Korean leaders and educators 
need to consider the national educational policies that have led to increasingly extreme 
measures by Korean parents and students in the pursuit of English proficiency and higher 
education opportunities.  
Influence of Japanese occupation (1910-1945) 
In addition to China’s influence, Korean history was forever altered by the 
Japanese Occupation, which officially began in 1910. Cumings (2005) notes that the 
Japanese Meiji government considered itself technologically and militarily advanced. 
Indeed, their guns and weaponry were far more advanced than Korea’s military resources 
at the time. However, Korea’s close relationship with China also had a deep impact on its 
attitude toward Japan. For centuries, Koreans felt they were among the most devout, 
well-educated, and culturally advanced throughout East Asia. Therefore, Koreans felt 
superior or at the very least equal to the Japanese in terms of their culture, scientific 
developments, and the arts (Seo & Koro-Ljungberg, 2005). Cumings (2005) asserts, this 
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national pride greatly added to Korea’s shame and sense of injustice during the Japanese 
Occupation. 
According to Shim (2008), Japan and Korea have often been described as close 
but distant neighbors. “While the two countries are close geographically, Japan’s 
colonization period of Korea left a deep scar on foreign relations and remains a painful 
subject for most Korean people” (Sheen, 2003, p.1). More than a half-century later, full 
reconciliation between the two nations has yet to be achieved. In fact, a South Korean 
diplomat recently stated, “Japanese and Korean relations seem to be the worst they have 
been in the last 40 years” (Gale, 2015, para. 4). Some politicians argue that bitter 
relations between Japan and Korea have been a constant for centuries and a part of their 
shared history. While it is true that feelings of animosity between the two nations began 
long before the Occupation, it is also important to understand how key occurrences 
during the Occupation itself continue to affect Koreans and their sense of identity, today. 
Japanese oppression and subjugation 
 
  Cumings (2005) argues that one of the reasons the Japanese Occupation was so 
contentious and bloody was due to Japan’s subjugation at a time when Korea had already 
been an autonomous nation for many centuries. That is to say, while Koreans felt a strong 
sense of pride in their unique identity, the Japanese colonial government initially stressed 
a shared racial origin as a justification for assimilation. At the same time, Japanese 
officials insisted that Korean culture and practices were inferior and therefore needed to 
be replaced (Caprio, 2014). For the first time in their 5,000 year history, Koreans were 
powerless, enslaved, and oppressed by another power on their own land.  
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During this time period, Caprio (2014) asserts, the abolition of the Korean class 
system was a very significant Japanese colonial measure. According to Cumings (2005), 
while this action would later be considered beneficial to Korean society as a catalyst to 
modernization –it initially threw the nation into complete political chaos. The 
assassination of the Korean queen also caused great distress among the Korean people. 
Furthermore, the Japanese government quickly replaced Korean scholars and officials 
with its own leadership – making it difficult for Korean leaders to mount any kind of 
political opposition to these actions. Due to Japan’s military dominance, any protests by 
Korean civilians were quickly and brutally squashed. Scholars assert that during this 
time, Korean protesters (even women and children) such as those in the 1929 Gwangju 
Student Protest were rounded up in churches and burned alive in their villages. Others 
were raped and summarily executed (Kim, 2008).  
According to Shim (2006), the Japanese government also imposed many 
measures to exploit Korea’s resources for their own gain. Much like American colonists 
acquired land in the West, the Japanese government nullified Korean land ownership in 
1910, forcing many Koreans from their farms or into abject poverty. Cumings (2005) 
writes that Koreans were also forced to provide rice, other agricultural products, and 
natural minerals to the Japanese for their war effort. In addition, many Koreans were 
increasingly sent to other countries such as Manchuria, Sakhalin, and Japan to work as 
indentured laborers (Kim, 1999). Since it was extremely hard for Koreans to get jobs 
during this time and all their assets were either plundered or destroyed by the Japanese, 
the Korean population became increasingly poor and desperate to survive.  
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Korean scholars such as Shim (2006) also assert that thousands of national 
treasures and official documents were plundered by the Japanese colonial government 
never to be returned. The South Korean government states that 75,311 cultural artifacts 
were taken from Korea during the Occupation (Kim, 2006). Of those artifacts, Japan 
returned only 1400 artifacts after World War II. According to Shim (2006), the royal 
Gyeongbokgung Palace was also systematically destroyed. Since the palace was 
originally built in 1395 and widely considered to be a national treasure, Koreans felt their 
history was being erased piece by piece. 
Japanese colonization through education 
According to Kim (2011), “Unlike Western imperialists, Japanese leaders 
believed that it was possible to establish permanent control through the complete 
assimilation of Korea, due to the close geographical, racial, and cultural ties they shared 
with Korea” (p. 234). Therefore, the Japanese government established a centralized 
education system in Korea, since it was thought to be the most efficient way to train and 
subjugate their colonial subjects in the service of the empire (Cumings, 2005). In 
addition, to further execute complete control over their subjects, all Korean teachers were 
removed from their positions. Instead, Japanese teachers were recruited from Japan to 
teach Korean children. These Japanese teachers were rigorously trained and empowered 
to assert their authority. To display their power, Japanese teachers also wore swords in 
their classrooms (Kim, 2011).  
Caprio (2014) writes, although the Japanese government instituted mass education 
in Korea, its primary purpose was to enhance the productivity of colonial subjects as 
subjugated people of inferior quality. In addition, while elementary school education was 
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open to all Korean children, the curriculum was much more abbreviated and inferior in 
quality than the education provided to Japanese children. Therefore, the Japanese 
government utilized this modified curriculum as a means to subjugate Koreans and limit 
their education to basic elementary studies and vocational subjects. Kim (2011) states 
that in very limited instances, some Koreans were able to go beyond this fundamental 
training to continue their studies. However, these cases were few and far between. Given 
Korea’s strong tradition and dedication to scholarly study and academic pursuits, these 
hegemonic policies threatened Koreans’ survival and ability to educate subsequent 
generations. This type of subjugation also seemed to strike at the heart of their worst 
fears, as a people.  
The Japanese government established a Ministry of Education in Korea to 
administer their policies in an efficient manner. According to this system, all Korean 
schools operated under a uniform system of mass education. Each school was required to 
use the same curriculum and textbooks. Japanese teachers were also trained to utilize the 
same tightly regulated educational standards (Caprio, 2014). Like the Japanese military, 
the new education system was executed with precision. The Korean Ministry of 
Education reports that during this time, uniformity was one of the main characteristics of 
this system. After the war, this same structure or educational model remained (for reasons 
that will be discussed further). Therefore, the Japanese model of education laid the 
foundations for the authoritarian education system that exists in Korea, today. 
The Japanese colonial administration also reinforced aspects of the Korean 
education system that have subsequently developed into “examination hell” for many 
Korean students (Park, 2009). For example, in the Japanese colonial system, classroom 
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methodology consisted mainly of rote memorization (Shin & Koh, 2005). Koreans were 
very accustomed to this style of instruction since they equated learning with the 
memorization of thousands of Chinese characters. The Japanese also emphasized many 
routines such as promoting the school as a model of discipline and cleanliness. These 
practices are still enforced in Korean classrooms today. Many Korean students are 
assigned daily classroom chores such as: cleaning the chalkboards and keeping 
classrooms neat and tidy. Korean children are also required to wear school uniforms, and 
line up each morning to bow to their teacher while attendance is taken. In this type of 
school environment, discipline and control were of the utmost importance. In addition, 
one of the most critical elements of Korean education that was inherited during this 
period was the reliance on competitive entrance exams at each level of education (Shin & 
Koh, 2005). This practice gave birth to standardized tests in Korea and the practice of 
intense competition among Korean students from a very young age.  
Korean scholars such as Kim (2011) note, the Japanese government initially  
believed that assimilation of the Korean people would be accomplished without 
difficulty. Nevertheless, their policies became increasingly brutal and aggressive over 
time. Cumings (2005) asserts, “The last 8 years of colonial rule were the harshest period 
for Koreans and the time they remember with the greatest bitterness” (p. 176). During 
this time period, Japanese officials began to implement measures for the explicit purpose 
of the complete assimilation of the Korean people. Kim (2011) argues, “various slogans 
such as ‘Japan and Korea as one body’ (naisen ittai) and the ‘imperialization of colonial 
subjects’ (kōminka) policies show how contradictory colonial messages were during that 
time period” (p.234). While some Japanese leaders advocated for a ‘gentler approach’ to 
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subjugation, others sought to paint Koreans as sub-human. Caprio (2014) notes, Japanese 
imagery during the time period increasingly showed Koreans as backward, ignorant, or as 
wild animals. “In one image called ‘Taming the Wild Beast’ – Japanese General Kato is 
shown cautiously advancing on a tiger in the snow” (Caprio, 2014, p. 88). In this image, 
the wild tiger represents Korea and the ‘danger’ of allowing Koreans to remain wild and 
untamed.  
Japanese assimilation policies 
Another policy that had a huge impact on Koreans was the 1938 mandate to 
replace Korean as the language of instruction with Japanese. Following the passage of 
this act, the study and use of the Korean language was completely abolished in Korean 
schools and Korean could only be spoken at home. According to Kim-Rivera (2002), 
many Koreans viewed this as an attempt to completely erase their identity, culture, and 
traditions. Similarly, in How to Tame a Wild Tongue, Gloria Anzaldua quotes Ray Smith 
who poses the following poignant question, “Who is to say that robbing a people of its 
language is less violent than war?” I believe many Koreans would agree that this mandate 
was indeed a violent act, and one meant to end their way of life as they knew it. Anzaldua 
(1990) adds, “Wild tongues can’t be tamed, they can only be cut out” (p. 203). Her work 
provides a powerful and visceral image of what happens to those who are subjugated 
through language. While Japanese politicians and textbooks still minimize the events of 
this time period and portray their policies as a ‘modernization effort,’ Koreans have 
viewed this as a time when they were most in danger of losing their national identity and 
entire way of life.  
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As colonial subjects, Koreans were also expected to take Japanese names (Kim-
Rivera, 2002). Common punishments for refusing to take a Japanese name included being 
prohibited from entering schools and/or exclusion from food rations (Chung, 2011). Still, 
Chung (2011) asserts, about 16% of Koreans still refused to change their names. Since 
this refusal might amount to severe punishments or starvation during war times, this 
statistic reveals the importance of this issue for Koreans. This again relates to Korea’s 
strong belief in family bloodlines.  
For centuries in Korea filial piety, or hyo in Korean, served as the core of all 
virtues (Chung, 2011). According to these beliefs, the most important relationship is 
between father and son. Family names, therefore, came to represent the very existence of 
the family and its unbroken lineage between generations. Hyun (2001) asserts that the 
cultural practice of preferring sons insured that sons would carry the family name 
inherited from their fathers. Therefore, losing their Korean names was an unthinkable 
tragedy. Losing one’s name meant losing one’s identity, not only for the individual but 
for the entire family, bringing shame ultimately to the ancestors (Chung, 2011).  
While the Japanese government mandated the use of Japanese names, many 
Korean children used their Japanese names only for official or public activities such as 
attending school. In schools, however, Korean children were punished harshly if they 
were caught speaking Korean. Therefore, like many indigenous groups, Koreans felt 
stripped of their identities and stigmatized for native language use (Callahan & Gandara, 
2011). To this day, many older generations in Korea feel very bitter about these 
assimilation policies. While younger generations of Koreans have all but forgotten these 
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events of the past, millions of Koreans were filled with a fervent desire to retain their 
language and identity at all costs.  
Forced migration and trafficking 
According to Chung (2011), feelings of animosity and bitterness toward the 
Japanese only increased as Japan mobilized Korea for war. For Korean men and women, 
forced migration during the Japanese Occupation was both large-scale and systematic 
(Min, 2003). Hundreds of thousands of young Korean men were enlisted by the Japanese 
Imperial Army as laborers and soldiers. Many Korean soldiers fought very hard during 
this time period. However, Min (2003) asserts, Korean soldiers were often put on the 
front lines leading to the highest casualties. In addition, due to their low status as colonial 
subjects, Koreans were also often treated cruelly by their Japanese supervisors.  
Min (2003) argues, it is precisely this subjugation and brutality that led to one of 
the most devastating tragedies of Korean history. During the Occupation, many Korean 
women and young girls (some as young as 12 years old) were trafficked as ‘comfort 
women’ by the Japanese Imperial Army. Hundreds of thousands of Korean women and 
girls were taken by force to provide sexual services to Japanese troops during the war. 
Korean scholars estimate that close to 200,000 Asian women were enslaved for this 
purpose (Cumings, 2005). Min (2003) states,  
The exact number of comfort women is currently unknown because the Japanese 
government burned key historical documents. Nevertheless, many historians 
estimate the number ranges from 80,000 to 280,000. Of these women, the 
majority were young unmarried Korean girls in their teens and twenties. (p.941)   
 
In addition, trafficked Korean comfort women were sent throughout Asia to all the places 
that Japanese soldiers were stationed. Testimonies of surviving Korean victims revealed 
horrific experiences at the hands of Japanese soldiers. According to Min (2003),  
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Korean slaves were reportedly forced to have intercourse with soldiers 10 to 30 
times a day. They were also regularly subjected to torture, beating, burning, and 
sometimes stabbing. In addition, many died of sexually-transmitted diseases, 
committed suicide, were abandoned or killed by Japanese soldiers during the final 
days of World War II. (p. 951) 
  
Although many Korean victims returned home after the war, they were unable to live 
with their parents due to the extreme shame they suffered. Korea’s strong patriarchal 
society made it difficult for Korean comfort women to come forward after the war (Min, 
2003). Therefore, the vast majority remained silent. Min (2003) writes, “Some victims 
attempted to hide their past, yet all suffered from health problems and severe 
psychological trauma as a result of their period of sexual enslavement” (p. 951).     
While Japanese officials generally do not deny the forced migration of Korean 
men during this time period, the issue of Korean ‘comfort women’ and their subsequent 
victimization has remained a point of dispute for decades. In the past, Japanese leaders 
have apologized for this reprehensible act and tried to repair relations with Korea. 
However, Korean leaders believe these acts have never been fully atoned for with a clear 
statement of accountability. In recent years, conservative Japanese politicians have also 
further enflamed Koreans by claiming that these women were professional prostitutes 
who ‘volunteered’ to provide these services. Sadly, although many understand that the 
young age of these victims makes this highly improbable - Korean comfort women have 
still felt stigmatized and shunned due to Korea’s strong patriarchal society.  
Over the years, hundreds of ‘comfort women’ have provided personal testimony 
and are still fighting for their cause decades after the war ended. A rise in the number of 
international bodies and human rights organizations in Korea, in recent years, has helped 
trafficking victims to come forward. This issue, therefore, helped to create a new feminist 
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movement in Korea (Min, 2003). Perhaps in part, due to this tragedy and the subsequent 
atrocities experienced during the Korean War, Koreans began to recognize the absolute 
necessity of international support and alliances within a global world. Continued isolation 
from Western influence was no longer an option. Therefore, English proficiency became 
even more important for them as a global language. Koreans began to understand the 
vital importance of sharing their own narratives and testimonials within the global 
community. While these historical events may seem ancillary to issues of national 
identity, I believe the complete subjugation that occurred during the Japanese Occupation 
has contributed to Korea’s identity as a victimized people and their absolute 
determination to preserve Korean nationalism, even as the country strives to become part 
of the global community.  
After the Japanese surrendered in 1945, many Koreans living overseas returned 
home. Many more, however, never returned to their homeland. Millions of Koreans 
remained trapped (in places like Sakhalin and China), as they were not repatriated after 
the war (Min, 2003). When the Korean War began five years later in 1950 - the foreign 
powers of China, Russia, and the United States again began fighting a bloody war that 
divided the country in half and led to the death and displacement of millions of Korean 
citizens (Cumings, 2005). Tak (1999) notes that the division of Korea is still a very 
difficult issue for many Koreans – as many families were trapped on ‘opposite sides’ of 
the 38th parallel, and have no way of knowing whether their family members have 
survived or been subjected to additional suffering and hardship as a result of their forced 
separation. Korean scholars also note that although the Korean War is often referred by 
the Western world as an extension of the Cold War, Koreans believe that Japanese 
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aggression was ultimately to blame since it left Korea in an extremely vulnerable state 
both during and after the Occupation. Therefore, after the Korean War, Koreans had a 
singular purpose to rebuild their nation and avoid victimization once again. 
Influence of American occupation (1948-present) 
According to Stueck and Yi (2010), the influence of the American Occupation in 
Korea has been no less substantial and extensive than that of China and Japan. While the 
U.S. government often describes itself as an ally and the self-proclaimed ‘savior’ of 
South Korea, most Koreans are under no illusions regarding the political nature of this 
relationship. In fact, both during and after the Korean War, U.S. soldiers did not know 
about Korean history, culture, and customs (Cumings, 2005). This caused Koreans 
considerable hardships as the U.S. military adopted similar hegemonic practices and 
stereotypes with those that had been promoted by the Japanese. In fact, Stueck and Yi 
(2010) note, when the ‘temporary truce’ was negotiated between Russia and the U.S. on 
the 38th parallel, no Korean leader was even present in the room. Although Korea had 
been an independent nation for thousands of years before the Occupation, U.S. 
government leaders still viewed them as ‘incapable’ of governing themselves (Stueck & 
Yi, 2010). Therefore, Koreans, had no voice in the negotiations of their own 
independence.  
Stueck and Yi (2010) state that after the Korean War, the U.S. government 
initially retained Japanese colonizers in positions of authority and then replaced them 
with wealthy Korean collaborators who had aided the Japanese during the Occupation. 
These actions greatly angered both Korean independence leaders and citizens. Indeed, it 
is hard to imagine the Allied forces treating the Nazis in a similar manner. The U.S. 
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government also favored the political Right while encouraging capitalism and free 
markets – ideas that were very foreign to Korean society at the time (Stueck & Yi, 2010). 
While progressive Koreans wanted to create a more egalitarian society, these actions 
were essentially prevented by U.S. government officials who preferred a military-backed 
authoritarian government. Paradoxically, the most recent Korean President, Park Geun-
hye, is the daughter of a Korean dictator (Park ChungHee) who was supported by the 
U.S. military and a known collaborator with the Japanese colonial government.  
Similar to the Japanese Occupation, the U.S. Occupation initially focused on 
establishing control and order within the Korean population. To prop up the Right, 
Progressive organizations were stamped out by the U.S. military just as the brutally as 
they had been under the Japanese. In addition, Stueck and Yi (2010) assert, young 
American soldiers expected “the Orient to be lush, exciting, and somehow mysterious. 
What they found instead was squalor, poverty, and degradation” (p. 192). Since the 
Japanese had removed many professional Koreans from their positions, a huge vacuum 
existed in Korean leadership after the war. This situation further exacerbated conflicts 
and negative feelings between Americans and Koreans.  
In fact, Stueck and Yi (2010) assert, the U.S. military was completely unprepared 
to deal with the tremendous problems of economic, social, and political chaos left by 
Japanese colonial rule. Since American soldiers had no knowledge of Korean culture or 
language, they were influenced by what they saw as a ‘poor, backward, and uneducated 
people’ – all images that had been promoted by the Japanese government (Stueck and Yi, 
2010). Even after the war ended, the Japanese continued to try to hide and minimize 
atrocities committed during the Occupation and portray their actions as a necessary evil 
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for a ‘primitive culture’ (Seth, 2002). These stereotypes and the discrimination that 
followed would prove to be a real concern, as Korean leaders struggled to regain control 
of the Korean peninsula and how they would be portrayed within the global community.   
Language as resistance 
According to Collins (2005), both Japan and Korea tried to influence the West 
and public opinion through the use of English. English was, therefore, perceived as 
synonymous with the West and power.  Collins (2005) reports that the Japanese 
published annual reports in English touting the many ways that had improved life for 
Koreans through their Occupation. Koreans also tried to send English-speaking 
representatives to international bodies such as the United Nations to plead their case 
(Cumings, 2005). Therefore, during the Japanese Occupation, Koreans used both English 
and Korean as sites of resistance against Japanese Imperialism. Knowing the importance 
of public opinion, however, the Japanese suspended all English and foreign language 
study during the Occupation (Collins, 2005). This severely limited the number of Korean 
citizens after the Korean War who could speak English. Those that could speak English 
had been educated within Christian missionaries.  
Role of Christianity in Korean nationalism 
 
Christian missionaries, therefore, played an important role in the rebuilding effort 
(Robinson, 2014). The Japanese Occupation and subsequent Korean War had solidified 
for Koreans their dire need to learn English for survival purposes. During the American 
Occupation, Robinson (2014) asserts, missionaries were trusted more fully by the Korean 
population. Christian missionaries also established many hospitals, schools, and colleges 
(most notably for women) in Korea. These schools and hospitals, then, helped Koreans to 
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begin to gain a real appreciation for America’s intervention – since many of the 
experiences they had with the U.S. military were fraught with violence, ideological 
differences, and a mutual lack of respect for their respective cultures and customs.    
Koreans found common ground with Americans, then, through their widespread 
adoption of Christianity and the mutual belief that education was a basic right of all 
citizens. Since these missionary schools were also open to commoners (not just the elite 
Yangban class), Korean families enthusiastically embraced them (Seth, 2002). In fact, 
after their liberation, millions of Koreans became consumed with the idea of educating 
their children and providing them with a better life. For the first time, education was open 
to all Koreans – regardless of their station. Therefore, these educational opportunities led 
to new hopes and dreams for Koreans.  
Seth (2002) asserts that Koreans also became more open to foreigners through 
their church communities and activities. Before the Korean War, many Koreans had little 
or no exposure to foreigners. According to Stueck and Yi (2010), their experiences with 
the young, brash American soldiers were often negative, since little cross-cultural 
understanding existed between the two populations. In contrast, Koreans generally had a 
more positive attitude toward the Christian missionaries who entered the country and 
provided many humanitarian services during a great time of need (Seth, 2005). Therefore, 
Seth (2002) asserts, a rapid expansion of Christian churches in Korea occurred during this 
time.  
Christian missionaries also contributed to the spread of Korean nationalism in 
Korea, particularly as Japanese leaders mandated Shinto worship during the Occupation 
(Seo, 2005). According to Cumings (2005), liberal Christian ideals had a powerful 
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influence on world opinion and also helped to spur numerous social movements in Korea. 
Cumings (2005) asserts that missionaries fought alongside many Korean independence 
fighters as they were sympathetic to their situation. Since the Japanese had also 
persecuted Koreans in terms of their religious beliefs and actively tortured and killed 
Korean Christians during the Occupation, both Koreans and Americans began to gain a 
deeper sense of understanding and a shared purpose toward Korean independence (Seth, 
2002).  
Focus on democratic ideals and education 
  
Seth (2002) writes that American leaders began with an idealistic vision of South 
Korea as a peaceful democracy. However, the American military was faced with severe 
obstacles and a lack of resources. Therefore, Stueck and Yi (2010) argue, this prevented 
the American leadership from providing the critical infrastructure that was needed to 
stabilize Korean society after the war. Still, the ideals that they promoted such as 
democracy, equal access to education, and freedom of expression had a deep and positive 
impact on South Korean citizens. While the U.S. government frequently backed the 
Korean military police and authoritarian control, they also promoted American ideals 
such as freedom of assembly, which helped to allow labor unions and public 
demonstrations to flourish (Stueck and Yi (2010). Therefore, like the U.S. Civil Rights 
Movement, the way democratic ideals were enacted in Korea was often contradictory and 
violent. The transition from occupation to democracy, therefore, was a difficult one.  
Yet, Cumings (2005) states, the U.S. government also supported liberal reforms in 
Korea’s education system and removed some of the draconian measures that had been 
implemented by the Japanese such as their assimilation policies. As a result, dramatic 
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changes in Korean literacy rates were achieved during the years to follow. Unfortunately, 
due to the Japanese Occupation, a severe shortage of Korean teachers, school facilities, 
and teaching materials also existed (Seth, 2002). Therefore, the U.S. government decided 
to preserve the Japanese colonial education system. This decision had huge implications 
for future generations of Koreans, as it became the foundation for the current education 
system in Korea. As noted previously, the Japanese colonial education system was never 
meant to inspire Korean students or help them develop critical thought.  However, it was 
made to be uniform and efficient, aspects of the system that Koreans needed desperately 
after the Korean War.  Therefore, this centralized education system helped the Korean 
government to re-educate the population quickly.   
Korean Migration, Globalization, and Identity Conflicts 
English language as linguistic capital 
As noted previously, the importance of English as a language of power became 
very evident to Koreans during the Japanese and American Occupations. However, 
Cumings (2005) argues, because Korea was colonized by Japan first, Koreans embraced 
English without the same negative colonial connotations as other nations that had been 
colonized by Western powers. In fact, Park (2009) argues, in Korean society, one’s 
English proficiency is considered a good indicator of an individual’s education level and 
class status in modern Korea. Similarly, Park and Abelmann (2004) note that English is 
considered a mark of social prestige and is associated with positive American ideals such 
as freedom of speech and expression.  
In addition, Collins (2005) states that after the Korean War, English proficiency 
helped to solidify Korea’s strategic relationship with the U.S., aided their 
communications with American soldiers as well as various humanitarian organizations, 
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and also helped them to establish international trade. Therefore, according to Park (2009), 
the Korean government began promoting English language education as a means to 
cultivate Korea’s international competitiveness. However, Cho (2000) argues, Koreans 
felt a great deal of pressure since the overwhelming global consensus (in their eyes) was 
that they needed to catch up to the rest of the world.  
In fact, during the past 60 years, Korean workers typically averaged over 100 
hour work weeks, 6 days a week, with few holidays to accomplish this reconstruction. 
For many decades, Koreans ranked first, again, in terms of the length of working hours 
within OECD countries (Jang et al., 2014). In fact, when the Korean government 
mandated a reduction in work hours to relieve work-related stress, Korean workers 
actually protested. Global competitiveness was considered such a critical priority, that 
many Korean workers felt a personal responsibility to work as much as humanly possible 
during this time period. Therefore, South Koreans experienced a hyper-compressed 
process of modernization (Cho, 2000).  
Korea as an economic power 
Korea has risen, quite literally from the ashes, to become a global economic 
power in the 21st century. Seth (2002) states, at the end of World War II, Korea was one 
of the poorest countries in the world. According to U.S. government statistics, South 
Korea’s GNP in 1950 was less than $100. Today, however, South Korea is reportedly the 
12th largest economy in the world, with a GNP of $1.8 trillion. (Retrieved 
fromwww.worldbank.org). Much of Korea’s growth and economic development has been 
attributed to their unwavering focus on education as well as a strong work ethic. In this 
regard, South Korea’s phenomenal success has been praised around the world and held 
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up as a model for other countries. President Obama even spoke in recent years about the 
Korean education system in favorable terms and expressed a desire to mimic this system 
in the United States. Yet, in order to truly understand the plight of Korean students and 
their families, it is necessary to look more deeply at the current state of education in 
Korea, today.  
Korea’s modern education system 
 
To the outside world, Korea is an educational power. International rankings 
consistently list Korean students at the top (Gayathri, 2012).  In fact, according to a 
recent Pearson report (2014), Korea’s international test scores are the envy of both 
developing and industrialized countries around the world. (Retrieved from: 
www.thelearningcurve.pearson.com). Incidentally, Gayathri (2012) notes, this report also 
listed the U.S. as 17th in these global education rankings. Yet, within Korea, the education 
system has been seen to be in crisis for many years. Park (2009) states, part of the 
problem is that these rankings are based on standardized test scores which can be 
misleading. In fact, significant problems exist within the Korean education system that 
should be acknowledged. As mentioned previously, one of the most serious problems is 
the heavy emphasis on high-stakes testing and rote memorization. Unfortunately, these 
methodologies have been shown to be ineffective and rather limiting in the 21st century. 
Yet, Korean students are still taught to spend long hours memorizing texts and are 
actively discouraged from speaking aloud in class or analyzing content from a critical 
perspective (Park, 2009).  
Korean students must also endure high-stakes entrance examinations, just as they 
did in the Japanese Occupation. This system has been shown to produce high test scores 
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(Gayathri, 2012). Yet at the same time, the Korean education system also actively 
discourages creative thinking or critical thought. One Korean student, therefore, 
described himself as a ‘memorizing machine.’ Another student stated she felt no joy and 
wished to run away (Lee, 2011). In fact, surveys of Korean students and parents reveal a 
high level of dissatisfaction with the education system (Park, 2009). In addition, like the 
Japanese colonial system - the Korean Ministry of Education executes strict control and 
guidance for the curriculum, approved textbooks, and teacher training materials that are 
utilized throughout the nation. This aspect of the system, therefore, makes it very difficult 
for local schools to provide any input or customize the curriculum to meet local needs.  
In fact, Korean textbooks and curricula are so uniform that even in the area of 
English language study, memorization seems to be utilized to a high degree (Shin, 2007). 
For example, in my ESL classes I have often heard Korean students recite whole English 
sentences in a robotic manner. While most language learners recognize that it is not 
possible to ‘memorize’ an entire language in this manner, these methods seem to have 
been utilized in Korea for quite some time. In recent years, the Korean government has 
encouraged the implementation of new measures to introduce communicative 
methodologies (Shin, 2007). However, Shin (2007) asserts, Korean teachers often remark 
that these methodologies are not easy to implement in a system that by its very nature, 
discourages discourse and interactivity between teachers and students. 
In addition, testing is utilized at every stage of education for Korean students 
(Seth, 2002). Students even as young as 5 years old have been subjected to an increasing 
number of English tests each year. Again, the emphasis is generally not on how language 
is used in various social situations, but on standardized English test scores (Ahn, 2012). 
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These tests are often administered at very young ages. In some cases, elementary and 
middle-school Korean students have also been forced to take English proficiency tests 
that were written for adults (such as the TOEFL and TOEIC), and therefore inappropriate 
for students in these age groups. Unfortunately, for these reasons, Korean students often 
associate English learning with a significant amount of stress from a very young age. In 
fact, as an ESL teacher in South Korea, I have often witnessed young Korean children 
who exhibited signs of PTSD and depression as a result of the intense stress they must 
endure on a daily basis.  
While the most stress typically occurs for Korean high school students who must 
take college entrance exams, English proficiency testing continues well after college as 
well. According to Park (2009), in addition to Korean adolescents, older generations of 
Koreans are continuously required to take English proficiency tests to determine their 
eligibility for employment, promotions, or to simply retain their jobs – even though the 
vast majority have no need to speak English in their daily work life. Yet, due to the 
hyper-competitive environment that exists in Korean companies, millions of adult 
Koreans are forced to continue studying English throughout their careers – often under 
the threat of firing or demotion. Therefore, the pressure to learn English in Korean 
society is enormous and unrelenting. This has caused some Korean families to employ 
extreme measures to gain English proficiency and secure their children’s futures in 
modern times. In fact, Park and Abelmann (2004) report that ‘English fever’ has taken 
such a hold on Korean society, that Korean parents have been willing to pay for ‘tongue 
surgery’ to help their young children pronounce English sounds, such as ‘r’ and ‘l’ more 
effectively, since there is no equivalent phonetic sound in the Korean language. Although 
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the Korean government and the medical profession have tried to warn parents that these 
measures are completely ineffective, they still appear to occur.   
 In order to get a competitive edge and excel in the Korean high-stakes testing 
environment, many Korean children and adults attend hagwons, or what some have 
labeled ‘cram schools.’ These are primarily private institutes – some with foreign 
teachers and others with Korean teachers. However, all are run for the purpose of 
providing after-school lessons for Korean students of all ages. Since the 1990’s, when the 
Korean government announced plans to greatly expand the number of classes taught in 
English within the K-20 system, the private education market in Korea has virtually 
exploded. According to Park (2009), “the Korean private school market was estimated to 
be a $24 billion dollar industry as of 2006” (p. 51). Yet, these figures have only risen in 
recent years. For the average Korean student, this amounts to approximately $1000 per 
month (Bray, 2009). However, if we take the Korean cost of living into consideration, 
$1000 US represents over 50% of a Korean businessman’s typical take-home monthly 
pay. If the family has more than one child, the costs rise even further. Many Korean 
families have limited the number of children they have out of concern for their education 
costs. Therefore, these supplemental education costs are an enormous financial burden 
for most Korean families (Bray, 2009). Furthermore, this figure doesn’t include the 
enormous expenses that Korean parents incur to send their children abroad to improve 
their English language skills.  
However, even more concerning than the financial burden, is the tremendous 
emotional and psychological toll this type of study represents for most Korean students. 
Park (2009) notes, that in a typical Korean hagwon, students begin studying from early in 
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the morning (7am to 8am) until late in the evening (midnight to 2am). They often attend 
extra lessons before their regular school/work day begins as well as after it ends in the 
evening. This, of course, leaves no time for other activities such as play or rest. In fact, a 
popular Korean saying among students is,“3-Pass, 4-Fail” (If you sleep 3 hours you pass 
the exam, 4 hours of sleep and you will fail.) While it is hard to imagine physically 
functioning with an average 3~4 hour sleep schedule, this is common for most Korean 
students. Sadly, in many institutes, children are also forced to sit for long hours in very 
confined spaces. The pressure is so intense that some Korean scholars and psychologists 
have described this as a form of child abuse or torture (Song, 2010). Therefore, Koreans 
have labeled this environment ‘examination hell’ (Park, 2009).   
In addition, English language hagwons have not been regulated by the Korean 
government for the quality of the instruction. Therefore, English native speakers with 
little or no training have frequently been hired as ‘instructors’ to maximize profits for 
hagwon owners. Since it is difficult for Korean students to discern the teaching 
qualifications of foreign instructors or the pedagogy that is being utilized, they have often 
been subjected to very poor or ineffective ESL instruction at a very high price (Park, 
2009). Therefore, Korean parents have become more motivated and willing in recent 
years to send their children abroad, in the hopes that they will learn English more 
quickly.  Yet, as we have seen, this situation is causing a real crisis within Korean 
families. Song (2010) notes, the private education industry is bankrupting families and 
also causing a rise in depression and suicide rates for many Koreans.  
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Korean migration 
During the last 60 years, 5.7 million Koreans have migrated around the world 
settling in 151 different countries (Choi, 2003). According to Song (2010), among them, 
approximately 2.1 million Koreans live in the United States. This constitutes one of the 
largest ethnic Korean populations living outside of South Korea. Cho (2003) notes, like 
many other Asian immigrants, the Koreans first migrated to the United States due to 
extreme poverty. As this was a matter of survival, migration for these reasons is rather 
unsurprising. Yet, despite Korea’s recent economic success and strong national pride, 
Koreans continue to migrate to English-speaking countries in record numbers. Song 
(2010) asserts that these Koreans, then, are migrating primarily for educational purposes 
and/or to learn English more fully. In this regard, Koreans have been sending a record 
number of elementary, middle, and high-school students to countries such as the U.S., the 
U.K., and Canada (Park, 2009). In addition, many Korean families are sending their 
children to study at very young ages. This trend, therefore, puts them at a greater risk for 
significant acculturation and psychological difficulties (Park et al., 2014).  
According to Song (2012), many Korean parents have lost confidence in the 
Korean education system altogether and are looking to migrate in order to help their 
children escape Korea’s ‘examination hell’ and take advantage of new opportunities in a 
foreign country.  Cho (2003) lists a number of advantages to migration. Not only are 
Korean students able to learn English in a native environment, they are also able to 
escape the highly competitive and stressful Korean examination system. In addition, 
Korean boys who are able to establish residency or citizenship can also avoid mandatory 
Korean military service. They also have the opportunity to develop transnational ties in 
another country (Song, 2012).  
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While many Korean parents assume that foreign education systems will be 
superior to the Korean system and provide their children with many advantages, they are 
often unprepared for difficulties that commonly affect Korean immigrants such as 
cultural conflicts and discrimination. Many Korean parents also assume that children who 
are young will be able to acquire foreign languages in a more natural manner (Park, 
2009). However, as stated previously, this may be highly dependent on the timing and 
circumstances of the migration, as well as the language learning environment. 
For example, many Korean families who move to large metropolitan areas such as 
New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles may find themselves surrounded by millions 
of Koreans speaking only Korean in their daily lives. Therefore, in these ethnic 
communities, or ‘Koreatowns,’ it is often difficult to utilize English consistently despite 
the fact that these enclaves exist within the U.S. Others may also find themselves placed 
in transitional ELL classes with inadequate instruction or resources (Antonakos-Wallace 
& Hadji, 2007). This, again, may make it difficult for the student to acquire full fluency 
in English or receive an adequate education. Sadly, Suarez-Orozco (2011) asserts, 
millions of immigrants in the U.S. have become marginalized and isolated due to these 
factors. Regardless, many Korean families are still willing to take these risks for the sake 
of these new opportunities.  
According to Cho (2003), the most common type of migration is that in which the 
whole family moves to a foreign country together. In this case, while the struggles are 
substantial, the family usually remains intact. Therefore, family members are able to face 
various social challenges together. The second trend is for the family to be split, with one 
parent (typically the mother) living with her children in an English-speaking country and 
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the other parent remaining in Korea. The father is often left behind in Korea to earn 
income and finance the family (Song, 2010). These families are called ‘wild geese 
families’ or girogi gajok. The third trend is for Korean parents to send their children 
away to study abroad in an English-speaking country.  
In regard to this last trend, although sending children to secondary boarding 
schools might be more common in Western countries, this practice is quite uncommon in 
Korea. Due to Korean cultural beliefs, many Korean children often live at home until 
they marry or are well into their 20’s. Therefore, this trend is also a huge departure from 
the typical Korean upbringing. These children, labeled ‘parachute kids,’ have been left to 
live alone in a foreign country, unaccompanied by their parents. In this scenario, Korean 
parents typically fly their children to a foreign country, drop them off (at times with 
relatives or hired help), and then return home to Korea. Again, given Korea’s strong 
emphasis on the importance of the family and the tight-knit structure of family, these 
latest migration trends are rather surprising and problematic. Therefore, more research 
needs to be conducted on this phenomenon.  
Korean wild geese families (Kirogi gajok) 
In Korean society, geese typically symbolize the ideal family. They often 
represent a long and happy marriage. According to Park (2004), geese are believed to 
keep the same partner for life, maintain a strict hierarchy as they fly, and diligently take 
care of their young. However, rather than happiness - wild geese seen flying against the 
cold winter sky may evoke deep feelings of sadness called ‘han’ for many Koreans (Park, 
2004). This distinctly Korean idea is difficult to translate, but is roughly described as 
feelings of intense longing, loneliness, sorrow, and regret (Seo & Koro-Ljungberg, 2005, 
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p. 53).  These feelings help to describe the intense sadness that is felt by Korean parents 
who have decided to take extreme measures and split their families in order to educate 
their children and escape Korea’s ‘examination hell’ (Park, 2004). 
According to the Samsung Economic Resource Institute (SERI), there are an 
estimated 200,000 ‘goose fathers’ nationwide in Korea. While it is difficult to track these 
‘goose families’ accurately, this statistic provides some indication of the high number of 
Koreans living as transnational students in the U.S. Yet, Jin (2005) states, more and more 
Korean families are choosing to live in this way, as a means to gain the benefits of 
English proficiency. Since this is a relatively new phenomenon, the psychological and 
mental costs are unknown. However, sociologists note, “families that have been separated 
for long periods of time gradually become more emotionally distant and unstable” (Cho, 
2003, p. 57).  Similarly, many stories have appeared in popular Korean magazines and 
news outlets of goose parents who are depressed and lonely, or worse – have committed 
suicide as a result of their depression. While Korean mothers are often praised for their 
dedication to their children’s education and subsequently labeled ‘tiger moms,’ Korean 
fathers have had more difficulty with the prolonged isolation and loss of connection with 
their children. Therefore, the separation of families seems very problematic, especially 
for young children who are left alone or growing up without both parents at their side 
(Park, 2004).  
In addition, Song (2012) asserts, the transnational child is often caught between 
two distinctly different cultural settings and educational systems. As we have seen with 
Korean students, the Korean education system and culture is vastly different from the 
U.S. system. Significant cultural and pedagogical differences exist within these learning 
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environments. Therefore, Korean transnational students may experience substantial 
difficulties as a result of these differences. Since it is not common for Korean students to 
discuss their problems or seek help, these students may feel marginalized within both 
countries, and therefore feel abandoned or resentful (Song, 2012).  
In addition, Korean scholars have found that transnational students who return to 
Korea, have also experienced great difficulty readjusting to life in Korean society. Not 
only do they struggle academically (since the Korean education system is quite 
structured), they often have difficulties socially as well (Song, 2010). Korean cohorts 
often stay together throughout the entire K-12 system. This means that childhood friends 
frequently remain friends for life. Therefore, students who have ‘fallen out of step’ with 
their cohort may be ostracized or isolated. In Korean society, where personal connections 
are extremely important, this can make life very difficult for transnationals. In addition, 
Korean students may also face reverse discrimination for having an American accent or 
using the Korean language awkwardly. Therefore, stress and added pressures exist for 
Korean students, whether they remain in Korea or relocate to a foreign country (Song, 
2010).   
Korean (heritage) language maintenance and loss 
For Korean and Korean American students, loss of one’s sense of identity and 
connection to community can also be caused by Korean language attrition. Therefore, 
English language acquisition isn’t the only issue that language minorities often worry 
about. According to Garcia (2009), heritage language loss is a constant concern for 
immigrant families. Research has shown that one’s heritage language can be an important 
part of identity formation and can help one retain a strong sense of identity. According to 
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Baker and Jones (1998), “One of the main markers of belonging to a particular ethnic 
group is language. Through language, ethnic identity may be expressed, enacted, and 
symbolized” (p. 113). Similarly, Cho (2000) asserts, maintaining one’s heritage language 
has been shown to provide cognitive, social, and cultural benefits. Lee (2002) also 
exhibited through interviews with second generation Korean American university 
students, that heritage language proficiency was closely related to the degree students felt 
connected to cultural values and a sense of ethnic identity. Yet, despite these findings, 
very little research has been done to understand how language minority individuals 
maintain their heritage language or what strategies are employed within the family as a 
whole.  
Numerous studies show that bilingual families not only expect their children to 
develop socially-valued languages for academic success, but also maintain their heritage 
language at the same time (Garcia, 2009; Kanno, 2000; Song, 2015; Worthy & 
Rodriguez-Galindo, 2006). For this reason, many Korean American communities have 
set up their own Korean language schools and cultural classes to provide more resources 
for students. Yet despite families’ expectations and efforts, systematic and institutional 
opportunities for immigrant children to develop bilingual skills are still very limited 
(Valdes, 2005).  
This is especially true in countries like the United States, which only recognizes 
one language as an official language and considerable language politics exist. In fact, 
Cho (2000) asserts, language minorities are shifting to the dominant language and losing 
their heritage languages at record speeds. According to Krashen (1998), this transition is 
usually complete within just a few generations. For Koreans, the transition is even faster, 
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with many second generation Koreans having lost their Korean language skills (Rumbaut, 
2006). Song (2015) asserts, “children quickly start to value speaking English over their 
home language and internalize deficit perspectives about speaking languages other than 
English as they become socialized in a society in which English is the most valued 
linguistic medium” (p.4). For this reason, Rumbaut, Massey, and Bean (2006) have called 
the United States, a ‘graveyard of languages’ (p.458).  
For Koreans, this trend is happening both in and outside of the homeland. The 
Korean language itself is becoming more ‘Englishized’ with an increasing number of 
English loan words (Shim, 1994). According to Lee (2004), evidence for this trend 
includes the proliferation of English words in Korean commercials, television shows, and 
other forms of entertainment such as Korean music. In fact, a Korean rap singer named 
Psy recently became an international sensation for singing a song called “Kangnam-
style.” This song utilizes both English and Korean phrases and is meant as a satirical 
statement regarding wealthy spoiled Koreans that have embraced the ‘Hollywood 
lifestyle’ of privilege and excessive materialism. Since the song brought positive 
international attention to Korea, United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki Moon even 
hailed the song as a ‘force for world peace.’  
Indeed, many Korean songs have become more popular internationally, in recent 
years, as part of a ‘Korean wave’ sweeping across Asia. English phrases and words have 
helped Korean entertainment products to gain more popularity all over the world. In 
addition, Lee’s (2004) research of Korean popular music (K-pop) showed that English 
has often been used by young musicians to express their resistance to traditional norms. 
For example, English lyrics have been used to express Korean taboos such as sexual 
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desire or progressive ideas. Lee (2004) argues that this type of hybridity, code-mixing, 
and translanguaging enables young Korean musicians to exercise artistic freedom without 
being offensive to conservative censors or older audiences. 
Shim (1994) also provides numerous examples of English words like accessory, 
remote control, apartment, etc. that have all been adopted within the Korean language. At 
times, no Korean language equivalent is available or utilized. For example, English 
words such as ‘tax’ or ‘shoot’ are commonly used words in Korea. Koreans, today, would 
be hard-pressed to describe certain concepts in the Korean language –since the English 
word has become so engrained in their consciousness. Korean scientists also note that 
science and technology subjects are taught primarily using English textbooks – making 
English knowledge and proficiency absolutely necessary in these subject areas. In 
addition, Nunberg (2000) indicates that 80% of internet content is produced in English. 
Therefore, Shim (1994) argues, Koreans must learn English if they are to survive in the 
global world. Park (2009) also states that since English use still represents modernity, 
power, and status in Korean society, the ability to understand and use commonly used 
English phrases and words in Korean conversation is an important part of the modern 
Korean identity.  
English-only movement in Korea 
 
Yet, Anzaldua (1990) reminds us,  
I am my language. Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in 
myself. I will no longer be made to feel ashamed of existing. I will have my voice 
(p. 40.) 
 
Given Korea’s difficult history, it is easy to understand why Koreans consider English 
proficiency to be critical to their survival and global competitiveness. Yet, the latest trend 
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by some Korean leaders to advocate for ‘English-only’ instruction is rather perplexing. 
Since the Korean War, the Korean government has increasingly mandated English 
language study at younger and younger ages (Yoo, 2005). In fact, President Lee 
Myungbak, suggested in 2008 that all English classes in high schools be taught in 
English. According to Yoo (2005), this initiative was not successful, but it revealed 
Korea’s singular focus on raising the English proficiency of Korean students.  
A Korean scholar named Bok (1998) took this argument even farther by arguing 
that Korean was a ‘museum language’ that would die out soon. Therefore, Bok (1998) 
asserted, the government should adopt English as the one and only official language in 
South Korea. According to Yoo (2005), this book caused heated debates throughout the 
country. Surprisingly, many Korean families and leaders agreed with the author’s 
premise, despite their strong sense of Korean nationalism. However, Bok (1998) poses a 
false dichotomy in his work by asking the question - which language is more important 
for Koreans, English or Korean? He assumes every Korean person will answer ‘English.’ 
Yet, Yun (2001) asserts, his views seem to reveal a form of internalized oppression or 
‘colonization of the consciousness’ as described by Fanon (1967). These views, just 60 
years after Koreans were forced to use Japanese and were completely subjugated as a 
people, seem quite concerning.  
In these debates, what seems to be missing is an argument for bicultural 
bilingualism or some form of moderation in English acquisition. Thus far, Koreans seem 
determined to study English in rather extreme ways (Park, 2009). Similar to Bok’s (1998) 
views, many Koreans seem to believe in a form of Linguistic Darwinism, in which only 
the ‘fittest language’ will survive. Since English is seen as a ‘global language’ and 
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wielding more power than the Korean language, many Koreans seem to be making the 
argument that English should be attained at all costs. In addition, Bok (1998) used the 
Jews and Irish as examples of groups that experienced significant language loss and still 
survived. However, Yoo (2005) argues, these people did not change their languages 
‘voluntarily,’ it was a matter of survival. Similarly, Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) argues,  
That language loss has happened on a large scale and people survived does not 
mean it is something that should be recommended. Many of those who have 
experienced this can bear witness to the negative effects (p. 253).  
 
In this respect, Ko (1999) predicts that a Korean mandate of this nature would result in 
diglossia where Korean is used for private purposes and English is used in public and 
official domains. Yet, again, this argument seems to presuppose that Korean as a 
language does not have the same ‘worth’ or utility as English. Therefore, Koreans seem 
to have internalized language hierarchies even as they argue that Korean nationalism and 
national identity must be maintained. 
 Bilingualism, then, seems to be very important for both Korean and Korean 
American students since Korean society expects all ethnic Koreans to be bilingual in both 
Korean and English. This expectation is further strengthened by the heavy use of ‘English 
proficiency test scores’ (e.g. TOEFL, TOEIC tests) within many aspects of Korean 
society, such as job interviews and Korean college entrance exams. In addition, while 
other countries such as Japan and China have utilized immersion schools more 
extensively to strengthen and support bilingual skills, Korean students have for the most 
part studied both languages within monoglossic environments. In addition, the heavy 
emphasis on language and cultural purity only seems to exacerbate language hierarchies 
and psychological distress. As Garcia (2009) notes, translanguaging is a dynamic and 
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fluid process. Therefore, students need to learn languages in ways that enable them to 
construct and negotiate their own unique sense of identity in empowering ways.   
Identity conflicts 
Researchers such as O'Herin (2007) have found that serious identity conflicts may 
exist among multilingual individuals. Similarly, Anzaldua (1990) states,  
The struggle of identities continues. The struggle of borders is our reality still. 
One day the inner struggle will cease, and true integration will take place (p. 210).  
 
As noted previously, Kanno’s (2000) qualitative study of Japanese transnational students 
revealed clear identity conflicts among the study participants. In her study, the Japanese 
participants completed sentences in both Japanese and English. Kanno (2000) found that 
the women provided different endings depending on which language was used. For 
example:  
When my wishes conflict with my family… 
(Japanese) it is a time of great unhappiness. 
(English) I do what I want. 
 
Real friends should… 
(Japanese) help each other. 
(English) be very frank.  (Kanno, 2000, p.1) 
 
We can see from their responses that multiple, potentially contradicting identities are 
evident. McKay and Wong (1996) also see learners as simultaneously involved in 
multiple discourses, which can lead to different ways of constructing identity. Like 
Korean students, Kanno’s (2000) study seemed to reveal conflicting cultural ‘mirrors.’ 
Depending on the extent of these differences, however, the potential seems to exist for 
significant identity conflicts.   
Similarly, Kim (2003) studied 14 Malaysian women using qualitative critical 
ethnographies. Malaysia was once colonized by the British Empire. For this reason, 
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Malaysians utilize English as an official second language and Malay as the language of 
instruction (Kim, 2003). Kim (2003) found, “participants possessed a range of diverse 
identities depending on the contexts and the reference groups with whom they were 
interacting” (p.144). Identity switches took place strategically on the part of the 
participants. For example, one study participant noted that since English is considered the 
language of the elite, resentment still exists toward those who use English in some 
contexts. Therefore, “the participant was careful to not be seen as using English ‘to show 
off’ or be seen as acting like an elitist” (p. 145). Another participant said, 
English language is associated with religion, which means that when using it one 
is not being a good Muslim. Among some Malays, English equals “Other” than 
Islam. (p. 145)  
 
Interestingly, in this study, Kim (2003) revealed how all the participants negotiated their 
unique sense of identity using language. In addition, many of the participants seemed to 
display complex intersectionalities depending on their ethnicity, gender, class, feelings of 
belonging to various groups, etc. The study also revealed that English offered many 
participants some form of empowerment and feeling of power. Several participants used 
metaphors such as “English is my shield, double vision, a sword, a weapon…” (p. 145). 
Unfortunately, very few language and identity studies of this nature exist. 
Longitudinal studies of English language learners and bicultural students are also very 
rare (Block, 2009). In addition, Kim (2003) asserts that the vast majority of language 
studies that do exist, have been conducted within English-speaking countries where 
English is clearly the dominant language. Yet, ESL/EFL speakers in other countries such 
as, China, Korea, and India now outnumber native English speakers in the world 
(Kachru, 1985). Therefore, Kim (2003) argues, much more research is needed in this area 
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for a broader range of populations where English language usage has very different 
meanings and connotations. 
Depression and psychological issues 
 Sadly, research studies show that Koreans rank the highest of developed countries 
in terms of depression, suicide rates, psychological distress (such as PTSD), anxiety, and 
other disorders (Park et al, 2014). Korean American immigrants also exhibit twice the 
prevalence of depression than the general US population (Oh et al., 2002). According to 
Bernstein et al. (2011), most immigrants or transnationals experience culture shock, 
significant changes, and stress during the acculturation process. However, this period of 
transition can be aggravated to a greater extent by other factors such as: 
Learning a new language, extended separation from friends and family, 
discrimination, new financial or work challenges, changing roles, challenges in 
new environments such as school, cultural considerations, and the attitude of the 
host community (p.25). 
 
For Koreans and Korean-Americans, all of these factors seem to be of concern. In 
addition, according to Korean culture, Koreans are often taught to consider group needs 
over individual needs. Therefore, depression is seldom revealed to others for fear of 
bringing disgrace to the whole family. These social constraints frequently leave many 
Koreans without the ability to gain access to the social support and critical help that they 
need to overcome these difficulties. From this research, it is evident that millions of 
students and adults are in crisis. Therefore, new methods of language learning as well as 
transformative learning environments need to be considered.    
Human Rights and Language Learning 
 As stated previously, it can be argued that one of the most fundamental needs of 
every human being would be the right to one’s own language or mother tongue. Darder 
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(1991) asserts, “Through language we not only define our position in society, but we also 
use that language to define ourselves as subjects in our world” (p.107). Traditionally, 
language rights have been tied to the fundamental right to freedom of expression. 
However, Skutnabb-Kangas (2009) asserts, this does not mean we should view language 
as less than or secondary to other human rights, but as inalienable as our right to life 
itself.  
Defining linguistic rights 
According to Skutnabb-Kangas (2000), linguistic human rights have been defined 
as the individual and collective language rights that every human being has in order to be 
able to fulfill her/his basic needs and live a dignified life (p. 4). In addition, numerous 
international human rights treaties, such as the Universal Declaration of Linguistic 
Rights, Convention on the Rights of the Child, Framework Convention for the Protection 
of National Minorities and the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, 
directly acknowledge the language rights of minority adults and children as fundamental 
human rights.  
Negative language rights are defined as the right to non-discrimination in the 
enjoyment of human rights (Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000, p. 4). Positive language rights, on 
the other hand, involve the freedom to practice or use distinctive aspects of a group’s 
culture, including language and religion in both private and public spaces. Although 
language rights may be included as a part of many international treaties and declarations, 
Skutnabb-Kangas (2000) points out that the consequences of violating language rights are 
often undefined or unclear. Each nation state, then, is often left to define for itself how 
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these rights should be honored or acknowledged within their own societies. This, in turn, 
leaves minority groups vulnerable to discrimination and extinction.          
Following World War II, the United Nations and various nonprofit organizations 
began actively discussing the need for linguistic rights in education. International 
conventions, such as the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) 
and the Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights (1996), offered protections regarding 
the language and educational rights of minority and indigenous children. The UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) states that a minority or indigenous child 
“shall not be denied the right, in community with other members of his or her group, to 
enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and practice his or her own religion, or to use his 
or her own language” (Article 30). The Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights (1996) 
also states: 
This Declaration considers the following to be inalienable personal rights which 
may be exercised in any situation: the right to be recognized as a member of a 
language community; the right to the use of one’s own language both in private 
and in public; the right to the use of one’s own name; the right to interrelate and 
associate with other members of one’s language community of origin; the right to 
maintain and develop one’s own culture; and all the other rights related to 
language which are recognized in the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights of 16 December 1966 and the International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of the same date.  
 
Despite these agreements, Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (2009) contend, most 
linguistic rights have been written in vague terms and are negative rights, since they only 
seek to prohibit discrimination on the basis of language (p. 123). Unfortunately, very few 
binding positive rights exist regarding bilingual/multilingual education within 
international law. So, for example, treating every child in the same way (i.e. using one 
official language of instruction for all children) will not necessarily lead to “equal 
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educational benefits” for all children. Thus, more needs to be done to define these 
international protections in detail and determine how they might be utilized to establish 
educational policies which support multilingualism and inclusive learning environments 
to a greater degree. Furthermore, although the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(1989) has been ratified by more countries than any other United Nations human rights 
document, only the United States has still failed to acknowledge the legitimacy of this 
convention. Therefore, these international agreements only servesas little more than a 
“recommendation,” rather than binding international law in the United States.   
From these agreements, it would seem clear that “an education in a language other 
than the child’s mother tongue which contains no recognition of that mother tongue is 
unlikely to contribute to respect for the child’s own cultural identity, language, and 
values” (Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson, 2008, p. 7). Yet, the effects of colonization and 
dominant ideologies have led nation-states to minoritize languages in an aggressive 
manner all over the world. In fact, according to Skutnabb-Kangas (2009), languages have 
been dying today at a faster pace than ever before in human history. Only a few hundred 
of the world’s estimated 7000 spoken languages are even studied formerly as subjects in 
education systems around the world (Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson, 2008, p. 3) 
Therefore, Magga, Nicolaisen, Trask, Dunbar, and Skutnabb-Kangas (2005) argue, 
“Schools have played and continue to play a major role in annihilating languages and 
identities” (p. 1).  
Optimistic linguists and researchers maintain, “Half of the world’s spoken 
languages will be extinct or seriously endangered by 2100” (Retrieved from: 
http://www.unesco.org). Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (2008) argue, however, more 
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realistic estimates place 90-95% of the world’s languages in the endangered category. 
The vast majority of endangered languages are those spoken by indigenous peoples. Not 
only does this language loss have a deep impact on the cultures and traditional knowledge 
represented by indigenous peoples, it has also been linked to biodiversity as well. 
UNESCO ethnobiologists state, “local and indigenous communities have elaborated 
complex classification systems for the natural world, reflecting a deep understanding of 
their local environments” (Retrieved from: www.unesco.org). That is to say, “Linguistic 
diversity and biodiversity are correlationally and causally related” (Skutnabb-Kangas, 
2009, p. 341). Therefore, the extinction of endangered languages places both the survival 
of billions of indigenous peoples as well as the biodiversity of our planet in jeopardy.  
Sadly, language loss and death is occurring at a rapid rate in both the natural and 
digital world. Kornai (2013) states that in the digital world, less than 5% of all languages 
in the world can still ascend to the digital realm, due to factors such as the digital divide. 
Researchers have found that just “ten languages dominate the Internet and currently make 
up approximately 82% of the content” (Retrieved from: http://labs.theguardian.com/ 
digital-language-divide/). To illustrate this linguistic inequity further, Prado (n.d.) notes, 
“Google, one of the most popular search engines on the Internet, recognizes 30 European 
languages but only one African language and no indigenous American or Pacific 
languages” (Retrieved from: http://labs.theguardian.com/ digital-language-divide/). 
Kornai’s (2013) study investigates the phenomenon of digital ascent, when 
languages enter the digital realm. According to Kornai (2013), “While a language may 
not be completely dead until the death of its last speaker, there are three clear signs of 
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imminent death observable well in advance” (p. 2). These three factors are: loss of 
function, loss of prestige, and loss of competence (Kornai, 2013, p. 2).   
First, there is loss of function, seen whenever other languages take over entire 
functional areas such as commerce. Next, there is loss of prestige, especially 
clearly reflected in the attitudes of the younger generation. Finally, there is loss of 
competence, manifested by the emergence of ‘semi-speakers’ who still understand 
the older generation, but adopt a drastically simplified (reanalyzed) version of the 
grammar. (Kornai, 2013, p. 1) 
 
Kornai (2013) argues that factors such as the digital divide and mass migration, in 
conjunction with a dwindling number of speakers in the real world, can help hasten the 
process of language death. Kornai’s (2013) research highlights the extreme vulnerability 
of billions of minority language speakers – many of whom are not able to find tools or 
content that has been adapted to their language in the digital world. Without, then, a 
viable speech community with digital literacy and tools, many languages will have 
difficulty ever ascending to the digital realm.   
Molinari (2011) also notes that while many in the Western world have access to 
cutting-edge technologies, “close to five billion people or 70% of the world’s population 
do not have access to computers or the Internet…” (Retrieved from: http://ted.com/talks). 
The digital divide, then, can also contribute to inequities in terms of access to 
information, resources, products, and online communities. In other words, the vast 
majority of the world’s populations are unable to participate, contribute, or negotiate for 
services and goods in the online world. These factors, then, serve as a significant barrier 
to minority language speakers who may want to have agency and a voice within the 
digital realm. In terms of information creation, Mark Graham (n.d.), of the Oxford 
Internet Institute, notes, “Rich countries largely get to define themselves and poor 
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countries largely get defined by others” (Retrieved from: http://labs.theguardian.com/ 
digital-language-divide/).  
 As we have discussed previously, colonization and hegemonic forces, such as 
globalization and the formation of nation-states, have helped to contribute to language 
death at an alarming rate. According to Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (2009), the 
effects of subtractive education programs, which represent the vast majority of 
educational programs for language minority students, are quite severe.   
Research on educational performance indicates that language minority children 
taught through the medium of a dominant language in submersion programs often 
perform considerably less well than native dominant language speaking children 
in the same class, in general and on tests of both (dominant) language and school 
achievement. They suffer from higher levels of push-out rates, stay in school 
fewer years, have higher unemployment… and so forth (p. 117).  
 
Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson (2009) also assert that language minority children 
frequently lose their mother tongue within 1-2 generations. This language loss and death, 
in turn, can result in the loss of vital connections with their families, communities, land, 
and ways of being. For these reasons, Magga et al. (2005) argue that only a primary 
education in one’s mother-tongue is consistent with our basic human rights. Skutnabb-
Kangas and Phillipson (2009) state, “No other form of education seems to guarantee the 
full development of the human personality and the sense of its dignity, nor does it enable 
[language minority] children to participate as effectively in society” (p. 118).      
Transformative education for language learners 
In order to meet the needs of minority language speakers, then, educators need to 
consider new and transformative ways to educate students. Bhatt (2008) discusses the use 
of code-switching and code-mixing as a type of linguistic hybridity that enables social 
actors to transform and re-position themselves according to new community practices.   
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The third space – linguistic hybridity gives rise to possibilities for new meanings 
and, at the same time, presents a mechanism to negotiate and navigate between a 
global identity and local practices. It also allows its consumers to re-position 
themselves with regard to new community practices of speaking and writing, 
creating counter-discourses to the hegemony of the monoglossic standards of 
English. The creation of the imagined third space is, in my view, a critical factor 
that facilitates the construction of new social identities. (Bhatt, 2008, p. 182) 
 
Garcia, Johnson, and Seltzer (2017) assert that we need to think and act differently 
regarding the language practices of bilingual people. This change is critical to bringing 
about transformative learning environments.  
One way that educators can create an inclusive bilingual learning environment, is 
by utilizing Moll’s (2013) concept of the bilingual zone of proximal development (Garcia 
et al., 2017, p 8). Expanding upon Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, Moll 
(2013) asserts that support should be provided to students bilingually to deepen their 
understanding and help them to utilize their language repertoires more fully. That is to 
say, rather than only drawing from a student’s funds of knowledge in one language, 
educators should help students to access and combine valuable funds of knowledge from 
multiple languages. This kind of bilingual student engagement, according to Garcia et al. 
(2017), will lead to a deeper understanding of the content and more opportunities for 
students to engage more fully in academic settings.   
Franquiz (2012) emphasizes that in order to create a transformative learning 
environment for students, educators need to see their students not as passive receivers of 
knowledge but as agents of change. Franquiz (2012) promotes a safe space for students 
where they can link cultural practices from their homes and communities to broader 
struggles for social change. According to Franquiz (2012), “Educators who co-construct 
with their students an academic foundation that respects the dignity of all resources 
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brought to the classroom will undoubtedly help them to become more engaged in the 
subject areas with critical literacy skills” (p. 40).  
Similarly, Garcia et al. (2017) assert, “Translanguaging helps open students’ eyes 
to silent hegemonies, prepares them to resist subordinate positions, and pushes them to 
work toward educational and societal change” (p. 162). The authors argue, social justice 
education is particularly important for students who have been historically marginalized 
since it helps them to challenge the status quo. Therefore, “language learning should not 
just be seen as the neutral transmission of skill sets, but as a series of social practices and 
actions that are embedded in a web of social relations” (Garcia & Leiva, 2014, p. 201). 
Translanguaging, then, helps students to exercise linguistic flexibility, express themselves 
more authentically, and also acknowledge the social inequalities produced by the social 
position of the speakers.  
Garcia and Li Wei (2014) define translanguaging as: 
An approach to the use of language, bilingualism and the education of bilinguals 
that considers the language practices of bilinguals not as two autonomous 
language systems, as has been traditionally the case, but as one linguistic 
repertoire with features that have been societally constructed as belonging to two 
separate languages. (p. 2)     
 
Garcia and Lin (2016) refer to this definition as “the strong view of translanguaging” (p. 
126). The weak view of translanguaging, however, is one that still supports language 
boundaries (which are often linked to nation-states), yet calls for a softening of those 
boundaries. Educators like Garcia and Lin (2016) recognize the difficulty of 
implementing the strong view of translanguaging in schools that typically promote 
dominant languages and monoglossic environments. Yet, by working to incorporate an 
inclusive pedagogy that seeks to honor and build on the cultures and experiences of 
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language minority students, educators and students can collectively resist the deficit 
perspectives that frequently exist in classrooms today. 
Translanguaging in multilingual classrooms 
In the book, The Translanguaging Classroom, Garcia et al. (2017) discuss various 
purposes for translanguaging that help to create culturally-sustaining environments.  
Garcia et al. (2017) state that translanguaging helps to facilitate stronger student 
engagement with complex content and texts. Their research shows that translanguaging 
gives students an opportunity to “draw on all of the resources for learning in their 
linguistic repertoires’ (Garcia et al., 2017, p. 8). Students can collaborate with their 
classmates and teachers at varying degrees of proficiencies in multiple languages, gain 
new vocabulary, and a deeper understanding of the content through extended discussion 
and analysis.  
While many ESL/ELL classes are segregated according to English proficiency 
levels, it is not uncommon to find language learners who have been placed in a level that 
does not fit their proficiency at a particular point in time. These students, then, often 
remain silent or are provided with content which has been simplified for their use. This 
situation might not be problematic, temporarily. However, over time, students in these 
situations will begin to languish as their ability to progress academically in either English 
and/or their native tongue becomes stalled or halted. Yet, in situations where bilingual 
students are encouraged to collaborate openly and help each other to understand the 
content through translanguaging and multilingual support, scaffolding can be provided to 
emergent bilinguals even if their proficiency level is lower than their classmates. This is 
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an important consideration, as it is often difficult to group ELL students with similar 
linguistic proficiencies in many K-12 programs.  
In addition, Garcia et al. (2017) notes that bilingual students that are restricted to 
speak “only English” in school are automatically at a disadvantage and taught to de-value 
their home or minority language in academic settings. Translanguaging, therefore, gives 
them an opportunity to develop linguistic practices in academic contexts.  
Translanguaging supports bilingual students’ ability to use language to gather, 
comprehend, evaluate, synthesize, and report on information and ideas. 
Translanguaging also helps students develop the ability to use language to 
persuade, explain, and convey real or imaginary experience. Because 
translanguaging requires collaboration, it also bolsters students’ ability to use 
language socially through cooperative tasks. (Garcia et al., 2017, p. 11)         
 
The collaborative aspect of translanguaging can also lead to a deeper shared meaning of 
concepts through discussion and role-play. By discussing topics in multiple languages, 
students are able to strengthen both languages simultaneously. Garcia et al. (2017) also 
argues that academic language could be seen, in this context, as just another set of 
language features and practices that students can add to their repertoires. Rather than 
view academic language as privileged language, minority students can demystify these 
language features with more frequent practice and use.  
 Garcia et al. (2017), note that while much of the world is multilingual, 
monoglossic environments still dominate most classrooms around the world. 
“Translanguaging, then contributes to a new type of classroom, one where bilingual 
understanding of language is the norm” (Garcia, et al., 2017, p. 12). Languaging, then, 
helps students to see themselves and their linguistic and cultural practices as valuable, not 
lacking. “By teaching students to see their languages as part of a whole, contingent, ever-
changing performance, we are challenging a monolingual version of society” (p. 14). We 
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can imagine, then, that interacting in these types of inclusive multilingual environments 
can help to foster bilingual students’ identities as well as their socioemotional 
development throughout the course of their lives.  
Summary 
 In the course of this research, it has become clear that researchers often equate 
code-switching and code-mixing with translanguaging practices rather interchangeably. 
Yet, Garcia et al. (2017) makes the following critical distinction:  
Code-switching refers to switching back and forth between language codes that 
are referred to as separate and autonomous. It considers language only from an 
external perspective. Code-switching is often considered a violation and a 
disruption of monolingual language use and is frequently stigmatized. 
Translanguaging, however, refers to the ways that bilinguals use their language 
repertoires, from their own perspectives, and not from the perspective of national 
or standard languages. (p.20)   
 
Therefore, if we value and honor individual languaging practices in this manner, 
translanguaging can help students develop strong bilingual/multilingual identities and 
creative dynamic environments for shared meaning-making. Li Wei (2011) argues, then, 
translanguaging goes beyond named languages. These languaging practices have the 
potential to help students express themselves in critical, unique, and authentic ways. They 
also can be used, according to Garcia et al. (2017), “to acquire and learn how to use 
features that are considered part of standard language practices, which have real and 
material consequences for all learners” (p. 21).      
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Overview 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to gain a deeper understanding of the 
translanguaging practices of Korean bilingual adults. This study also explored the identity 
conflicts that may be experienced by language learners as a consequence of migration. 
Finally, this study examined how educators may identify challenges that occur for 
students as a result of oppressive language learning environments, as well as the means to 
overcome those challenges through translanguaging. This qualitative study focused upon 
Korean bilingual adults who have migrated for over three years and have studied in an 
English-speaking university setting.  
Research Questions 
This study investigated the following research questions: 
1. What translanguaging practices are utilized among Korean bilingual adults? (Data 
collected in Korean and English from both open-ended oral interviews and focus 
groups will help to reveal significant differences in spoken communication styles, 
personality traits, and non-verbal cues.)  
2. What impact does translanguaging, as an active practice, have on each 
participant’s sense of self and identity? 
3. What challenges do bilingual adults face and how can these challenges be 
overcome utilizing translanguaging as a practice? 
Research Design 
Within this qualitative study, I sought to develop a rich understanding of 
translanguaging practices by Korean bilingual adults. To this end, I utilized a narrative 
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approach that incorporated oral interviews with each study participant. Creswell (2006) 
describes narrative research as, “a spoken or written text giving an account of a series of 
events” (p. 54). In addition, two focus group discussions were incorporated in order to 
better understand the translanguaging practices of each study participant while in a group 
setting. By using multiple modes of communication, the participants had an opportunity 
to utilize various languaging practices (in both Korean and English) at the same time.  
Narrative inquiry, as a lens, has also been shown to be central to the idea of 
identity. I, therefore, used personal narratives with participants to help them reveal their 
own unique sense of identity. Because personal narratives might not be sufficient to 
illustrate languaging practices, focus group discussions were also conducted. During 
these oral interviews and group discussions, I videotaped, transcribed, and member-
checked the transcripts of the data. In addition, non-verbal cues such as hand and body 
gestures and facial expressions were recorded. All the questions were open-ended in 
nature.  
Participant Selection 
In order to provide a deep analysis of this area of inquiry, six to ten Korean 
bilingual adults were sought to complete this study. Participants were Korean and English 
bilinguals (all of Korean descent) recruited from nearby local universities. Study 
participants were invited to take part in the study on a volunteer basis. Only fully Korean, 
English bilingual participants were chosen, however, once the background screening 
questionnaires were administered. (Language ability in both Korean and English were 
determined in the initial socio-biographical questionnaire.)  
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Adult participants, were chosen, due to the likelihood they had experienced 
identity/personality conflicts fairly recently within their lives. According to Luna, et.al 
(2008), the older one gets the less ‘personality elasticity’ people seem to exhibit” (p. 
280). That is to say, “identity-related mental frames are formed through an individual’s 
upbringing and socialization and become so deeply anchored in an individual’s mind that 
they are not easily purged or adjusted” (Luna et.al, 2008, p. 280). Therefore, it was 
desirable to choose participants who were fairly young and still able to remember the 
acculturation process they might have experienced through the acquisition of L2 (in this 
case, English), while not being so young that it was difficult for them to produce rich 
authentic responses regarding their self-reported life stories (written narratives). College-
age students and adults were also readily accessible as research participants for a study of 
this nature. 
Language proficiency and usage of participants 
Within an initial socio-biographical screening questionnaire, participants were 
asked to report on both their first and second languages in the following areas: (1) 
language ability, (2) past and present language usage, (3) order of L1/L2 and dominance 
of one language if applicable, and (4) media exposure in both Korean and English. This 
helped determine which participants were fully bilingual in Korean and English and 
comfortable communicating within either language both orally and through written 
materials. Only those participants who indicated that they were fully fluent in both 
languages were chosen to participate. The questionnaire also contained questions about 
sex, age, nationality, place of birth, order of language acquisition, and language 
dominance.  
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Following the model of Dewaele and van Oudenhoven's (2009) study, participants 
were asked the question, "Which do you consider to be your dominant language(s)?" (p. 
450). The responses were categorized as either: (a) the L1; (b) a combination of the L1 
and another language; (c) a language which is not L1. (Dewaele & van Oudenhoven, 
2009, p. 451). In addition, students were asked within the background questionnaire 
whether they had migrated to another country/region for over a three-year period to 
obtain fluency in L2. 
Data Collection 
In this qualitative study, participants who met a pre-determined set of criteria 
were asked to participate, which included: full fluency in both written and spoken Korean 
and English and migration of at least three years to another country/geographic region to 
be immersed in L2. It was expected that due to the intensive nature of this qualitative 
study, and the criteria involved in purposefully sampling participants – that there would 
be a small number of final participants. This number was estimated at anywhere from 6-
10 final participants. The final number of participants in this study was six Korean 
bilingual adults. To protect their identity, each study participant was given the 
opportunity to choose their own pseudonyms. Some chose pseudonyms and others 
preferred that I use their real name. 
Oral interviews 
Oral interviews were conducted in English. Participants were instructed to 
respond in Korean or English. However, in these circumstances, participants chose to 
speak only English in their responses. (The reason for this is discussed in the research 
findings.) Oral interviews were videotaped and transcribed. All transcripts were member-
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checked to minimize biases and accurately record participants’ authentic thoughts, words, 
and gestures.  
Special care was taken to ensure questions were sensitive to the participants’ 
backgrounds and open-ended in nature. In addition, I utilized this opportunity to record 
non-verbal cues and comments that were then audited by a third-party such as a bilingual 
research assistant for their authenticity and veracity. Multiple research assistants who 
were fluent in both Korean and English were utilized to ensure that transcripts remained 
true to the intent of the study participants and could be verified through additional 
translation services if needed. All transcripts were member-checked to minimize biases 
and accurately record participants’ authentic thoughts, words, and gestures. Once the data 
were verified and member-checked, they were culled for broad themes around topics 
such as identity and personality conflicts. These themes then formed the basis for further 
understanding and research in this area.  
Focus group discussions 
In addition to individual oral interviews, focus group discussions were facilitated 
in both Korean and English to provide another opportunity for the study participants to 
reveal their languaging practices in a social context. According to Finch and Lewis 
(2013),  
The collective context of focus groups creates a process which is, in some 
important respects, very different from an in-depth interview. Data are generated 
by interaction between group participants. Participants present their own views 
and experience, but they also hear from other people. They listen, reflect on what 
is said, and in the light of this consider their own standpoint further. Additional 
material is thus triggered in response to what they hear. As the discussion 
progresses, individual responses become sharpened and refined and move to a 
deeper and more considered level (p.171).  
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The focus group discussion, therefore, was not simply a collection of individual 
interviews within a group setting, but a synergistic exchange of ideas and languaging 
among group participants.  
To facilitate a deeper discussion among study participants, two separate focus 
groups were held. In the initial focus group discussion, the participants were again 
instructed to speak in Korean or English, as they saw fit. However, during the first focus 
group, each participant spoke only in English. Later, study participants remarked that 
they did they did so in a “purposeful manner” in deference to my role as an English-
speaking moderator. To encourage participants to utilize both Korean and English, a 
Korean-speaking moderator was present in the second focus group discussion. The 
Korean-speaking moderator could not be physically present on the day of the second 
focus group, so an online meeting platform called Zoom was utilized to allow her to 
attend the group session virtually. Using this technology allowed the study participants to 
view and hear the Korean-speaking moderator via video conference. In this case, 
participants responded utilizing both Korean and English in a spontaneous manner.  
Finch and Lewis (2013) note that “another feature of focus groups is the 
spontaneity that arises from their stronger social context” (p. 171). In responding to each 
other, participants reveal more of their own unique identities and the diversity of their 
backgrounds. Languaging practices, body language, emphasis, and ‘ways of being’ are all 
revealed spontaneously as group members interact with each other. Thus, Finch and 
Lewis (2013) concluded that the perspective of focus group participants may be less 
influenced by interaction with the researcher than it might be in a one-on-one oral 
interview.  Similarly, Krueger and Casey (2000) state, “the focus group presents a more 
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natural environment than that of the individual interview, because participants are 
influencing and influenced by others - just as they are in real life” (p. 11).  
In order to better facilitate authentic exchanges and more group interaction, every 
effort was made to create a positive environment and “safe space” where study 
participants could express themselves freely. In other words, as the initial focus group 
facilitator, I tried to provide minimal direction to the flow of the conversation and serve 
the function of listener and observer. My intent was to create an opportunity for a deeper 
understanding among group members as a result of their interactions with each other. In 
addition, I utilized a Korean bilingual research assistant to serve as a second focus group 
moderator, in order to have additional opportunities to observe group interactions and 
languaging practices.  
Data Analysis 
The interviews and focus group discussions were transcribed, checked for 
accuracy, and analyzed to address each participant’s language use and translanguaging 
practices. I also sought to determine how language use and translanguaging might 
provide indications of each participant’s identity (whether in Korean or English). In the 
initial individual interview and first focus group, participants primarily utilized English. 
However, in the second focus group, participants utilized both Korean and English 
throughout the group discussion. Therefore, in the second focus group, translanguaging 
practices were more evident. Data for my research study was collected, transcribed, and 
coded, first, during Fall 2015 and Spring 2016 and then again during the Spring 2017. 
The coding for individual interviews took place during the Fall 2015, just after each 
interview took place. The focus group discussions were transcribed and coded during the 
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month following each focus group session. The following is the data collection timeline 
in Table 2. 
Participant Interview Schedule: 
Individual Interviews 
Name Date 
YS October 24, 2015 
DongHa November 3, 2015 
Sol November 7, 2015 
HyunHee November 24, 2015 
SeMin December 9, 2015 
Lee March 14, 2017 
Focus Groups 
All March 3, 2016 
All March 15, 2017 
Table 1 
 Data Collection Timeline:  
Participant One-on-one Interviews  
(60-90 minutes) 
Oct 2015 to Mar 2017 
Transcription Oct 2015 to Apr 2017 
Data Analysis/Coding Oct 2015 to Apr 2017 
Focus Group 1 March 3, 2016 
Focus Group 2 March 15, 2017 
Final Data Analysis March-April 2017 
Table 2 
As I began coding each interview, I began to notice themes emerging from the 
data. In the initial phase of the data analysis, each participant’s language use was 
carefully identified in the raw interview data. To investigate each participant’s language 
use, I also compiled detailed notes. In addition, I made note of any instances where the 
study participants’ hand gestures, tone, or facial expressions might lend additional 
context and understanding to each response. I repeated the same process to the respective 
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interview data sets, and every instance of language use in each set was coded in this 
manner. To distinguish between myself as the English-speaking moderator from the 
Korean-speaking moderator, I have used the following abbreviations: EM= English-
speaking Moderator, KM= Korean Moderator. Table 3, below, presents an example of a 
coded segment.  
Example of Coding in Phase 1: 
 
Transcript Excerpt, Focus Group 2 Code (Korean) Code (English) 
D: 근데 제가 강남 style 은 일단은 굉장히 
unexpected movement professional 같지가않아요  
 
 
 
 
D: 정말 바보동네아저씨같은..음..  
 
 
 
YH - 그래서 잘된것같아요.제뉴인해요.  
 
 
YS - 비처럼 이 아닌..  그냥 배나온아저씨. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D - 굉장히 평범한것같은데 정말 잘해. 네..뭐 
경찰 style.가로수 style..굉장히많은 이런 송이 
다른나라에 쫙 parody 나온걸보면서 뭔가 
이렇게 뭔가이렇게 따라할수있겠구나  
 
 
 
 
 
바보동네아저씨 
 
 
비처럼… 
아저씨… 
 
쫙 (sound, and hand 
motion, indicating 
something spreading 
far and wide) 
Yet, I think Gangnam 
style is very much like 
an unexpected 
movement. It doesn’t 
seem like a 
professional 
movement.  
 
He seems like a real 
fool, the town ajushee. 
(acting like a total 
fool, old man).  
So, that’s why it 
worked well.  
 
It’s not like Rain… 
(Rain is very 
handsome polished 
Korean singer)… 
He’s just an old man 
with a big belly 
hanging out… 
 
I think it looks very 
ordinary, but…Yeah, 
police style, tree style, 
There are a lot of these 
kinds of songs coming 
out of other countries, 
something like this… 
(parodies) There’s 
something about this 
song that’s 
entertaining, it has 
something that people 
can follow along with  
 
Table 3 
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Code-switching that occurred with English words or phrases were coded in green. When 
participants used Korean ideas and thoughts that were uniquely Korean, I coded those 
words and phrases in blue. This color-coding system helped me to identify instances 
when translanguaging occurred.  
In the next phase of data analysis, I analyzed each instance where translanguaging 
practices occurred. These might include instances of code-switching, code-mixing, 
translation, and/or other fluid languaging practices such as the use of specific gestures 
and tones. As mentioned previously, in each participant’s individual interviews and 
during the first focus group, English was utilized primarily. However, in the second focus 
group discussion, each participant demonstrated his/her authentic use of both Korean and 
English. Therefore, in these instances, I was able to identify instances where the 
participants’ negotiated meaning through the use of both Korean and English. Finally, I 
identified instances where shifts from one language to the other occurred spontaneously. 
Interestingly, the vast majority of these language shifts occurred without the participants’ 
knowledge. Language shifts happened naturally throughout the second focus group 
discussion. Finally, my analysis included answering all three of my initial research 
questions with the data compiled from personal narratives and focus group discussions. 
For this purpose, I utilized field notes, focus group notes, journals, and any additional 
data that could be gathered to inform my analysis.  
Statement of ethical considerations 
In terms of the ethical considerations of this study, Creswell (2011) states the 
following general criteria: report findings in an ethical manner, use appropriate research 
terms, and use language that is sensitive to study participants. To this end, study 
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participants were informed of their rights and allowed to withdraw from the study at any 
time deemed necessary. It is also important to share the results of the study honestly and 
in a sensitive manner to study participants. Therefore, all attempts were made to follow 
proper protocols as established by the USF Institutional Review Board for the Protection 
of Human Subjects (IRBPHS). Study participants were asked to read and sign consent 
forms before they were asked to participate within this study. (No minors were asked to 
participate in this study.)  I also obtained permission to conduct the study within a local 
university and consulted local administrators to ensure no teachers or students were 
inconvenienced by the execution of this study.  
Since several study participants are graduate students, every attempt was made to 
conduct the study without undue disruption to the participants’ academic or work lives. 
Furthermore, I protected subject and testing site anonymity by not publishing any names 
that have not been approved in advance. At the end of the study, participants were 
debriefed about the nature of the study. In order to maintain the integrity of the data, 
digital and hard copy data files were also kept under lock and key in a secure location 
throughout the study and for three years following the completion of the study.  
My ultimate goal, as a researcher and educator, is to leave multicultural 
multilinguals with a sense of empowerment, hope, and pride in their diverse 
backgrounds. To that end, it is my intent that the oral interviews and focus group 
discussions also provided these Korean bilingual adults with an opportunity to express 
their authentic voice and document their rich experiences as multicultural multilingual 
individuals.   
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Background of the Researcher 
I was born in Boston, Massachusetts, in a place my parents would jokingly say, 
was “somewhere near Fenway Park.” As a child of first generation South Korean 
immigrants, I grew up simultaneously in two different worlds. One world was constituted 
by the environment of my parents' making - one heavily influenced by Korean culture, 
traditions, and beliefs. The other world was the objective reality I faced every day as a 
minority and an Asian-American girl living in the United States. My father was a 
Presbyterian minister, and frequently moved our family to many different locations 
around the United States. In each new environment, my brothers and I faced a new set of 
circumstances and challenges. At times, we lived in very diverse places like Honolulu 
(HI), Princeton (NJ), and the San Francisco Bay Area. At other times, we lived in small, 
rural Midwestern towns with very few minorities. These vastly different environments 
helped me to grow up with a very unique and broad lens from which to view the world.  
As a young girl growing up in the rural countryside in Michigan, I might have 
defined myself as an "all-American tomboy." I climbed cherry trees, ran on the track 
team, and played basketball with my closest friends. At this time in my life, my parents 
were primarily concerned with our full assimilation within the American culture. Hence, 
we primarily spoke English at home and took pride that we were as "American" as the 
next family. Some of my earliest memories of my mother are of her baking apple pie 
from scratch and quilting with her American friends on Sunday afternoons. At the time, it 
never occurred to me that these traditions might be foreign to my mother. I was simply 
happy in the knowledge that we were "just like everyone around us." 
However, at times, the illusion of this harmonious existence was shattered by 
bigotry or ignorance. This might happen in obvious ways, such as the times I might 
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experience blatant racism in public spaces. It also might happen in more subtle ways, 
such as through the constant questioning and false assumptions of others. "Where are you 
from" became the most hated question in the English language for me, because I knew 
that my answer(s) would never be satisfactory. The very nature of the question implies, 
"you are not from here." In this respect, I quickly came to understand that my family and 
I were not considered "real Americans." "Real Americans" were “White” - something I 
could never be mistaken for. So, the search for my "true identity" continued. 
As I got older, I began to be more curious about my Korean heritage and to look 
within myself once again. I imagined what my life would have been like if I had grown 
up in South Korea, as an accepted member of Korean society. Perhaps the most 
significant part of these musings was the certainty that "Korean-ness" was inherent in my 
identity. At the age of 21, I traveled to South Korea for the first time and received the 
second major identity shock of my life when I realized that I was not a "real Korean" 
either. Perhaps this might seem obvious to some, as I had spent the first 21 years of my 
life - from the day I was born until the day I flew to Korea, living as an "American." 
However, for me, this revelation led to a real sense of sadness and isolation. At that time, 
I began to realize that I would always be "different" from my parents and closest relatives 
in significant ways. As Kanno states, “identity is also about being part of a group.” 
However, in my twenties, I felt like a person “without country or place.” So, I defined 
myself in other ways, such as through my creative spirit and ability to lift up and 
motivate others.   
Still, I fully immersed myself in the language and culture of my parents with 
incredible enthusiasm. I re-learned Korean primarily in the “Berlitz way” by speaking it 
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as much as possible. Although I had thought that I had forgotten much of what I learned 
as a young child, I found many Korean expressions still remained in the recesses of my 
mind. With practice and continuous immersion, I began to improve in my bilingual 
abilities. However, since I was not able to learn Korean in an academic setting, I still 
have difficulty with the complexities of Korean honorifics and words that have been 
derived from “Chinese characters.”  
When I returned to the States, I began to re-negotiate my own identity in new 
ways. My understanding deepened as I began to understand that identity goes far beyond 
race, culture, and class. I now believe, as Maalouf does, that identity is not made up an 
“essential allegiance.” Maalouf (2001) says,” Identity is like a game of jigsaw puzzles. I 
scour my memory to find as many ingredients of my identity as I can. I then assemble 
and arrange them. I don’t deny any of them.” (p. 16). My experiences in South Korea as 
an educator and business woman had a profound effect on me, as I crossed over from my 
parents’ homeland back to my own. I came to have a much deeper understanding of my 
parents and relatives’ identities as well as my own.  
Since my return, I have spent the past 20 years working in higher education, 
ESOL/TESOL education, and education technology. I worked for 10 years at UC 
Berkeley Extension creating programs for international students and TESOL instructors. 
Currently, I work at UC Santa Cruz with ELLs, 1st generation students, and local school 
districts. I also teach TESOL courses at the University of San Francisco within the 
MATESOL program. I am an educator, teacher trainer, curriculum developer, and 
administrator of programs in higher education. I feel very blessed to have had many 
amazing mentors and supporters throughout my career and personal life.  
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In addition, when I initially taught English in South Korea in the 1990’s, I was 
exposed to the Korean education system for the first time. Although I believe I tried to 
utilize methodologies that would help my students learn English in fun and innovative 
ways, I was not fully aware of all the challenges Korean students regularly face on a daily 
basis. Over time, I began to understand how critical English proficiency is to Koreans, 
both as cultural capital and as a skillset to be utilized in business and education. My 
bicultural background and experiences have enabled me to see ESOL teaching and 
learning from a much broader perspective.  
I believe the focus on “perfect English” has led to many hardships and difficulties 
for Koreans as students and businesspeople. I have seen Korean children as young as 5 
year olds, with PTSD due to the stress and pressure caused by frequent English testing.  
I have also seen Samsung executives express deep shame in their 50’s and 60’s due to 
their perceived lack of English proficiency. I realized from their experiences that the 
pursuit of English proficiency in Korea is usually a lifelong and very costly endeavor. 
Yet, the methods that are utilized to learn English are often inadequate. Koreans are 
frequently told to speak English “perfectly,” but do not be influenced by Western culture 
or ways of thinking. Since this is a near impossible task, many Korean students are left 
frustrated, ashamed, and/or depressed.  
For these reasons, I would like to dedicate my future academic career to 
conducting research and creating culturally-sensitive curriculum which will help students 
to embrace bilingual studies in more affirming and empowering ways. I believe this is the 
only way to eradicate “language hierarchies” and create fully bilingual adults who have 
been transformed by their languaging practices and authentic “ways of being.”  
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CHAPTER IV: FINDINGS 
 
 This study examined the translanguaging practices of Korean bilingual adults 
living in the United States (either temporarily or permanently). The first section, based on 
an analysis of the interview data, represents the authentic voices and perspectives of the 
study participants. These narratives revealed the backgrounds and diversity of each study 
participant. This chapter has also been organized by sharing excerpts from each 
participant’s individual interview and focus group responses according to the major 
themes that appeared within the data. From these excerpts, it is clear that translanguaging 
in practice is complicated and dynamic. That is to say, at times the participants expressed 
both positive and negative viewpoints regarding the practice of translanguaging. They 
also used language “switches” strategically, to express themselves in unique ways. The 
major themes that emerged were the following: Identity (Individual and Shared), 
Language Purity, Social Sensitivity, Linguistic Flexibility, Imagined Communities, and 
Linguistic Capital.  
Overview 
 This study explored how six Korean bilingual adults utilized translanguaging 
practices both in personal and academic spaces. I wanted to understand what helped or 
hindered each individual in expressing their own sense of identity and what types of 
languaging practices they utilized in their lives. All of the participants self-identified as 
“Korean-Korean” adults, or as one participant noted “100% Korean,” and all were born 
and raised in South Korea. In addition, each bilingual study participant listed Korean as 
their dominant language. I provided pseudonyms for participants who did not wish to use 
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their real names. The following table presents basic demographic information about the 
six study participants: 
Study Participant Backgrounds:  
Participant Major Gender Country of 
Origin 
Residence 
DongHa  Theology, PhD 
 
 
Male South Korea USA 
YS International and Multicultural 
Education, MA candidate 
 
Female South Korea South Korea 
SeMin Theology, PhD 
 
 
Male South Korea South Korea 
Sol Second Language Acquisition, 
EdD candidate 
 
Female South Korea 
 
South Korea 
Lee Teaching English as a Second 
Language (TESOL), MA 
candidate 
Female South Korea USA 
HyunHee Teaching English as a Second 
Language (TESOL), MA 
candidate 
Female South Korea South Korea 
Table 4 
Through the course of this study, I found each study participant to be highly 
accomplished. Yet, all were very humble about their numerous academic and 
professional successes. Each of the study participants had varying degrees of exposure to 
native speakers of English, travel outside of South Korea, and immersion in English 
before they began their graduate studies in the United States. The personal journeys and 
experiences of each study participant were unique and varied. Yet, many had similar 
experiences in the pursuit of their graduate degrees in the United States, particularly in 
terms of their early experiences learning English and subsequent experiences in graduate 
programs within the United States.  
From their personal accounts, I was able to see how their bilingual skills, 
personality traits, and broad perspectives helped them to navigate multicultural spaces 
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with greater ease. During the selection process, I did not focus on a particular age group 
or cohort such as graduate students. The selection of these participants happened very 
spontaneously via contacts with educators and administrators in several local universities. 
However, I realized key generational factors were revealed in the data, since 5 of the 6 
participants began their English studies at a time when South Korea was relatively 
“closed” to foreigners and native-English speakers. These results will also be discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter V. 
Backgrounds of the Participants 
DongHa: Korean male, 52, Minister 
 
 DongHa traveled to the United States to study in the PhD program at the UC 
Berkeley Theological Seminary. He was able to come to the United States with his wife 
and young children, and noted that they were very helpful in providing a constant support 
system for him as he completed his doctoral program. As a spiritual counselor, DongHa’s 
demeanor was very patient and calm. DongHa frequently paused and looked down as he 
thought carefully about how he would answer each question. In our one-on-one 
interview, I laughingly noted that he did not exhibit any signs of stress – which can be 
unusual for doctoral students. He, then, remarked that as a child, he did not grow up the 
way Korean students often do now – studying for hours in cram schools. DongHa grew 
up in a remote area of the countryside, in Iksan. He described his childhood in the 
following way:  
I grew up in the countryside, because my parents had a farm. I never studied until 
I went to junior high school. (laughter). I didn’t feel any stress. I didn’t mind if I 
didn’t get top honors. In the winter, I usually rode a sled on the ice. In the 
summer, I swam in a river with my friends in the neighborhood.  
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From our discussion, it was clear that DongHa has strong familial support systems, both 
from his parents as well as his spouse and daughters. He stated that he would not have 
been able to come to the United States to complete his doctoral degree without the full 
support of his parents, spouse, and children. DongHa also noted that while he does not 
identify as bicultural - living in the United States and becoming bilingual changed him in 
profound ways. When I asked him to describe himself, he said the following:  
I’m a first-generation Korean male and I am interested in helping Christian 
leaders, for them to experience and grow in God and in general. That’s why I 
came here to study in a Christian seminary. I’ve learned a lot and I’ve grown 
here a lot, understanding myself. I’ve also changed, in many ways here. So, I 
might not have experienced that kind of change if I had stayed in Korea. The first 
thing that came up to me, as a Korean male, probably I would not have time with 
my children and time with my wife, and be a little more open to housework, those 
things. It’s part of the culture, actually. American culture helped me to change my 
lifestyle. My life changed. Also in terms of authority. In terms of being a male 
figure, having authority in my house. After coming here, I have learned I am part 
of one unit. I am not the head. (laughter)  
 
In this exchange, DongHa, explained that features of the Korean language and culture 
made it difficult at times to communicate in an open manner or on equal footing with his 
wife and 2 daughters. He noted his role as a Korean male several times and the authority 
that role carries in Korea. DongHa also spoke about a moving conversation he had with 
his teenage daughter, and how his experiences in America helped him to communicate on 
a deeper level with his children.  
As a male, as a man – I learned how to wait for them, not forcing them to do 
something. Just how to be with them - without forcing. At some point, my first 
daughter, we were talking and she really wanted to talk with me, while she was 
crying. So at that time, I was trained in waiting, and then eventually I confessed, 
yes, me too… I’ve been waiting for you. I’ve been praying for you. So, we started 
talking during this high school period. So, after that, we started talking. Not just 
giving attention, or not avoiding each other. So, that happened. Those things 
happened. If I stayed in Korea, it might not have happened… 
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Again, while many Korean parents have difficulty communicating with their children due 
to differences in language use and culture, DongHa’s daughters could communicate with 
him in both Korean and English. Yet, the Korean language might prevent them from 
speaking in a more expressive, open manner due to the honorifics that are present. 
Therefore, DongHa used code-switching to communicate more fully with his teenage 
daughters. Of all the study participants, DongHa seemed to translanguage in Korean and 
English the most freely within the group. DongHa had also lived in the United States the 
longest of all the participants, and regularly interacted with Americans on a daily basis as 
a part of his position as a Youth Pastor in an American Presbyterian Church.  
DongHa also came to the realization from our discussions that he had 
unconsciously re-created a lifestyle for himself and his family that mimicked the stress-
free childhood he had in South Korea. Far from busy urban centers like Seoul, DongHa 
explained that he grew up playing outside in the Korean countryside, looking at frogs and 
fish in nearby creeks and “not opening a book until junior high.” He explained, “Living 
in the Bay area” in a suburb of Berkeley also provided a similar stress-free environment 
for himself and his family. He acknowledged that his childhood experiences were very 
atypical for Korean students and said that he was very happy, thinking back, how carefree 
his childhood in Korea actually was.  
YS: Korean woman, 47, Educator  
Like DongHa, YS grew up in a very remote area of the Korean countryside in 
Cheolla Province. In her one-on-one interview, she described her hometown as so remote 
that she only saw one foreigner in her village and that encounter did not happen until she 
was already in college. She explained, “In those days, there were very few foreigners in 
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South Korea.” I asked if she noticed any changes in the way she expressed herself in 
English vs. Korean, after having lived in the United States. YS responded in the 
following way:   
Not really. Because I think by my age, you are just who you are.  I think in your 
20s or teenage years, you are more flexible. But in your 40’s, I don’t think the 
place where you live changes you much…  
 
Yet, YS also said she was different from her Korean college friends, in terms of her 
feelings about risk-taking or interacting with people from other countries. She discussed 
how she felt in her college days, and how her ambitions led her to study in the United 
States.  
YS - I wanted to try whatever and go wherever. I’m not really afraid of things like 
my other Korean friends who are my age. Even back in 1989, when I was in 
college, ten students from my university went to Montana State, our sister school. 
Most of my friends, they envied me and said, I don’t think I can do that. In my 
hometown, they feel like something is going to happen to you if you go to a 
foreign country and you are not sure about your language. But to me, I always 
said, well that’s where people live too… As long as you don’t do anything bad, I 
don’t really think that language is the real problem. 
 
I – Did you feel like that when you first went to Montana?  
YS - Yes –I think I just couldn’t picture myself… if I was born and raised in that 
area, I didn’t want to stay forever and die there! (laughter) And you know how 
small Korea is, but still, in that small country, I was restricted in one province. I 
never left that one province. So, I felt kind of a “thirst” for the outside world. And 
I think that made me encouraged to focus on learning languages, especially 
English, because I felt like I needed a tool…. 
 
YS’ positive attitude and “thirst for the outside world” seemed to propel her in her desire 
to gain proficiency in English, but also study a major focused on multiculturalism and 
educating multicultural families living within the remote areas of South Korea. In Korea, 
it is typically difficult to find people who are willing to live and work in rural areas -far 
from busy urban centers like Seoul and Pusan. So, again, her desire to serve these 
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populations, in particular, would be considered unique and commendable within Korean 
society.  
Lee, 45, Educator 
Lee described herself very distinctively from the others as a “multicultural 
person.” When I asked her what that meant to her, she explained that she had traveled 
quite a bit as an airline stewardess in her first job and those experiences had a big impact 
on her perspective. Lee said:  
In my first job, I worked in Hong Kong as a flight attendant for Cathay Pacific… 
That was my first experience working with people from so many different cultures 
and working in a multicultural environment. Yeah, but I really enjoyed it. I 
traveled around the world. I traveled to Europe for 3 months, backpack traveling. 
That was 1992. In 1992, Korea was – the traveling was not free at that time… 
Maybe you cannot imagine what it was like back then. But, at that time, I was a 
very brave person… A very courageous person, so I traveled around Europe. I 
traveled around Asia. In Taiwan, I actually did hitchhiking! Hiking on the 
highway, and maybe that was the most fantastic memory in my life! 
 
Like YS, Lee seemed quite unafraid to travel to foreign countries by herself, as a young 
college student and later as an airline stewardess. She also said she did not feel culture 
shock, at that time, because she was so excited about these new environments.  
In addition to English, Lee also studied the Chinese language and literature in 
college and felt that the identity of her Korean and Chinese-speaking selves were distinct 
from her identity speaking English.  
When I learned Chinese, I considered myself as a Chinese (person). At that time, 
when I first started to learn Chinese, it was 1989. In 1989, China was still 
considered a communist country. We were not allowed to go to China. That’s why 
I went to Taiwan. I was constantly speaking Chinese - maybe that was kind of the 
process of gaining the identity as a Chinese person… So, I understand, how 
Chinese people behave and how Chinese people think, maybe, how they perceive 
the world around them, and after that I went to Hong Kong and my work was 
getting bigger and bigger because I had to deal with all those people from 
Western society as well and Eastern people. So, I tried always, when I dealing 
with these people, I tried to think from their perspective. Not as a Korean, but as 
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you know, from their perspective all the time. I always think in my mind, I have 
multiple cultures in my mind. I like to see the world from different perspectives, 
from various kind of cultures as well. And that makes me feel, how can I say – like 
I live in a bigger world. I live in between cultures. I live in between languages, 
and that feeling is quite awesome.  
 
When I asked Lee if she felt any struggles or challenges becoming bilingual or 
multilingual, she immediately said, “No. I don’t think there were challenges, but a LOT 
of benefits. Everywhere I go, there are people who speak Chinese and people who speak 
English. So, I have this confidence that wherever I go, maybe I can communicate with 
those people…”  
SeMin: Korean male, 42, Minister 
SeMin and DongHa attended the same doctoral program at UC Berkeley 
Theological Seminary. Like DongHa, SeMin also traveled to the United States with his 
Korean spouse, and found familial support to be crucial for him. SeMin was more soft-
spoken than other study participants in our encounters and said that he mainly spoke 
Korean with Korean friends and family outside of his doctoral classes at UC Berkeley. 
SeMin stated that he felt comfortable reaching out to American advisors and classmates 
who seemed generous or might help him with this studies. However, in general, he said 
that most of his interactions with Americans within his program were about academic 
matters. Unlike DongHa, who expressed a higher level of comfort and ease with his 
American counterparts, SeMin stated that his main support systems were Korean family 
members or Korean classmates. Yet as a doctoral student attending a top American 
University, SeMin was still expected to speak English at a very high level of proficiency. 
SeMin said that many of his theological courses required open debate with his 
classmates, in English. For that reason, he found the program to be quite challenging.  
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Like the other study participants, however, SeMin also possessed faith and a 
strong belief that he would be able to complete his studies successfully. For SeMin, the 
decision to leave his hometown in South Korea and attend a theological doctoral program 
in the United States was a part of his “calling” as a pastor, and therefore he felt a deep 
sense of purpose to accomplish his academic goals. For these reasons, SeMin expressed a 
high degree of confidence that he was “following the right path” for himself. This strong 
sense of purpose helped to sustain him in times of doubt or difficulty.  
Sol: Korean woman, 40, Educator 
 
 Sol was soft-spoken in our encounters, but always expressed herself very well. 
She was born and raised in South Korea, went to public schools, and then came to the 
United States to attend graduate school. She completed her MA degree at University of 
San Francisco and is now working on her doctoral degree within the same university. Sol 
has been living in the United States for the past 10 years. I was struck in our 
conversations, by how easily she seemed to interact with people from vastly different 
backgrounds. Yet, she also noted a number of funny instances when her communications 
got “lost in translation.” Rather than worry about those experiences, however, Sol would 
just chuckle and say, “Yeah, that was an interesting experience.” In this respect, I believe 
Sol’s sense of humor and easy-going attitude helped her to adapt to her environment 
without difficulty.  
Sol also had strength of purpose and the ability to take risks, which undoubtedly 
helped her acclimate to life in the United States. We talked about her experience traveling 
to Ecuador, by herself, and making her way independently in the rain forest. She noted 
that Korean women generally do not travel alone. However, like Lee and YS, Sol found 
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the experience to be exciting and a chance to see the world. Although her manner was 
always humble, I felt very inspired by her ability to find opportunities and new 
experiences for herself, such as her trip to Ecuador and also her participation within local 
human rights organizations.  
In addition, Sol said that her parents were very supportive of her. In some ways, 
Sol’s experiences as a middle school and high school student seem very typical in Korea, 
in terms of the high-stakes testing environment. Sol attended a top high school that 
required long hours of testing and the memorization of huge volumes of content. 
Unfortunately, Sol became ill from all the stress and had to be hospitalized during that 
time. Yet, she explained, although she went to a highly competitive high school, her 
parents never pressured her about her grades. This would be considered very unusual for 
Korean parents.   
My parents are different from others. They were not so interested in my grades. 
So, my father, never checked my grades at all. Yeah, he never asked me. What 
he’d ask me, was – did you do your best? And I said yes, and he said – that’s 
enough. And my mom would just look at the grades and say, okay, where do I 
sign? 
 
Although Sol talked about her experiences in high school, she did so in a way that was 
very understated, as though it is a normal reality in Korea to experience that kind of stress 
in school. She also discussed the pressures professional Korean women face and the 
difficulties for older women in Korea to obtain a tenured professor position. Yet, despite 
those challenges, she has not let that deter her from her personal goals and aspirations.  
HyunHee, 34, Educator 
 HyunHee, like the other study participants, was born and raised in South Korea. 
She came to the University of San Francisco to attend a MA in Teaching English to 
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Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) program. HyunHee traveled to the Bay Area with 
her husband, and felt well-supported by all of her family members. HyunHee’s voice was 
also very soft-spoken with very precise pronunciation and intonation. In our one-on-one 
interview, I learned HyunHee had worked for a broadcasting company as a speech coach 
helping prospective Korean broadcasters improve their pronunciation and diction. This 
made perfect sense, as her own voice was very calming and pleasant to the ear.  
 HyunHee (as well as DongHa) always seemed quite in tune with the “gi-bun” or 
feeling within the group and would adjust their actions and words immediately. Although 
HyunHee would say that she didn’t know the right way to say something (in English) – 
she always exhibited a great deal of social sensitivity and would find other ways to 
provide her opinion in a polite manner. Her voice would fade, or she would make a self-
effacing joke in order to show that she didn’t want to offend others. I realized the extent 
to which HyunHee took steps to prevent any misunderstandings or impolite language 
during our personal interview. I asked HyunHee - how important is it to know someone’s 
age for Koreans? HyunHee responded in the following way:  
Because Korean language has an honorific form and (is a) high context language, 
if I want to figure out my status, I should let them know my age, and I want to 
know their age. Actually, I don’t want to ask somebody, age, if they don’t want to 
let me know. But I have a few times - someone didn’t tell me their age, and I 
thought they were very young, and I treated them like they are younger than me. I 
don’t know how to explain in English, like little sisters or something. But when I 
knew their age, they were actually older than me… 
 
HyunHee said that in these cases, she would be very embarrassed and apologize for her 
mistake. While it is common for Koreans to make these types of missteps at times, 
HyunHee seemed particularly concerned that she might offend someone. She told me that 
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for this reason, she stopped using “casual language” with those that were younger than 
her, until she was very familiar with them.  
 In English, however, HyunHee did not have to worry about these types of 
concerns, so she felt freer speaking the language. HyunHee described a situation 
volunteering at a local senior center. She said, “If I meet older people here, in English, I 
don’t have any difficulties to speak with them and I feel like all of them are my friends. 
But if we were in Korea, I have to be very careful to talk to them.” The honorifics in the 
Korean language leads to many social situations that have to be handled with care. 
 Each of the study participants have very diverse and inspiring backgrounds. All 
showed bravery, were bold and acted independently, as they made their way to foreign 
countries around the world. All the participants also used words like “free, freer, more 
open” to describe how they felt using English. They also spoke of the tremendous 
opportunities that were open to them as bilingual adults. In addition, their personal stories 
helped me to understand their strengths, fears, and challenges. I was inspired and moved 
by each participants’ journey and the actions that helped them reach their personal 
aspirations. 
Focus Group Settings 
My original data collection plan was to conduct one focus group session in order 
to observe the study participants translanguaging naturally in a group setting. The initial 
focus group discussion began with a welcome and introductions. My German friend and 
colleague, Sigrid, helped me to provide refreshments and set up the recording equipment 
for the session. I also had the help of a Chinese-American research assistant. She sat 
quietly in the background and held the camera so that each participant could be heard and 
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seen clearly during the recorded session. Initially, I did not think the backgrounds of my 
research assistants or the environment would have any effect on the findings of my focus 
group session. However, later, after conducting the second focus group discussion; I felt 
that the first focus group was conducted in an “American-style” environment.  
Each focus group was held in a conference room at a local university. During the 
first focus group, I placed snacks to one side for the participants to enjoy during the 
discussion. In the first session, each participant quietly took some snacks (chips, cheese, 
and fruit) and other refreshments and went to their seats. My research assistants, were 
silent for the most part, working in the background to make sure the video was recording 
properly. However, when we began our session, they introduced themselves (in English) 
and I introduced myself as well. During the first focus group discussion, I sought to elicit 
the participants’ languaging practices in a natural manner. So, I did not begin with an 
explicit discussion of the focus and content of the study. Instead, I made a general 
statement about the purpose of the study, describing it as a study about language and 
identity. I, then, began asking questions from a list that was devised in advance. (This list 
appears in Exhibit…) 
I instructed the participants several times to use either Korean or English and to 
speak freely in their responses. Although, I provided these instructions, I was struck by 
each participant’s exclusive use of English. While we talked about their backgrounds and 
topics related to Korean culture, they did not deviate from their English use. I also 
noticed that each participant was speaking in reserved tones. The study participants 
seemed to be answering each question very carefully. For example, at numerous times 
during the focus group session, study participants asked, “How should I answer?” “What 
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do you want me to say?” They were inclined to do this with all open-ended questions, but 
in particular, with questions that required them to talk about themselves. Although I 
instructed them frequently to be free to use both Korean and English, I found that each 
study participant answered each question using only English throughout the entire first 
focus group discussion. Later, I found this to be deliberate on their part. (This will be 
discussed further.) 
During the first focus group session, I also realized that each participant seemed 
to be answering questions in a stiff manner. For instance, I asked the open-ended 
question, “Tell me about yourself.” The participants first looked at each other, and then 
back at me. They hesitated to answer. The participants tried to clarify, “what do you want 
me to say?” I rephrased the question, “please tell me a little bit about yourself as a way to 
introduce yourselves to each other.” One participant laughed and said, “I don’t like these 
kinds of questions.” Initially, I interpreted this to be shyness on her part. However, during 
the second focus group discussion, I realized that this response was in part due to the idea 
each participant had self-imposed on themselves that I was looking for some “correct 
answer”, in English. One participant asked, “What is the answer you want?” As the 
English-speaking moderator, I responded, “There’s no right or wrong answer. Just 
introduce yourselves as you normally would.” Yet, these reassurances were still met with 
some hesitation and awkward silence.  
Although each participant responded to the question, the participants did so in a 
manner that seemed rather formulaic. Their responses typically were very short. For 
example, one participant said, “I’m Korean. I am a graduate student at USF. I am here to 
study in the TESOL program.” As we went around the room, each participant answered 
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in a similar manner. I also noted that each person began their introductions during the 
first focus group by stating first, “I am Korean…” Since no one responded this way in 
our individual interviews, I concluded from these assertions that their Korean identity 
was very important to them, even though their language use was exclusively in English 
during this initial group session.  
From my initial discussions with the study participants, I determined that a second 
focus group would be necessary to provide an environment more conducive to 
translanguaging in both Korean and English. In the second focus group, I had a Korean 
moderator alternate reading questions in Korean. The presence of the Korean moderator, 
although remote and conducted utilizing Zoom (an online meeting application), was felt 
immediately. As soon as she said, “자~ 본인소개좀 부탁드립니다.” [Sooo~, please introduce 
yourselves.], everyone began to laugh and look noticeably more relaxed. Their demeanor 
and body language seemed to change as well. In the first focus group meeting, each 
person sat quietly with some space between themselves and the next participant. 
However, in the second focus group, rather than look away or look down, the respondents 
glanced at each other very frequently and laughed with each response in Korean. They 
seemed to delight in each other’s use of Korean, and speak in a comfortable manner. In 
addition, each study participant’s introductions were more extensive than the answers 
they provided in English.  
Excerpt 
 
S: 안녕하세요 저는 Sol 구요 저는 하... 지금 몇년째 박사과정중에있구요 저는 
학교에서 IME 이 공부하고 있고 논문쓰고있고한국에서는 또 다른일했어요. 
은행다녔었어요. 또 그랬다가 어뜨케 공부를 하게되서 전공을 여기까지 하게되서 
IME 이 까지 왔구요 지금은 주말에 한글학교에서 가르치구요 어...  
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S: Hello everyone. My name is Sol. And, I’ve been studying in the doctoral program in 
IME for…Hmm… How many years? (laughter). I’m studying, writing my dissertation. In 
Korea, I had a different job. I worked at a bank. I did that work for a while and then 
somehow came to IME to study. Now, I’m teaching at Korean school on the weekends.  
 
L: 결혼은 하셨어요?   
L: Did you marry? 
S: 아니요 아직…   
S: No, not yet. 
L: 하지마요 하하하하하하   
L: Don’t do it. (Everyone laughs). 
S: 하지마요? 하하하하하  
S: Don’t do it?? 
L: 행복하게 혼자 사세요   
L: Live happily by yourself! (Everyone laughs) 
S: 부모님이... 힘들어.. 손주가 없다고  
S: My parents… it’s hard. They don’t have any grandchildren. It’s too hard.  
L: 아. 그렇긴하다..  
L: Ah, I see.  
 
In English, it might be considered somewhat odd to tell a stranger, not to marry, but in 
Korean language and culture it is expected that speakers ask personal questions in this 
way so they know how to address them in a polite manner. There are different Korean 
honorifics to use for a speaker who is older vs. younger, or for a mother or married 
woman. So asking someone their age or whether they are married is often the first thing 
you might ask someone you are not acquainted with, in Korean. By making a joke in this 
manner, Lee was able to establish rapport within the group immediately. Each participant 
laughed as they seemed to acknowledge that in Korean culture, getting married and 
having children is very important particularly for one’s parents.  
In addition, I provided Korean food for refreshments. I, again, placed them to the 
side (buffet-style) with plates and utensils. I told each person to “help themselves” to 
some refreshments as they entered the room, in the same way that I had in the first focus 
group session. However, I was surprised when the participants took the food (ex. spicy 
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rice cakes, noodles, and kimchee pancakes) and placed the plates in the middle of the 
table. They began eating the food communally (from the same plate), which is common 
in Korea. The presence of Korean food also seemed to have an effect on the participants, 
as they sat closer together and made small talk in Korean. Their actions were very 
Korean, in that one of the youngest participants provided the others with plates and made 
sure that each person had food and something to drink. The women were quick to do this 
and to ask DongHa, an older male participant, if he wanted food and refreshments. It is 
often common practice in Korea for the women to serve the men food. This happens in 
business settings, as well as public restaurants, and community groups such as churches 
and clubs.  
 In the first focus group session, as the English-speaking moderator, I was treated 
like an “American” in several ways. While the expectations were unspoken, the 
atmosphere seemed professional. Each person seemed to exhibit a feeling of 
independence and individuality within the group. Each individual took their own plate of 
refreshments and none tried to provide me with a plate of food (nor was I expecting them 
to). The participants also did not talk to me in Korean, or come close to me physically. A 
professional distance was maintained within the first focus group discussion. However, in 
the second focus group, the participants prepared a plate of food for me and spoke in 
Korean to me as they placed the food in the center of the table. They also moved closer to 
me as they rearranged the food. In Korea, the sense of personal space if very different and 
it is more common for strangers to touch each other or sit close to each other on public 
transit. So, while these actions were subtle, they seemed to add to a feeling of comfort 
and sense of community within the group.  
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Themes 
Identity (Individual and shared) 
In all of my interactions with the study participants, their identity as Koreans was 
a major theme. As I mentioned previously, they repeated frequently, “I am Korean” in 
response to numerous questions. In some instances, the study participant might add more 
detail such as, “I didn’t go to hagwons (intensive after-school programs) the way they do 
now…” The shared experiences of Koreans were reinforced frequently throughout these 
discussions. At other times, the shared experience would be unspoken. Such as when Sol 
said, “부모님이... 힘들어.. 손주가 없다고!” [My parents... It’s hard. They don’t have any 
grandchildren!] In that instance, each participant laughed loudly as they acknowledged 
that getting married and having children is very important in Korean culture.  
 In another instance, I asked the participants to talk about a favorite childhood 
memory. Most of the participants talked about times when they were young and able to 
play outside with friends in the countryside without worrying about grades or school. 
However, Lee spoke of a deep sadness she had since her siblings were much older than 
her and she was often left to play by herself. Her response to this question was very 
revealing.  
 Excerpt 
L: 저는 뭐 살았던곳은 계속 서울이니까 특별한건 없고 단지 가족적인 것에서 제가 
막내이고 저하고 바로 위의 언니가 8 살 차이가 나요. 벌써 태어났을때 다 
초등학생이고 심지어 큰오빠는 대학생이고 이런 상황이었기때문에 어렸을때 
가족.형제와 얽혀사는 그런게 없이 단지 그냥 외로웠던? 그니까 형제가 많은데도 
불구하고 같이 얽히지 못하고 혼자서 많이있고 그니까 이제 친구를 만들어야할텐데 
그렇다고 나는 이제 언니오빠가 있으니까 그렇다고 내또래 친구와 어울리지않고 
집에서는 형제와 어울리지 않고 하가보니까 굉장히 외롭게 큰 기억이 있네요. 저는 
나이차이많이나서 이쁨받고 자란거. 아 근데 그때는 몰라요 본인이 이쁨받고 
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자란거를. 제 3 자가 보기에는 완전히 spoil 됐겠다 그런면도 없지않아 있을텐데 
본인이 그런것들 못느끼고 오히려 난 되게 외로워  
 
L: For me, the place where I always lived was Seoul, so nothing special there, just 
(with) family. I am the youngest and my older sister is 8 years older. When I was 
born, all (my siblings) were elementary students …, and at that time, my big 
brother was a college student. When I was young, I was in such a situation. Even 
though I had a lot of brothers and sisters, I didn’t get to hang out with them, so I 
was alone a lot by myself. I had to make friends. I had a brother and sister, but I 
didn’t hang out with friends at home. But, I also didn’t hang out with my brother, 
so I just remember being lonely as a child. I have grown up because of the age 
difference. Ah, but then I don’t know that I have grown up well… The third person 
(another person) would have been completely spoiled to look at it this way. There 
should be no such side (perspective), but I cannot (should not) feel such things… I 
was very lonely. 
 
In other exchanges, there was no hint of sadness in her responses, so her response in 
Korean was quite interesting as she used many words such as sadness, loneliness, etc. 
Later, she also asserted that she would not translanguage or code-switch if she was in a 
group with other Korean adults. However, in this exchange, she did code-switch by using 
the English word, “spoiled.” She also used Korean expressions that would be hard to 
translate into English. The Korean concept of “han” or deep sadness is very difficult to 
express in English, but seems evident in her words. Family and peer bonds are very 
strong in Korean culture. Most Korean students grow up together in the same schools and 
are frequently compared with their peers. Therefore, children who do not have these 
bonds, can feel even more isolated and alone. In this way, Lee seemed to express her 
authentic feelings in her response to the group.  
In addition, each participant introduced themselves in a more explicit manner 
when speaking in Korean. As each person introduced themselves in Korea, they were 
careful to state their full Korean names. When they introduced themselves in English, 
some chose to introduce themselves in the same manner and others simply used an 
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“English nickname” or first name. Koreans are often very proud of their lineage and the 
meaning of their names and its significance.  
Excerpt 
HH: 안녕하세요 저는 한국이름은 박현희이구요 현희라는이름을 좋아하긴 하는데 
가끔 외국인들은 현희라는 발음을 부르기를 부담스러워하고 교수님들은 Hailey...  
 
HH: Hello, my Korean name is Park HyunHee. I like the name HyunHee more 
(than other names) but sometimes foreigners can’t pronounce HyunHee easily, so 
it’s a burden to me. So, I tell my professors to call me Hailey.  
 
When HyunHee introduced herself, she stated that she liked her Korean name, but 
sometimes her American professors could not pronounce “HyunHee” very easily. So, she 
found that to be burdensome. Instead, she (like many Korean students) chose an 
“American nickname” to use in her classes. While this may seem inconsequential to 
some, to many Koreans this has historical significance since the Japanese forced Koreans 
to take Japanese names during the Japanese Occupation. They are very sensitive to this 
practice as a consequence. Yet, for Koreans it is often very important to make others feel 
comfortable – even to the extent that they will utilize “American names” to minimize 
difficulties in Korean pronunciation or to seem more in tune with Western practices. In 
this respect, she seemed to assert that as a Korean she wanted to provide her true identity 
but was still concerned with the feelings of others.  
 YS also revealed her Korean identity by using expressions that included the 
motion of beating her chest in frustration. (This is a common gesture used in Korea 
primarily by women to express extreme frustration.) As each study participant re-
introduced themselves to the group, she distinguished herself from others by stating that 
she was from the Korean countryside, and therefore very uncomfortable in big cities.  
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Excerpt 
물론 Walnut Creek 도 도시이긴한데 저는 San Fran 같은 큰도시에 있어야 마음이 
편안하지 조용한 도시에 있으면 마음이 쿵해요.  
 
Of course, Walnut Creek is also a city, but when I am in a big city like San 
Francisco, my heart/mind isn’t comfortable (like) when I am in a (small) quiet 
city. I feel kkoong. (hitting her chest with her fist.)  
 
While others used descriptive words in English to describe themselves, her description of 
her feelings in Korean were very vivid and seemed to reinforce her Korean identity even 
further. In addition, YS utilized a particular Korean dialect at times to reveal the province 
where she grew up in South Korea. The other participants spoke a “standard” dialect that 
is most often spoken in Seoul. What was noteworthy about this, from a translanguaging 
perspective, is that YS did not always use her Korean dialect. She only did that on several 
occasions to emphasize her unique identity as someone from Jeolla Province. This action 
might be similar to a Texan that uses a drawl only in specific social circumstances to 
emphasize his identity as a Texan.  
Because the study participants used English so explicitly in the first focus group 
discussion, it was easier to see how they used Korean and English to establish their 
complex identities in the second focus group discussion. For example, DongHa was an 
older male and the oldest participant in the group. As a Presbyterian pastor, he also held a 
position of respect in Korean society. As such, in a Korean setting, Korean women who 
were younger would usually defer to him when answering questions and turn-taking. This 
is customary in Korean culture. However, DongHa switched to English several times 
during the focus group discussion and frequently said, “We can all say how we feel 
freely.” These statements seemed very American, in nature, in that they expressed an 
egalitarian idea and an open-ness to self-expression.  
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He also waited patiently while each woman spoke, before offering his own 
opinion or thoughts. While it might be common practice in many English-speaking 
countries to take turns speaking in this manner, in Korea it is more common to establish 
who is oldest and always be cognizant of each person’s age and status as you speak in 
group settings. In this respect, the study participants indicated they knew that he was an 
older participant, by their actions at the beginning of the second focus group. However, 
by switching to English, frequently, and waiting quietly for all the other study 
participants to speak, DongHa was able to assume a more-Americanized identity in this 
group setting. These results mirror the Kim (2003) study that found, “participants possess 
a range of diverse identities depending on the contexts and the reference groups with 
whom they were interacting” (p.144). In Kim’s (2003) study, identity switches also took 
place strategically on the part of the participants and were marked by their strategic use 
of English within group settings. 
Language purity 
One of the most revealing exchanges occurred during the second focus group 
discussion when the study participants discussed instances when translanguaging might 
occur for them. In this regard, each study participant asserted that mixing the languages 
had very negative connotations for Koreans. At this time, both HyunHee and Lee stated 
that this was not an accepted practice in Korea, and was actively discouraged within 
Korean society. The description of keeping the languages pure seemed to be a matter of 
cultural pride.  
Excerpt 
EM – Do you all feel that you’ve been told that? That you shouldn’t mix the languages? 
 
YS – I think it’s cultural… 
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HH – It’s very Korean… We want to keep many things very pure… and innocent 
so…language as well, they want to keep it “clear.”  
 
S 한국사람.. 뭐라그러죠? 한민족.. Korean people, what do you say? Han MinJok. 
(Korean people, their identity.) 
 
L - Yeah… 한민족 Han MinJok…(Korean people, their identity.) 
 
EM – Is it just English words? Or is it other languages? Like French? Or Spanish? 
 
L – We don’t have any other foreign words… (laughter) 
 
YS – I think, wasn’t it from Japanese words?  
 
HH - It started there… with Japanese, and then now English… But society is changing… 
but the rule is not following the society… Yeah, that’s why it’s conflicting… 
 
YS – But I think the media takes a key role… for that. They use lots of English… 
 
S – Yeah, if you look at women’s magazines… They use English and Korean like all 
mixed up…in one sentence, and it’s really crazy… 
 
D 이 얘기를 듣다보니까 제가 젊었을때는 절대 안섞었던것같아요.  
When I hear this talk, it seems as though when I was young, I never mixed the 
languages… (The participant switched from English to Korean during this exchange.) 
 
D- 그니까 예를들면 제가 대학교때 영어가 있는 “T” 안입었어요.  
For example, when I went to college, there were no “t-shirts” that had English on them 
(at all). 
 
D - 네..한국말만입고.. Yes, there was only the Korean language. 
 
L - 왜..그런 이유가 뭐예요? Why, what is the reason?  
 
D - 그니까 문화적인...  That was the culture…  
 
Although the participants were aware that translanguaging is a natural practice among 
bilingual speakers, they also emphasized their desire and efforts to refrain from this 
practice if at all possible.  
HH– With my husband, we talked about it and we are consciously trying to avoid, 
mixing the two languages… and keep trying to keep one language in one, and the 
other in the other (motions, as if they are in 2 separate boxes) But, recently, I was 
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shocked, I was watching a Korean tv show. It was in Korean, and it was two boys 
in elementary school and they were talking and something, but he used the word 
like…“Communication 안 좋아요.” (The communication wasn’t good.) Something 
like that, I don’t remember exactly, so, even though we have the exact word in 
Korean for “communication” they used English too much, I think. So, I’m 
concerning about that too. Here in America - it’s unavoidable… We can use both 
languages, we can easily go back and forth but in Korea…actually English is not 
an official language, but they use English too much maybe… and they mix the 
languages… I mean, too much… 
 
Lee also remarked that her daughter was often bullied by her classmates for using 
English, or codeswitching in Korea. She discusses the Korean education system and how 
students are actively discouraged from codeswitching in different environments.   
L – From the research I read, everyone says, I mean the scholars say… I’m 
talking about code-switching… it’s a good thing… a reflection of your cultural or 
ethnic - all these kinds of backgrounds… So, it’s good… It’s just the natural 
process of learning languages… A person NEVER can get rid of this kind of like 
code-switching things… But, I think all of us are Korean, and then it’s the 
influence from Korean education, because back in Korea – if you mix English 
with Korean, like you get a lot of criticism. From the Korean side, and also the 
English side as well. Your English teacher would say, “Don’t mix your English 
with Korean!” And maybe your parents or friends say, “Don’t mix Korean with 
English!” I experienced my daughter - she always goes back and forth to Korea 
and America… When she goes back to Korea, inevitably she has to use some of 
the English words in her Korean conversation…and all of her friends criticize 
her, “Why are you using English with the Korean?” Like they don’t… how do you 
call that? They ostracize her…they bully her, just because she used those English 
words… So that is the Korean way of thinking, we can never mix Korean and 
English… 
 
From these exchanges, it was evident that translanguaging had negative connotations for 
them. In addition, the study participants were unaware of their own translanguaging 
practices within our focus group discussions. When asked when they translanguage, 
several participants responded that they did not translanguage or tried not to do so as 
much as possible. However, the data reveals the abundance of code-switching, 
translation, and languaging practices that occurred even in situations where they 
deliberately tried to restrict themselves from these practices.  
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Social sensitivity 
According to Canagarajah (2011), multilingual speakers, as complex users of 
language, are socially sensitive to others. In this respect, the study participants provided 
evidence that they were sensitive to the other speakers around them. During the first 
focus group session, I was not aware that they were deliberately using English in 
deference to my role as an English-speaking moderator. However, Sol explained, 
“Koreans will speak English if they think that is most comfortable for you. They will 
want to make others comfortable, even if it is not comfortable for them.” Although the 
questions were written around Korean topics to illicit responses in both Korean and 
English, the participants were very careful to use English in all of their initial responses. 
Similarly, Makalela (2014) states, “Their heightened sensitivity reveals that 
multilinguals are capable of acting as monolinguals and they take up different identities 
in a singular or multilayered fashion, if and when the situation requires them to behave in 
either way” (p. 117). In addition, although the Korean moderator was quick to repeat 
questions and prompts in Korean during the second focus group session, the participants 
still continued to ask whether they could respond in Korean as well as English. During 
the second focus group, as they were encouraged to continue utilizing both Korean and 
English, they eventually began responding in a more natural manner utilizing both 
languages fluidly.  
The study participants did not have any difficulty answering any questions they 
were asked, whether in English or Korean. However, in one instance in particular, they 
expressed more concern that they did not want to hurt others’ feelings if they said the 
wrong thing. I asked the participants to describe how they felt about the current political 
situation in South Korea and the recent impeachment of President Park GeunHye. In our 
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discussion, it became clear that each person supported this action and agreed with the 
impeachment that took place. Yet, they continued to express that they found the task 
difficult. Sol said, “No comment.” (with an exaggerated Korean accent.) This drew 
laughs from everyone in the room. She, then, said, “Noone would talk about Korean 
politics in English.” Although all of the focus group participants all seemed to agree with 
each other regarding this topic, they were still very careful not to offend each other.  
Excerpt 
S –Well, I feel like it’s not comfortable to talk about Korean politics, because I 
don’t know… (voice fades, motioning to the others) 
 
HH – Yeah… (nodding in agreement)  
 
L– We don’t know the Korean situation right now… We don’t have all the 
information… I mean, we don’t have that much of information here..  
 
S – And I don’t want to get offended by any comments, and I don’t want to offend 
others… Well if it’s between close friends that I know what she thinks, then I can 
express it… 
 
HH – I don’t mind saying things, but I don’t want to hurt anyone else (voice got 
softer and fades off). (Everyone nods and agrees.) 
 
L– Yeah… I don’t know what’s going on there exactly.. I just have a vague 
concept about what’s going on there now… Like the president was impeached 
and things like that, but we don’t know the details about it… And then, I don’t 
know if it’s Koreans trait or everyone’s tendency, but we try not to talk about the 
policy anyway… 
 
S – Only when you’re drinking… (laughter) 
 
HH - Especially for my emotion… in Korean, if I express my emotions strongly, I 
can adjust my level of expression, but in English, I don’t know how far I could be 
strong, and how can I adjust the level… or which word could be the most … (long 
pause) 
 
S - neutral… (nodding in agreement with HH)… Yeah… It’s hard… 
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The group also used looks, hand gestures, and various facial expressions to assess the 
effect of their words on each person within the group. At times, they would soften their 
language by letting their voices fade, or use a very quiet voice during this part of the 
discussion. They also frequently looked down at the table, and paused for longer periods 
of time while formulating their opinions, rather than state their ideas forcefully. While 
they stated they didn’t know certain words that would be considered “neutral” in English, 
each participant was able to express their ideas in a non-confrontational manner without 
difficulty.  
Linguistic flexibility 
In our discussions, linguistic flexibility was evident with each study participant’s 
translanguaging practices. While the language use went back and forth between Korean 
and English very quickly, each participant seemed completely at ease. Within these 
exchanges, the study participants were able to play with different language possibilities, 
reflect on form and meaning, and clarify ideas for themselves and others. As Garcia and 
Wei (2014) have defined translanguaging, the participants were able to go between the 
“socially constructed languages” of Korean and English to systematically engage in 
sense-making. In the following exchange, the Korean moderator asked participants to 
describe popular storylines in Korean dramas. To express their ideas, they code-switched 
rapidly between Korean and English.  
Excerpt 
KM – 뭐…한국의 영화는 전형적으로 어떤 소재가 있는지.  
What kind of content do Korean movies typically have? 
 
D - 뭐 melodrama 요? 무슨 drama 요?  
What (do you mean) melodramas? What kind of drama?  
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KM - 거의 일반적인.. The most common…  
 
S - 가장 가장 그거는 남자가 여자를 보호해주는 역할?  
The most important role is that the man protects the woman? 
 
S - 남자가 더 힘이있고 강력한 존재로 보여지게? 여자는 더 연약한 존재고?  
The man looks more powerful? And women are so fragile? 
 
L- Cinderella 라이야기?  
(You’re talking about a) Cinderella story? 
 
L - 가난하고 힘이없는 여자를 돈이많은 남자가 나타나서 Cinderella 를 
만들어주고? A poor, powerless woman, finds a rich man (he appears) and she 
becomes Cinderella? 
 
S 영화에서는 항상 timing 이 좋아요. 인생에서는 timing 이 안좋은데.   
In movies, the timing is always great! In real life, the timing is not good.  
 
L 우연두 많구. 내 인생에 우연은 없지만.  
Luck is also good. There is no coincidence in my life.  
 
 
YS - 그리구 영화에서는 다 예쁘잖아요. 예쁘고 잘생겼어.  
But it’s all pretty in the movies. Everyone is pretty and handsome.  
 
L- 응 예쁘고 잘생겼어. Mmm (yes), pretty and handsome. 
 
EM – (Pointing to a picture of the Korean drama, My name is Kim SamSoon) 
Well – she was supposed to be the Bridget Jones of Korea. Very chubby, not as 
attractive. But I think she’s cute… Is there any other element that is common for 
Korean stories? 
 
S – I think she’s cute too… You mean, this kind of movie only, or in general? 
 
EM – In general is okay too… 
 
S - 남자가 언제나 돈이 많아요. 아니면 능력이 좋아.  
The man is always rich or has a lot of ability. 
 
EM – So he’s always rich? (laughter) 
 
S – Yeah… 
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YS – And there is always parents… umm… 
 
S 부모님 반대…  
Yeah, and the parents don’t approve (of their relationship)… 
 
In this exchange, the participants showed their linguistic dexterity by weaving back and 
forth between both Korean and English to express their ideas. When Sol remarked that, 
“the parents don’t approve...,” she didn’t need to finish her thought. All the participants 
understood immediately, that Korean parents often do not approve of their children’s 
relationships. This dynamic is a common feature within Korean dramas. In this way, 
some words or phrases can be considered shorthand for complete ideas, or as Gee (2000) 
would say, figured worlds. For example, the word “Cinderella” represented a fairy-tale 
love story for all the participants. Interestingly, the study participants were more apt to 
use English words to describe these kinds of ideals or as one participant stated, “This is a 
kind of fantasy.” Even the English word, “story” denoted “children’s story” for the 
participants or one that was “made-up” and childlike in nature.    
Excerpt 
 
S- 지금의 관점에서보면 저런건 fantasy 인거지.실제가 아닌거지 그러니까 재미가 
없는거지.  
 
From this point of view, it’s a fantasy. It’s not real, so it’s not interesting… 
At times, the participants not only engaged in code-switching, but also utilized English 
words in ways that are unique to Korean-speakers. For example in the following 
exchange, DongHa used the word “touch” to mean the “spread of ideas” or influence to 
create a global movement or trend.  
D - 한명이하면 다른사람이 계속 따라서하고..따라하는게 있는데…  
One person keeps doing it and then another person keeps following along and 
doing it… 
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처음엔 따라하는사람이 굉장히 innocent 하고 정말 자기를 disarmed 하고 거기에 
정말 빠져서 하는거를 다른사람이 보고 거기에 touch 가 일어나면 그게 
parody 가되는거예요.  
 
I saw how they were following along, and the first person is so innocent and 
without knowing becomes disarmed… and then someone discovers it and touches 
it and it becomes a parody… 
 
Although it would not be common for English-speakers to use the word, “touch” in this 
manner, the idea that he expressed was easily understood by everyone in the group. In 
another instance, DongHa uses the word “touch” in a complete different context.  
 Excerpt  
D- 고향이 같네요 전북익산이구요. 아까 말했듯이 시골에서 농사를 지으셨기때매 
제가 초등학교때부터 중학교때까지는 부모님이 서울로 여러군데로 돈을 벌러가시는 
그래서..방학때는 부모님들있는데로 쫓아갔고 가서 놀다오고 fully 그다음에 할머니가 
전혀 touch 를 안하기때매 열심히 놀고 진짜 즐겁고 행복했어요. 
 
My hometown is JeonBuk Iksan. As I said before, I lived in the countryside on a 
farm. From elementary school to junior high school, my parents earned money in 
various places. So during vacations with my parents, I was really happy and I 
played a lot. Fully, my grandmother didn’t touch me at all, so I really played a lot 
and I was so happy.  
 
In this exchange, DongHa uttered the word, “touch” to signify that his grandmother 
wasn’t strict with him or bother him while he played. Again, in English, “touch” is more 
often used to mean physical contact, but Koreans often use this word to connote 
connections, relationships, or some type of influence. Koreans have also created the 
word, “skin-ship” to indicate the physical public displays of affection that may occur 
between couples. Again, rather than use English words such as “touching” or “being 
affectionate,” Koreans have created many “blended” words to express their own unique 
ideas. Although the study participants felt that examples of Konglish such as “skin-ship” 
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were not a good use of language, bilingual researchers such as Garcia (2009a) would 
characterize language that has been blended or transformed in some way as evidence of 
“linguistic flexibility.”   
While the participants had difficulty recognizing their own translanguaging 
practices, they all acknowledged that translanguaging happened frequently when they 
were speaking with their children or with young people. In this case, DongHa discussed 
his daughter’s words, which were a mixture of Korean and English.  
D 딸들이 생각이 나는데요 딸이 4 학년때 애들클때 예를들면 '나는 빨래를 말리고 
있어요' 현재진행형이잖아요  
It makes me think of my daughter who is in 4th grade… I’m drying the laundry, 
this is the correct way to say it (in Korean), but my daughter said… 
 
D- 엄마 I’m 빨래 말래-ing 말래-ing 하하하  
Mom, I’m laundry (dry)-ing, (dry)-ing … (laughter) 
 
KM- 우리아들도 말 많이해요 그렇게 말 많이해요  
My son says things like that a lot… 
 
D- 섞어가지고 영어를 하는데 한국말을 그렇게 넣어서  
She is putting English into the Korean… 
 
D- 빨래 말래-ing 하하하  
Laundry dry-ing hahaha 
 
Each study participant understood this phrase immediately, and acknowledged that this 
happens frequently when they are speaking with their children or emerging bilingual 
speakers. However, in this exchange, several participants also felt that this was “wrong” 
and expressed the negative connotations of speaking in this manner. Later, in our 
discussion, it became clear that code-switching or code-mixing was actively discouraged 
both in Korean society, in the education system, as well as in their personal lives by those 
who feel that language use is a matter of national pride. This type of linguistic flexibility, 
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however, has been thought of as a real strength for bilingual speakers, since it allows 
them to greatly expand their full repertoire of languaging skills.   
Although all the study participants were fully bilingual in Korean and English, 
they also actively translated for each other (in both languages) and engaged in meaning-
making throughout each group discussion. In the following exchange, the study 
participants try to define what constitutes childhood in this question.  
KM - 어렸을때 제일 좋았던 추억에 대해서 하나씩 얘기해주세요.  
Please tell me about one of your favorite memories when you were young. 
 
L - 어렸을적이 언제지? When we were children? How young? When? 
 
KM - 어린이.어린이시절.성인전시절.  
When you were a child. In your childhood. Before adulthood.  
 
L – I just can’t remember! (laughter) 
 
YH – Before 10? 
 
EM – Whatever you consider to be your “childhood”… 
 
YH - 좋았던기억? 없으면 슬프잖아. A good memory? It is sad, though if it doesn’t 
exist. (chuckle) 
 
KM- 아니 슬픈거말고 좋은거. 즐거웠던기억 
No, not a sad memory. A good one. (more laughter) A good/happy memory.  
 
EM - Can you describe where you grew up, as a child? Total Silence. (laughter) 
 
YH - 아 그러니까 몇살까지를 말하는거? Ah, until what age? 
 
EM – Uhhh.. It’s open ended.  
 
L - 가장 오래살았던 어린시절.추억...  
Whatever was your longest childhood memory. [Lee interprets the question this 
way, and tells Sol this is the way to interpret the question.] 
 
According to Thomas (2006), translation in translanguaging does not refer to a literal 
translation from one language to another. Rather, this is about getting the gist of the 
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information and putting it into another language. Garcia (2009b) defines this practice as 
“inclusion” and further asserts that this is a major function of translanguaging. Garcia 
(2009b) believes this is a very important skill that allows experienced bilinguals to 
communicate more fully with their peers who are less advanced in the target language. 
Similarly, Kano (2012) asserts, translation of this nature requires a great deal of 
linguistic flexibility and skill. In this case, although I did not instruct anyone to translate 
for others, Lee tried to rephrase the question to provide clarity for another study 
participant.  
Imagined communities 
Norton (2003) defined the notion of “imagined communities” in language and 
identity studies to refer to desired membership of groups of people to which we connect 
through the power of imagination. According to Norton (2003), membership in these 
communities includes using identity markers and the approximation of behavior within 
the imagined community. The presence of imagined communities was evident in the data 
in a number of ways. In one instance, I asked if the study participants code-switch or 
utilize “Konglish” when they speak. DongHa responded in the following way,  
D: 그러면 우리 옛날에 bus 에서 오라이~ 스톱~ 하하 어렸을때 오라이오라이~~~   
A long time ago, when we were getting on the bus.. The old man said, “Ohhhh-
righhh…Stohhh-ppuh… when they were getting on… Ohhhh-righhh…” 
 
By utilizing a particular tone and accent, DongHa was able to show that he understood 
that older Koreans inhabit an imagined community that utilizes English-ized sounds and 
words in a distinct manner. Older Koreans have been exposed to a particular heavily 
accented way of speaking English due to the particular time period when they learned 
English in South Korea. Interestingly, the phrase that he chose was most commonly used 
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by older generations of Koreans in the 1980’s. Before the 1980’s, South Korea was still 
relatively closed to foreigners and few native speakers of English were available as 
ESL/EFL teachers. It is common, then, for older Koreans to exhibit a very distinct form 
of English pronunciation that was heavily influenced by Japanese Romanization. The 
English pronunciation and sounds that were utilized within those generations, in 
particular, are very distinctive. Therefore, if someone were to use those phrases or 
sounds, today, Koreans might likely assume they learned English during the 80’s or of a 
particular older generation.  
 In addition, Anderson (1991) also views nation-states as imagined communities. 
Anderson (1991) believes that those in power often use language as a means to reinforce 
the acceptable practices of the imagined communities they inhabit. That it is to say, the 
nation states provide citizens with certain identity options and leave other options 
“unimaginable” (Pavlenko & Norton, 2007, p590). For Korean nationals, then, “language 
mixing” has been deemed “unimaginable” in some respects. When the study participants 
spoke of their national identity, as part of the “Han MinJok” (The Korean people), they 
clearly felt that their use of the Korean language was essential to that identity. In this 
excerpt, when the participants were asked to give some examples of translanguaging, 
they began to deny their personal use of these words.  
YS, 아이샤핑.탤런트... “Eye shopping”, “Talent”… 
 
S – But we don’t do that, because what I do is more like “code-switching” or 
“code-mixing”, it’s not translanguaging…. Because we know exactly what the 
파이팅 (fighting) means, so we say…힘내 (cheer up)… I mean, me and my 
daughter… We use either Korean or English. We don’t say “fighting” anymore, 
because we know exactly what the right word is… 
 
HH– I think those words are regarded as Korean… The borrowed English word… 
I categorize those things in Korean…only… 파이팅.원샷. (fighting. one shot.) 
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EM – I would say it’s still translanguaging because people are blending the 
languages… I think of a word like 빠다 (butter), in that case, they’re just taking 
the English word and using it.  There’s no Korean word that is used for “butter.” 
But actually changing it, or blending it, or making it their own – is 
translanguaging… 
 
YH- 빠다. (butter) We call it 외래어. (borrowed, foreign word) 
 
In this exchange, it became very important for the study participants to deny that they 
translanguage on a regular basis. One study participant emphasized that these practices 
only happened in specific situations. Yet, in this case, the participants seemed to be 
making a distinction between some forms of code-switching, in which one English word 
replaces a Korean word in a sentence, and the use of Konglish which involves blended 
words and expressions, such as “fighting” or “one-shot.” Garcia (2009a) would view all 
of these examples as translanguaging. However, again, the study participants seemed to 
express the contradictory viewpoint that code-switching is legitimate, but Konglish is not.  
From this excerpt, it would seem that the frequent usage of Konglish was deemed an 
unacceptable practice within the Han MinJok. Yet, Koreans of all ages utilize Konglish 
quite regularly. Therefore, while bilingual proficiency in Korean and English is highly 
coveted, language mixing, itself, was still considered unacceptable for the study 
participants.  
Linguistic capital 
According to Yosso (2006), linguistic capital can be thought of as a unique toolkit 
utilized by bilingual students with a vast communication skillset at their disposal (p.43) 
All the participants in this study utilized considerable linguistic capital throughout their 
academic and professional careers. From our discussions, it was evident that each study 
participant was able to direct their own course, both academically and professionally. In 
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addition, since English proficiency is a highly desired and rewarded skill in Korea, the 
study participants were encouraged to complete their studies by their families and loved 
ones. They were also able to draw upon these positive attitudes and support during times 
of difficulty and culture shock.  
Yosso (2006) also asserts that linguistic capital includes both social and 
intellectual skills acquired through communication experiences in more than one 
language and/or style. In this respect, all the participants stated that English helped them 
to think in new ways, express themselves more freely, and gain opportunities in both their 
academic and professional lives. Yet, for all but DongHa and Lee, this was more about 
gaining a tool or skillset and less about changes to their own personal identities or ways 
of being.  
Lee, however, stated that she felt that she had a “multicultural viewpoint” which 
stemmed directly from her bilingual abilities. She expressed herself as being “part of a 
larger world” for this reason, and called herself a “global citizen.” DongHa also stated 
that his bilingual abilities and resulting broad perspective that he gained from his 
bilingual skills helped him to become a better man and spiritual advisor. Although each 
participant expressed their accomplishments in a very humble manner, they all clearly 
developed the linguistic wealth that enabled them to succeed in top graduate programs 
within the United States in each of their respective fields.  
Conclusion 
The six inspiring Korean adults who participated in my study helped me to gain a 
greater understanding of translanguaging practices, but also led me to new insights about 
language and identity as well as the effects of language policies on Korean students. I 
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was deeply grateful for their willingness to open themselves up to me, to provide candid 
and thoughtful responses, and also exhibit a high level of sensitivity as we negotiated 
meaning in our discussions. In our interactions, there was an abundance of laughter and a 
deep sense of community. We laughed, found meaning, and also marveled at the parallel 
trajectories of our lives. I feel very blessed to have had the opportunity to go on this 
doctoral journey with them. My hope is that these shared experiences and research will 
also lead to greater understanding within the field of bilingual education as well as the 
Korean community as a whole.  
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION 
 
Summary 
The purpose of this qualitative study was to gain a deeper understanding of the 
translanguaging practices of Korean bilingual adults. I also sought to determine whether 
language use had an effect on each participant’s identity and sense of self. To that end, I 
conducted both personal interviews and two separate focus group sessions with the 
participants to observe their translanguaging practices. The results of this study suggest 
that translanguaging practices may occur more frequently in circumstances when the 
participants feel free to express themselves in an authentic manner or when they are in a 
“safe space.” This research also suggests that bilinguals can express themselves more 
fully when they are able to translanguage with each other.   
During the initial one-on-one interviews and first focus group, the participants 
spoke exclusively in English. The study participants explained that they did this in 
deference to my role as an English-speaking moderator. I believe this also occurred due 
to their Korean cultural belief that Koreans must be socially sensitive and defer to the 
wishes of others. However, during the second focus group, the participants were able to 
translanguage with the addition of a Korean moderator. This new environment reinforced 
a positive space for the participants to translanguage in both languages freely. From these 
interactions, I was able to learn more deeply about the patterns of translanguaging the 
participants utilized and how they used both Korean and English to express themselves 
authentically. I hope that the results of this study will contribute to further research in 
translanguaging practices for Korean bilingual adults as well as new populations of 
bilingual students.  
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This final chapter begins with a summary of findings for each of the initial 
research questions. I also summarized findings within the lens of language ecologies. 
I, then, provided a discussion of insights that pertain to the data as it related to the 
literature.  Next, I included my own reflections regarding this study. Finally, I provided 
suggestions for future research, practice, and policy. In this study, the participants were 
able to affirm that they all learned in monoglossic environments both in Korea and the 
United States. Although monoglossic ideologies continue to dominate the learning 
environments of both countries, researchers, such as Garcia (2012), assert that the strict 
compartmentalization of languages is not only unrealistic but also detrimental for 
teaching bilingual populations. This study then revealed how Korean language ideologies 
as well as other factors may affect the translanguaging practices of Korean adults.    
Summary of Findings According to Research Questions 
Research Question 1:  
 
What translanguaging practices are utilized among Korean bilingual adults? 
 
The study participants utilized a number of practices such as: code-switching, 
translation, gestures, sounds to translanguage with each other in unique, authentic ways.  
Much like studies conducted by Kanno (2000) and Kim (2003), the participants used 
language switches at strategic moments in the conversation to indicate their affiliations 
and malleable identities in unique ways. At times, the study participants also used 
different accents and dialects in both Korean and English to further reveal themselves 
authentically to the group.  
In this study, I found that participants frequently exhibited translanguaging 
practices without their conscious knowledge of their actions. During the second focus 
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group, several study participants insisted that they speak “only Korean” with Koreans and 
“only English” with English-speakers. While acting as the English-speaking moderator, I 
also did not notice the numerous instances of code-switching that occurred until after the 
data was transcribed and coded. I concluded from this, that these languaging practices are 
very fluid and happen naturally among bilingual speakers. 
 The participants also identified situations where translanguaging occurred very 
frequently, and felt that it was more likely to occur with younger generations that have 
had more exposure to immersive environments in both languages. (This includes 
exposure to both languages through the prevalence of television shows, print media, the 
Internet, and social media platforms.) The participants asserted that they grew up in a 
different time, when English language use was very restricted in Korea. Both YS and Lee 
described the country as being “closed” to foreigners. Their English teachers taught 
utilizing mostly grammar translation methods and speaking in class (in both Korean and 
English) was highly restricted. The participants also described the Korean education 
system as a “military-style system.” They wore school uniforms, and were prohibited 
from wearing t-shirts that contained English writing. Although bilingual skills are 
highlight sought and rewarded within Korean society, language mixing (between English 
and Korean) was prohibited or highly discouraged.  
 In addition, the study participants asserted that translanguaging “revealed 
something about themselves” and therefore was not generally practiced with strangers or 
people they were not completely comfortable with. As Lee stated, “We wouldn’t do it 
with anybody, only in certain circumstances…” Since the participants were virtually 
strangers to each other when they began the study, they actively tried to refrain from 
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translanguaging in their initial encounter. However, the longer we spoke in both 
languages during the second focus group, the more the participants practiced 
translanguaging in a natural way.  
Research Question 2:  
 
What impact does translanguaging, as an active practice,  
have on each participant’s sense of self and identity? 
 
For the study participants, any form of language mixing (whether it was code-
switching or other forms of translanguaging) was seen in a negative light. They 
mentioned the need to keep the languages pure and separate. Several participants noted 
that Konglish was wrong and shouldn’t be used. Although they stated their feelings on 
this topic several times, the actual usage of translanguaging by myself and the Korean 
moderator seemed to put the participants at ease immediately. The more both languages 
were utilized in the second focus group discussion, the more the participants revealed 
about themselves.  
In addition, although the study participants expressed the outward desire not to 
translanguage in certain situations, their own translanguaging practices were not 
perceived as a negative within the group. That is to say, all the study participants 
acknowledged each other as bilingual speakers of Korean and English and showed no 
outward negativity toward each other as they went back and for the between the two 
languages. However, again, their translanguaging practices seem to have been performed 
very unconsciously.  
At one point in our discussion, the study participants tried to think of words or 
expressions they might use to translanguage with each other. They had quite a bit of 
difficulty determining what expressions might constitute translanguaging. In fact, they 
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were quite adamant that they do not mix the languages. Therefore, Kanno’s (2000) 
assertion that bilinguals exhibit conflicting desires through their language use seemed to 
be validated in these exchanges. On the one hand, the study participants expressed their 
desire to keep the languages pure as a part of their Korean identities. Yet, they also felt 
that as bilingual adults, translanguaging was a natural practice and therefore unavoidable. 
They also grew more visibly comfortable and expressive within the group, the longer 
they spoke in both languages.    
DongHa remarked, however, that the ability to speak in both English and Korean 
had a great positive impact on his own identity and sense of self. He mentioned an 
exchange with his teenage daughter in which he was able to communicate with her more 
fully due to these languaging abilities. In the Korean language, his status as a Korean 
man are contained within the honorifics and culture. From his viewpoint, these social 
expectations made it more difficult for him to connect with his wife and daughters in the 
same way. He expressed a level of “freedom” in being able to utilize English or 
translanguaging for this purpose.   
Lee also noted that she felt “free” when she spoke in English, since the social 
expectations were quite different. I asked her if speaking English made her feel 
“differently.” Lee responded in the following manner: 
Yeah, I have all the time! (didn’t feel the expectations that are prevalent in the 
Korean language.) So, that’s why I feel a sense of freedom there. It’s not human – 
what do you call, emancipation, but I feel free! (laughter)  
 
In the focus group discussion, Lee stated that translanguaging was both a natural practice 
and could be construed as negative by Korean society as a whole. However, she also 
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noted frequently that she enjoyed being between cultures and between languages. As Lee 
noted, this made her feel like she was living in a bigger world.   
Research Question 3:  
 
What challenges do bilingual adults face and how can these  
challenges be overcome utilizing translanguaging as a practice? 
 
The study participants all discussed the need for bilingual proficiency in both 
Korean and English. They felt that this skill is an absolute necessity that has helped them 
to succeed in many aspects of their lives. The participants acknowledged that it is 
impossible to avoid English, as Korean adults. The presence of English in Korea is 
everywhere. DongHa described it in this way: 
D- 신화제과도있었다 ..그거를 한국말로 바꿔서 쓰잖아요. 그런거를.. 
There was a ShinHwaJehKwah (Korean name bakery) …They don’t use Korean 
anymore... They changed the name. (To names in English) 
 
D-그니까 뭔가 쫌더 어드밴스드되고 잘 뭔가 이렇게..  
Now things are advanced and more well done…  
 
D - 예를들면 리빙라이프도 그냥 한국말로 리빙라이프 쓰면 멋있게 보이는데 뭐 
이렇게 그걸 번역해서 보면약간 촌티가 나고 웰빙 이것도 한국말로하면...  
For example, Living Life is just Korean and it looks cool to use “living life” but if 
you say it in Korean, it has kind of a country-ish feel, and saying well-being in 
Korean too… 
 
YS - 웰빙 이거 뭐라고할거야? 할거 없잖아..하하 
Well, if you have a bit of well-being, how do you say this in Korean? There’s 
nothing to do? (There’s no words in Korean) (laughter) 
 
D - 이것도 촌티가 나고 컨셔스리 언컨셔스리 지금 우리가 이렇게 문화가 가고 
있다는게 이 얘기 들으면서 이해가 되네요. 
So consciously or unconsciously, this is what is happening in our culture… 
 
DongHa spoke in this way about the integration of more and more English words into the 
Korean language, and how they appear everywhere on street signs and in Korean society. 
Words like “well-being” in Korea have a distinct meaning to Korean-speakers, and may 
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convey a sense of prestige, wealth, and social capital. In addition to English words that 
have blended meanings, many English loan words have also been integrated into the 
Korean language and their daily lives.  
Yet, because English use can also be seen as a challenge to their Korean 
identities, the study participants acknowledged that it can be difficult to navigate social 
environments while maintaining their own identities and sense of self due to these 
practices. By fully embracing the practice of translanguaging, however, they could affirm 
their unique identities while utilizing both languages more authentically. The study 
results suggest the participants may already be translanguaging without consciously 
realizing they are engaging in this practice. However, by acknowledging that these 
practices indicate a high level of linguistic flexibility and positive skill-sets such as social 
sensitivity and inclusion, the participants may be able to assert themselves as bilingual 
speakers within the larger bilingual community.    
 In Korea, English is still commonly taught in very monoglossic environments. 
This can be seen as a challenge for bilingual learners, since it often leads to an inability to 
speak fluent English for many Korean students. In this regard, all the participants noted 
that they initially learned English mainly through grammar translation and audiolingual 
methodologies. In middle school, they began memorizing English vocabulary words and 
studying English grammar. Sol remarked that she was very lucky because her English 
teacher relied on audio cassette tapes to teach her students pronunciation and listening 
skills. This practice helped her to learn English sounds more easily.  
For all the participants, the emphasis in their ESL/EFL classes was not on spoken 
English, but on memorization, grammar, and reading skills. Several participants 
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expressed that they felt lucky to have had the opportunity to spend 2-3 hours a week 
learning conversation skills from a native-speaker of English in college. Sol said she was 
even more fortunate to be able to learn conversation skills from a native-speaker at the 
high school level, since she attended a special high school devoted to foreign language 
study. Most, however, said they did not attend hagwons or receive special tutoring from 
native English-speakers outside of these experiences. (This is quite unusual, as the vast 
majority of Korean students typically experience some type of additional tutoring for 
their English studies.)  
Instead, the participants traveled abroad to short and long-term programs in the 
United States and Canada to increase their English speaking abilities. Because they were 
able to study more extensively in immersive environments, each study participant was 
able to gain a high level of bilingual proficiency, as older adults. However, they all 
acknowledged how fortunate they were to have the ability to live and study in immersive 
English-speaking environments where they could improve their bilingual proficiency to a 
much greater degree.  
For many Korean students, however, attaining full bilingual proficiency in both 
languages is a significant challenge. For these students, then, translanguaging could help 
them gain a deeper understanding of various subjects in both languages while affirming 
their unique identities. Garcia (2012) affirms, translanguaging encourages the use of 
inclusion and therefore allows experienced bilinguals to provide scaffolding for emergent 
bilinguals to a much greater degree. This, then, can be a great aid to their understanding 
and lead to full bilingualism/biliteracy at a faster rate.   
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 Addressing each research question, I found that the study participants’ linguistic 
repertoires were expanded as they engaged in translanguaging practices within this study. 
The participants were able to express themselves more fully and authentically while 
utilizing both English and Korean. Yet, they were not always aware of their own 
translanguaging practices. They also seemed unconcerned with the relative levels of 
bilingual proficiency of the participants as they helped each other to gain a deeper 
understanding of the topics of discussion. Although these interactions were limited due to 
the short time frame of the study, the data revealed the ability of each study participant to 
navigate bilingual spaces with relative ease.   
Summary of Findings According to Language Ecology 
Although language ecology holds the view that languaging is fluid, these study 
participants were clearly taught English in a restrictive manner. Garcia (2011) asserts that 
educators must make a paradigm shift from static, monoglossic models to a dynamic, 
heteroglossic language ecology. Yet the study participants, rather than view 
translanguaging as a naturally occurring practice, seemed to view Korean and English as 
very discrete languages with distinct boundaries. Therefore, the desire to keep the Korean 
language pure came up frequently in our discussions.  
The use of both individual interviews and multiple focus group sessions was 
instrumental in allowing me to view the languaging practices of the study participants in 
a variety of settings. This helped me to determine that despite the participants’ belief that 
“they only speak Korean with Korean speakers and English with English speakers”, their 
actual languaging practices were very fluid and dynamic. As Garcia (2011) asserts, using 
an “eco-system” as a metaphor enables us to see interactions as complex dynamic 
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systems rather than linear or addictive in nature. Although this was a small study of six 
participants, the linguistic flexibility that was exhibited in the participants’ responses 
revealed how dynamic languaging practices can be. Yet, I believe this research only 
scratched the surface. More research, therefore, is needed to determine whether similar 
results would be obtained in future bilingual studies.  
Garcia (2011) also notes that in language ecologies, languages converge, 
compete, influence each other, and are expressed in multimodal and unique ways. 
However, in this context, the participants frequently expressed the fear that the Korean 
language cannot compete with English and will therefore eventually die out. Similarly, 
Park (2009) defines the ideology of necessitation as the neoliberal perspective that 
English is essential for survival in the new global order. According to Park (2009), one 
cannot compete in a knowledge-based economy without the mastery of English. 
Therefore, although we did not discuss language hierarchies specifically, the notion of the 
survival of the fittest languages still seemed to be prevalent as an underlying theme of our 
discussions together. Garcia (2009), states, making a paradigm shift to language 
ecologies means “challenging deep-seated ideologies and power hierarchies that 
legitimize national languages instead of the languaging practices of people” (p. 60).   
Therefore, despite their strengths as bilingual speakers, the fear of language loss 
was prevalent for the participants, in both Korean and English. Garcia (2009) asserts that 
heritage language loss is a constant concern for immigrant families. Only one participant, 
DongHa, has fully immigrated to the United States. Lee has indicated she will remain in 
the United States for some time, but has retained her Korean citizenship. Yet, whether the 
participants planned to remain in the U.S. or return to Korea, they all seemed to have 
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some fear of language loss in both Korean and English. Lee described in her personal 
interview, her continuous efforts to continue watching the Korean news and other shows, 
so that she maintains her Korean language abilities. Sol also mentioned in her personal 
interview that her Korean language skills deteriorated if she spent significant time outside 
of Korea.  
The fears of the participants, however, seemed more related to how Korean 
language use affects their identities than the reality of Korean language loss in their own 
lives. 4 of the 6 participants have children who are bilingual in Korean and English. 
Korean parents frequently express fear that their children will lose either one or both 
languages in the process of migration and assimilation. While, the literature does show 
that 1.5 and second generation Korean-Americans do experience Korean language loss, 
each of the participants felt that this situation did not apply to them. Their children were 
surrounded by speakers of both languages and frequently traveled to South Korea as well. 
The participants that this is a different time in South Korea, when the country is very 
open to foreigners and the outside world. For these reasons, their children have much 
greater access to Korean media, television shows, and materials on the internet than the 
participants did when they were growing up. The fears they expressed, then, seemed to be 
generalized and more about Korean language use in Korea as well as the effects of 
“English fever” on Korean society. Again, in these discussions, the study participants 
continually seemed to reinforce language “boundaries” or the imagined communities that 
Korean-speakers inhabit.   
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Discussion 
Vygotsky (1978) asserts that language is a social practice. Language is developed 
through personal experience and social interactions. In addition, globalization and mass 
migration have affected the sociolinguistic patterns of languages within societies, causing 
the emergence of new multimodal forms of communication. Blommaert (2010) states, 
“super-diversity produces different social, cultural, political, and historical contexts that 
result in complex linguistic resources” (p.7). Yet, we know from numerous research 
studies that “educational policies and practices often and overwhelmingly privilege 
compartmentalized, monolingual, written, and decontextualized language” (Hornberger 
& Link, 2012, p. 265).  
Bilingual learners, then, need to practice frequently within natural settings in 
order to utilize their full repertoire of linguistic resources. Yet, many bilingual learners 
have limited exposure to either or both languages compared with their monolingual peers, 
according to Baker (2006). In some cases, limited exposure may not be purposeful, as 
some bilingual/multilingual learners are placed in education systems that deliberately 
limit their use of languages according to their language policies. In other cases, such as 
for the study participants, language use is determined to be a part of one’s national 
identity, and therefore may be utilized selectively.  
As Garcia (2009) asserts, bilingual families and communities translanguage as a 
normal practice to make meaning and facilitate communication with others, but also to 
construct deeper understandings and make sense of their multilingual worlds in a wide 
variety of modes. However, translanguaging practices are not always recognized as a 
normal practice in many educational and academic settings. In this regard, all of the study 
participants studied English in highly monoglossic settings. Language purity was also 
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important to them due to the Korean culture. This was evident by their attempts to restrict 
their own languaging practices. Yet, by restricting themselves in our initial interactions, 
the participants were not able to take full advantage of their own linguistics resources as 
well as the linguistic resources of others within the group. Once the participants were 
able to translanguage with each other during the second focus group discussion, however, 
they were able to gain deeper understandings of each topic and express themselves in 
unique and authentic ways.  
Translanguaging has been defined in many ways since it was first coined by the 
Welsh educator, Cen Williams (1994). Recently, Otheguy, Garcia, and Reid (2015) 
described it in the following manner, as the “deployment of a speaker’s full linguistic 
repertoire without regard for watchful adherence to the socially and politically defined 
boundaries of named languages” (p.281). In the literature, the differences between 
translanguaging and code-switching are often vague and not clearly defined. Garcia 
(2011) notes that code-switching often implies switching from one language to another 
while speaking. However, according to Kano (2012), unlike code-switching that entails 
shifts in codes (i.e. languages), translanguaging can also include shifts in modes (e.g. 
reading, writing, speaking, etc.) as well as gestures and sounds.  
Also included within the broader concept of translanguaging is translation or 
what Garcia (2009b) has labeled, inclusion. Inclusion has been described as getting the 
gist of the information in one language and putting it into another language (Thomas, 
2006). Furthermore, while code-switching and translation focus on the language, itself, 
translanguaging focuses on the process through which bilinguals interact with the full 
repertoire of linguistic resources. Translanguaging, then, is not just about spoken output 
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(i.e. code-switching), but also about input and one’s thought processes in multiple 
languages. Therefore, translanguaging is a very complex and dynamic process.  
The present study has shown that bilingual adults will engage in the act of 
translanguaging in a fluid and natural way, under the right conditions. These conditions 
were defined spontaneously by the participants in the study - as they interacted with each 
other. I learned from their interactions, that translanguaging can be considered an 
“intimate” practice. The study participants were reluctant to translanguage with each 
other initially. However, the longer we were together, the more naturally each participant 
began to translanguage with each other in a group setting.   
As experienced bilinguals, the study participants were able to think in either 
language and switch between the two languages at will. They discussed ways in which 
their children practiced translanguaging, and it was clear from these discussions that their 
children possessed varying levels of bilingual abilities. Different results, then, could 
occur with emergent bilinguals who are not able to switch between both Korean and 
English so easily. Yet, Kano (2012) has shown in her research that even among emergent 
bilinguals, translanguaging provides strong benefits for bilingual learners and helps them 
to learn from experienced bilinguals who may have stronger skill-sets in various modes 
of communication.   
The study participants exhibited conflicting behaviors and made contradictory 
statements at times regarding the practice of translanguaging. For example, 5 of the 6 
participants (all but DongHa) stated that code-switching or code-mixing had negative 
connotations for them. They also stated frequently that they spoke only Korean with 
Koreans and English with English-speakers. Yet, they actively practiced translanguaging 
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during these exchanges. The literature states clearly that the Korean government and 
education system instills the idea of Korean language use as a part of one’s identity. 
Korean students are continuously encouraged to keep language use pure. Therefore, the 
statements of the participants regarding code-switching seemed to be a direct result of 
that ideology. Paradoxically, they also became visibly more comfortable and laughed 
frequently, the longer we translanguaged with each other. Garcia (2009a) reminds us, 
then, that translanguaging is a very fluid process. So, although the participants actively 
attempted to restrict their own practices, they still practiced translanguaging albeit 
unconsciously.   
In addition, for each study participant, linguistic capital played a key role in their 
academic and professional successes. All the participants attributed their bilingual 
abilities as a key asset in their ability to express themselves and open themselves up to a 
“bigger world.” The participants also frequently used the following words, “free, freer, 
open” to describe how they felt when they spoke English. During our personal 
interviews, the study participants talked extensively about the opportunities that English 
provided for them and about their early experiences living in the United States. They 
each characterized themselves as “lucky, blessed, or fortunate” to have the opportunity to 
live and study abroad. Yet, we know from the literature that many Korean students 
struggle with identity conflicts, culture shock, and depression once they have surpassed 
the initial excitement stage of migration.  
I believe the study participants were able to successfully navigate within the 
English-speaking environments they encountered for a number of reasons. One factor 
was that each study participant migrated to the United States as older adults. They each 
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had a strong sense of their own identities and were also able to benefit from the linguistic 
capital they possessed as bilingual Korean adults. Lee also stated that she spoke Chinese 
in addition to English, however English proficiency is especially important for Korean 
adults as a “global language.” Therefore, in this regard, none of the participants expressed 
significant identity conflicts or difficulties with depression or culture shock. This is quite 
remarkable considering several participants came from environments that could be 
considered very different in terms of urban vs. countryside, exposure to foreigners within 
Korea, and exposure to foreign cultures since Korea was a very closed country until the 
1990’s.     
Each participant also had support systems in place to help them adapt to new 
English-speaking environments with greater ease. Furthermore, each participant 
displayed a high level of self-confidence, risk-taking abilities, and a strong belief in their 
own abilities – which also seemed to contribute to their positive experiences as bilingual 
graduate students. According to Krashen (1981), personality factors such as extroversion, 
attitude, and motivation are important factors in successful language learning. Therefore, 
each study participant displayed positive personality factors which could be considered 
highly beneficial to their language learning experiences.   
Reflections 
Before I began my research study, I was not conscious of potential differences in 
the participants’ responses due to generational considerations or age differences. As the 
study participants contemplated when they were most apt to translanguage with others, 
several mentioned translanguaging most often when speaking with their own children. 
All the study participants felt that translanguaging occurs very naturally among young 
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children and gave several examples of cases when they observed translanguaging taking 
place. Sol teaches Korean classes in an after-school program for elementary children. She 
stated that she has often observed her students translanguaging effortlessly in Korean and 
English. Similarly, YS stated that she’s often observed Korean children translanguaging 
in elementary class settings in Korea.  
While they acknowledged that they have observed these practice frequently, they 
all seemed to assert that these practices were not as common for them as older Korean 
adults. I found these results to be quite interesting, as the data shows they were also 
actively translanguaging within our second focus group discussion. However, I do 
believe the prevalence of the internet, social media, and migration have contributed to 
language diversity for younger generations of bilingual learners. Therefore, conducting 
future studies of young Korean transnational children could yield very interesting results.    
The study participants also stated that translanguaging was very personal and not 
a practice they generally did with strangers. Lee emphasized this point by saying:  
Your language displays everything about you. It reveals a lot of information, like 
what you did before, where you grew up, your education, your vocation, etc… I 
do this all the time with my kids. At home, we translanguage together, we go back 
and forth between Korean and English. It happens because we have a very 
intimate relationship. We don’t care how other people say things. But, then, if I 
have to speak with people here (pointing to others in the focus group), I wouldn’t 
translanguage here. The context is different, so I would strictly stay to English or 
Korean. I wouldn’t mix Korean and English here.  
 
For these reasons, the study participants deliberately avoided utilizing Korean or code-
switching during the initial focus group discussion. With the help of a Korean moderator, 
they were able to feel comfortable enough to translanguage with each other, eventually 
during the second focus group. This aspect, however, might be something to consider 
carefully in future studies. Due to the limitations of my study, I was not able to find a 
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Korean cohort or group that knew each other well and might feel more comfortable 
translanguaging in public spaces. However, future research could be conducted within a 
cohort that is already very familiar with each other before the study begins.  
Recommendations 
Recommendations for future research 
This dissertation research was a small qualitative study. Future research may 
include looking at the same research questions for different bilingual, bicultural 
populations. The study could also be broadened to include generational, gender, and class 
differences, as well. As discussed previously, the Korean language has specific honorifics 
that reinforce and maintain social hierarchies. Many Korean adults have remarked that 
English allows them to resist or “be free” of these social restrictions and expectations. So, 
these additional factors would be interesting to study in the future. 
Since generational differences seemed to be evident in this study, future studies 
should also be conducted on younger generations of Korean students who may be more 
accustomed to translanguaging in a wide variety of social environments. The study 
participants remarked that it is more common for younger generations to translanguage 
without any fear that it reflects negatively on their own identities or sense of worth. 
English words and expressions are woven throughout the Korean language and 
commonly used within Korean society. Studying these populations, therefore, could yield 
very different results.     
Furthermore, Korean “geese families” (Kirogee) would be a special population to 
investigate since they usually involve young children who have been separated 
temporarily from one or both parents to complete their academic studies in English-
speaking countries. I believe the effects of culture shock, acculturation, and reverse 
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culture shock would be more evident within this population. In my opinion, these types of 
studies are critical since Korean students already exhibit some of the highest levels of 
depression and suicide in both the United States and Korea.   
In addition, Kano (2012) conducting a translanguaging study of Japanese 
transnational children which focused on shifting modes from speaking to writing. Her 
study found that when students were given a task which required a change in mode and 
language, they translanguaged as a natural practice. In addition, her study was conducted 
with both emergent bilinguals and experienced bilinguals in the same class. Kano (2012) 
found that the students often practiced inclusion to help each other gain a deeper 
understanding of the subject matter and negotiate meaning amongst themselves. This 
helped all the students to improve all of their language skills (i.e. reading, speaking, 
listening, writing), regardless of whether they possessed weaker language skills in either 
Japanese or English.  
Kano’s (2012) results are significant, since many ESL/EFL classrooms attempt to 
separate students according to their English proficiency level. In ESL education, 
educators are often asked to teach students while emphasizing integrated skill-sets. 
However, they also often divide students according to proficiency level while providing 
standardized content and lessons. Kano’s (2012) research, however, suggests that 
bilingual students with differing skills could be taught together and still benefit from the 
lesson. Therefore, a similar study should be conducted with Korean transnational students 
to determine whether they respond in a similar fashion.  
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Recommendations for practice 
Garcia and Lin (2016) note that Baker (2001) identified the following as four 
potential educational advantages to translanguaging:  
 To promote a deeper understanding of the subject matter.  
 To help the development of the weaker language.  
 To help the integration of fluent speakers with early learners 
 To facilitate home-school links and greater cooperation (p. 3). 
 
Translanguaging to gain a deeper understanding of the subject matter 
 
 In terms of exposure to bilingual learning environments, all the study participants 
revealed that they were taught English in monoglossic environments. Due to these 
conditions, they were not allowed to fully utilize their funds of knowledge as bilingual 
speakers, and instead relied solely on their knowledge and skills in English. Therefore, in 
areas where the students’ knowledge of content matter or comprehension was weaker in 
English, they might struggle to gain a deep understanding of the subject matter.  
As a Korean administrator, I found this phenomenon occurring frequently with 
Korean students studying mathematics. Korean students in my program, that had no 
trouble grasping advanced math concepts in Korean, suddenly began having great 
difficulty understanding the subject matter (in English). In this case, the Korean educators 
realized that the Korean language is more explicit in terms of how mathematical concepts 
are defined making it easier for Korean students to understand this subject more deeply. 
However, when they were prevented from utilizing any Korean in their classes (in an 
effort to strengthen their English skills), they struggled to complete basic math problems. 
Therefore, their funds of knowledge and understanding of the subject matter were greatly 
impacted by the language of instruction.    
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Although we engaged in our focus group discussions for a relatively short amount 
of time, it was evident that as bilingual speakers, the participants actively sought to help 
each other gain a deeper understanding of each topic and to express themselves more 
fully utilizing both languages. During our exchanges, DongHa and HyunHee quoted 
some unique Korean sayings and others made numerous cultural references. These 
expressions and explanations (in both languages) helped each focus group participant to 
understand each other to a greater degree. If, therefore, bilingual learners were allowed to 
do this throughout their studies, they would be able to access not only their own funds of 
knowledge but also that of their classmates, family members, and instructors to a much 
greater degree.  
Translanguaging to help develop the weaker language 
In addition, Kano (2012) asserts that bilingual students may avoid challenging 
tasks in their weaker language when they are not allowed to translanguage with others. 
This practice of avoidance can lead to a much slower learning process or difficulty 
progressing in one’s proficiency in the “weaker language” or specific skill sets. Korean 
students are often taught using methods such as high-stakes testing and memorization. In 
general, they are not asked to write personal essays or openly debate in the same way that 
American students are often asked to do. Therefore, performing these tasks in a second 
language can be very difficult and challenging.  
Kano (2012) showed that Japanese bilingual students have similar problems 
writing English essays. Due to the way they receive instruction in Japanese, the students 
had greater difficulty expressing themselves fully in their English essays. However, by 
allowing her students to translanguage during the exercise, Kano (2012) was able to show 
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that students were willing to take on challenges in the “weaker language” more readily if 
they fully understood the task at hand. Translanguaging helped them to gain a deeper 
understanding of the desired final product (i.e. English essay), as well as the teacher’s 
instructions and additional scaffolding that was provided in both Japanese and English.    
Translanguaging to attain full bilingualism/biliteracy 
 
Furthermore, although my research study focused on translanguaging that 
occurred primarily while the participants spoke to each other in group discussions, 
Kano’s (2012) research study, focused on translanguaging that occurred while 
performing multimodal tasks. Kano (2012) asserts, “To read and discuss a topic in one 
language and then write about it in another language requires the subject matter to be 
fully digested” (p. 158). Her study revealed that students, again with varying levels of 
proficiency in both Japanese and English, were able to gain a deeper understanding of the 
subject matter through the active use of translanguaging. In particular, inclusion helped 
the Japanese students to provide translations and alternative explanations to students who 
possessed more emergent bilingual/biliteracy skills. Therefore, translanguaging was very 
beneficial for bilingual students with varying degrees of proficiency, performing the same 
tasks. The students essentially provide scaffolding for each other in both languages.  
Translanguaging may facilitate home-school links and cooperation 
 
Garcia (2012) asserts that translanguaging fosters bilingual learner’s identities and 
enables them to participate actively both in and outside of the classroom (p. 14). Studies 
show, Korean parents (especially mothers) are heavily involved in their children’s 
education. Yet, Garcia (2011) notes that language loss also causes a loss in community 
and familial bonds. If parents are unable to communicate fully with their children, they 
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may have difficulty helping them with their studies and in other areas of their lives. 
Eventually, this can lead to a loss of family relationships, connections, histories, and 
identities. However, translanguaging could help children communicate with their parents 
to a much greater degree.  
In this study, 4 of the 6 study participants revealed that they practiced 
translanguaging frequently with their own children. While many Korean parents may feel 
a loss of connection with their children, due to language loss, these study participants 
were able to maintain those bonds and actively participate in their children’s education. 
For Korean parents, this could be a very important benefit of translanguaging, since the 
research shows that taking part in their children’s education is very important to them 
culturally. If they are encouraged to develop these languaging skills, then, they may be 
able to maintain stronger relationships with their children and mitigate some of the 
language loss that has occurred among various generations of Koreans due to frequent 
migration.   
Recommendations for policy 
 Research indicates that English language policies in Korea can swing widely from 
one extreme (i.e. the heavy use of foreign native-speakers of English) to the practice of 
employing Korean teachers utilizing methods such as grammar translation, 
memorization, and high-stakes testing to help students pass English proficiency tests such 
as the TOEFL test. As the study participants noted, “Typically Korean teachers do not 
focus on speaking skills or utilize communicative methods to teach English.” Some 
Korean schools have adopted practices such as Teaching English in English (TEE) to 
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incorporate more English-speaking exercises in the classroom. However, in all of these 
cases, Korean students are still taught in highly monoglossic environments. 
According to Garcia and Lin (2016), the strong view of translanguaging holds that 
“bilingual people do not speak languages, but rather use their repertoire of linguistic 
features selectively” (p.126). The weak view of translanguaging, however, is one that still 
supports language boundaries (which are often linked to nation-states), yet calls for a 
softening of those boundaries. The weak version of translanguaging has been utilized for 
many years by bilingual educators, however, is not always recognized as an official 
language policy, according to Cummins (2007). In this respect, “scholars today 
acknowledge that while translanguaging as a linguistic theory is valid, bilingual 
education responds to the conception of languages as defined by states and nations”  
(Garcia & Lin, 2016, p.126). Languages have been social-constructed, maintained, and 
regulated through schools, after all. Therefore, attempts to promote the strong view of 
translanguaging would likely be met with considerable resistance by nation-states, but 
also by educators and students who have been indoctrinated in the viewpoint that 
languages are distinct.  
My recommendation, then, in terms of language policy is that aspects of the 
strong and weak versions of translanguaging are embraced within bilingual programs. In 
order to do this, educators need to make a paradigm shift. Korean bilingual students’ need 
to continue to utilize both Korean and English according to the rules of each socially-
constructed language, but they can also benefit greatly by expanding upon and building 
their own languaging repertoires. As Baker (2001) asserted, translanguaging can be 
promoted and utilized to support a deeper understanding of the subject matter.  
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Korean students can be presented with bilingual texts and actively discuss the content 
matter in both Korean and English. By promoting bilingual discussions in this manner, 
Korean students who are more experienced bilinguals can help emergent bilinguals gain a 
deeper understanding of the content. This practice can also help students to learn more 
authentic expressions in both languages, as each student will be exposed to a much wider 
repertoire of expressions through these interactions. 
Bilingual texts are not utilized extensively in Korea at this time. Some classic 
novels have been translated to Korean, while some contain side-by-side comparisons of 
Korean and English text. However, these bilingual texts mainly focus on vocabulary and 
grammar – leading many Korean students to have a poor understanding of how to express 
themselves authentically in English. As Korean students rely more and more on English 
textbooks, they have begun to substitute English words and expressions for Korean 
expressions and in some cases have no equivalent to refer to in the Korean language. 
However, if bilingual texts were utilized to a greater degree, more Korean stories, cultural 
references, and expressions could be interwoven into the content. Garcia and Lin (2016) 
note that the use of bilingual pedagogy is contested in the literature. Some theorists 
recommend depending solely on the target language, while others contend that the use of 
the learner’s first language stimulates higher-order thinking skills. Yet, as the use of 
English textbooks becomes more and more prevalent in Korea, this is a policy 
change that needs to be considered.  
 Garcia, Johnson, and Seltzer (2016) describe the translanguaging classroom as 
one in which one’s individual languaging practices are embraced and supported. They 
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describe a translanguaging pedagogy as one that is culturally sustaining. Paris (2012) 
defined “culturally sustaining pedagogy” in the following manner:  
The term culturally sustaining requires that our pedagogies are more responsive 
or relevant to the cultural experiences and practices of the students – it requires 
that they support students in sustaining the cultural and linguistic competence of 
their communities while simultaneously offering access to dominant cultural 
competence. These pedagogies need to resist deficit perspectives and seek to 
honor, explore, and build on the cultures and experiences of minoritized students 
(p.95). 
While Paris (2012) refers to the languaging practices of minoritized students specifically, 
this type of pedagogy can also apply to students who feel their language has been 
subjected to language hierarchies and therefore diminished. For Korean bilingual 
students, this could mean a shift from a strictly “English-only” environment to a 
curriculum that fosters linguistic and cultural pluralism within the classroom. By 
honoring and building upon the cultures and experiences of bilingual students, educators 
and students may come to understand the value, creativity, and fluidity of 
translanguaging practices to a much greater degree.   
Conclusion 
Although the results of this study were somewhat unexpected in that the 
participants restricted their own translanguaging practices in a number of situations, the 
findings highlight the critical need for more research in this area. While each study 
participant successfully navigated their own academic and professional careers utilizing 
their bilingual skills, many Korean students still struggle greatly. Each study participant 
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attributed a portion of their academic and professional success to their bilingual skills in 
both Korean and English. In addition, the participants emphasized the importance of 
English proficiency in particular for Koreans due to its social capital and global status as 
a lingua franca. The translanguaging skills that they possessed helped them to navigate 
multiple spaces with relative ease. All the study participants also had strong support 
networks in terms of family and community support, which helped them to follow and 
attain their own dreams and aspirations throughout their lives.  
 From this research, I was able to learn the conditions when translanguaging is 
more likely to occur and when it might be actively suppressed for Korean bilingual 
adults. I uncovered some patterns of translanguaging that the participants practiced, such 
as speaking in this manner with family members and close friends. I also came to 
understand that the practice of translanguaging can be seen as revealing something more 
intimate about the participants’ identities and therefore more difficult to initiate among 
strangers. Furthermore, the refusal to utilize translanguaging skills and stigma related to 
its use for these participants may indicate how frequently the use of Korean and English 
has been compartmentalized within the Korean education system and Korean society in 
general.  
Very little research exists at this time around the practice of translanguaging 
among Koreans. Through this analysis, then, I was able to focus on the voices of Korean 
bilingual students and adults that have been frequently marginalized. Nieto (2000) asserts 
that marginalization has occurred not only in bilingual research but also in a large part of 
educational discourse. That is to say, numerous linguistic studies focus on the importance 
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of gaining full proficiency in the target language (L2), yet very few address aspects of 
translanguaging which may affect one’s identity or ways of being.    
In addition, Koreans often assert the vital importance that English and 
bilingualism plays in their lives. In this respect, the study participants seemed to represent 
those who had access to supportive learning environments and support systems that 
enabled them to gain bilingual skills and study in highly academic environments without 
undue stress. Given the heavy emphasis in Korea on memorization and long hours of 
tutoring, the fact that each study participant learned English in relatively non-stressful 
environments is noteworthy.  
In addition, all the study participants were also adults when they traveled to the 
US or other English-speaking countries to complete their graduate studies. This factor 
was significant in that they all expressed a strong sense of self and confidence in their 
bilingual abilities. We know, however, that younger and younger Korean students are 
traveling to English-speaking countries to gain English skills at an accelerated rate. 
According to researchers such as Dewaele and van Oudenhoven (2009), the absence of 
support systems and supportive learning environments could prove very detrimental to 
the learning process. Dewaele and van Oudenhoven (2009) state, “children in this 
situation often suffer from lower self-esteem, higher depression, and anxiety disorders” 
(p.444). Therefore, more research is needed to address these concerns.  
Makalela (2014) asserts that “engaging in translanguaging holds transformative 
power to shift students’ and teachers’ dominant monolingual ideologies toward more 
pluralist understandings of the wider linguistic repertoire students bring to literacy 
practices and beyond” (p.123). Inherent in this idea, is the transformative power of 
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translanguaging to help both students and teachers to gain access to a larger community 
of bilingual speakers and utilize each other as resources. The value of translanguaging, 
then, is in its spontaneous use within bilingual communities.  
Although, I spent a relatively short amount of time with my study participants, I 
believe the study results indicate that Koreans in particular have been actively socialized 
to restrict their own translanguaging practices. Nevertheless, the study participants 
showed evidence of their translanguaging practices through their use of: code-switching, 
translation, gestures, and sounds. The study results also revealed that translanguaging can 
help students to greatly expand their linguistic repertoires, feel a greater sense of 
community with one another, and express themselves more fully in the process. For these 
reasons, I believe translanguaging should be promoted as a natural and spontaneous skill 
that bilingual communities practice continuously.  
Translanguaging research is relatively new. Yet, the study results indicate that 
more research should be conducted for Korean students as well as new populations of 
bilingual learners. In addition, a culturally-sustaining translanguaging pedagogy which is 
relevant to the cultural experiences and practices of bilingual Korean students could be 
implemented to honor, explore, and build on the experiences of bilingual students as well 
as soften language borders. If, we believe as Garcia (2012) does, that translanguaging 
fosters bilingual learner’s identities, then we need to view these practices as a valuable 
way to affirm each bilingual learner’s authentic ways of being in and outside of the 
classroom. Therefore, the potential lies for bilingual students to embrace new funds of 
knowledge, new ways of expressing themselves, and access to a larger world of 
opportunities. As Lee stated:    
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I always think …, I have multiple cultures in my mind.  I like to see the world 
from different perspectives, from various kind of cultures as well, and that makes me feel, 
how can I say – like I live in a bigger world.  I live in between cultures.  I live in 
between languages, and that feeling is quite awesome.   
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix A  
 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 
CONSENT TO BE A PARTICIPANT 
Below is a description of the research procedures and an explanation of your rights as a research 
participant.  You should read this information carefully. If you agree to participate, you will sign 
in the space provided to indicate that you have read and understand the information on this 
consent form. You are entitled to and will receive a copy of this form. 
You have been asked to participate in a research study entitled Understanding Translanguaging 
and Identity among Korean Bilingual Adults conducted by Nancy Ryoo, a doctoral candidate in the 
IME Department at University of San Francisco (USF).  The faculty supervisor for this study is Dr. 
Susan Katz, a professor in the IME Department at USF.   
WHAT THE STUDY IS ABOUT:  
The purpose of this research study is to understanding the translanguaging practices of Korean 
bilingual adults.  In addition, the topic of language and identity will also be explored.   
WHAT WE WILL ASK YOU TO DO:  
During this study, I will conduct a personal interview with each study participant as well as have 
you participate in focus group discussions.   
DURATION AND LOCATION OF THE STUDY:  
Your participation in this study will involve one interview which will last approximately one hour 
and 1 to 2 focus group session(s) which will last approximately two hours long.  The study will 
take place in a conference room at UC Berkeley and University of San Francisco.     
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS:  
We do not anticipate any risks or discomforts to you from participating in this research. If you 
wish, you may choose to withdraw your consent and discontinue your participation at any time 
during the study without penalty. 
BENEFITS:  
The possible benefits to you of participating in this study are that you will have a greater 
understanding of issues related to language and identity for Korean bilingual adults.    
PRIVACY/CONFIDENTIALITY:  
Any data you provide in this study will be kept confidential unless disclosure is required by law. In 
any report we publish, we will not include information that will make it possible to identify you or 
any individual participant. Specifically, we will secure all the data that is gathered from interviews 
and group discussions. Only the primary researcher, Nancy Ryoo, will have access to the data.  
Video and audio recordings are needed to capture translanguaging practices that occur as a part 
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of the research. These recordings will be safely secured and kept confidential.  They will be 
archived after the transcriptions are completed.  
COMPENSATION/PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:   
There is no payment or other form of compensation for your participation in this study. 
 
VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE STUDY:  
Your participation is voluntary and you may refuse to participate without penalty.  Furthermore, 
you may skip any questions or tasks that make you uncomfortable and may discontinue your 
participation at any time without penalty. In addition, the researcher has the right to withdraw you 
from participation in the study at any time.  
OFFER TO ANSWER QUESTIONS:  
Please ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you should contact the 
principal investigator: Nancy Ryoo at neryoo@usfca.edu. If you have questions or concerns about 
your rights as a participant in this study, you may contact the University of San Francisco 
Institutional Review Board at IRBPHS@usfca.edu.  
I HAVE READ THE ABOVE INFORMATION. ANY QUESTIONS I HAVE ASKED HAVE BEEN 
ANSWERED. I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT AND I WILL RECEIVE A 
COPY OF THIS CONSENT FORM.  
 
 
             
PARTICIPANT'S SIGNATURE       DATE  
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Appendix B  
Survey questionnaire 
 
A. What is your full name ? (Is there a nickname you prefer?) 
B. What is your country of origin ? 
C. What was the primary language spoken at home ? 
D. What other languages did you study ? For how long ? 
E. Do you identify as :  
A. Korean-Korean ? 
B. Korean-American? 
C. 1.5 generation ? 
D. 1.2 generation ? 
E. Other ? 
F. What countries have you traveled to ? 
G. How long have you been in the United States ? 
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Appendix C  
Interview questions 
a. Tell me about yourself.  
 
b. What were your educational experiences like growing up ? 
 
c. What methods did you utilize to learn English? (Did you study with English tutors ?) 
 
d. What does ‘bicultural’ mean to you, as an individual? 
 
e. Some concepts in Korea seem to have no translation in English. Can you describe 
instances of ‘jung’ that you or your friends have experienced? (roughly translated: 
platonic love or attachment). Do you think this is a uniquely Korean idea, or is it a 
concept that can be found in many cultures? 
 
f. Can you describe other concepts that are uniquely Korean? 
 
g. A 2011 article in the Los Angeles Times stated that ‘han’ (feelings of intense 
suffering and sadness) have diminished in importance for Koreans with Korea’s new 
economic prosperity, while others say that as a Korean “it is embedded in our 
DNA.” What are your thoughts on this topic? 
 
h. How would you describe Korean-Koreans, Korean-Americans, 1.5 generation, 1.2 
generation? Why do you think there are different terms that are used within the 
Korean community? Are the Korean terms: Kyopo, Uhak, Kirogee used in the 
same way with the same or different connotations? 
 
i. Have you noticed any changes in your identity as a result of your language studies in 
an English-speaking country? 
 
j. What led you to the United States for your studies? 
 
k. What have your experiences been like, as a graduate student in the U.S.? 
 
l. Did you feel well-supported in your goals and pursuits?   
 
m. Are there any things you wish you had done differently? 
 
n. What advice would you give to other Korean students? 
 
o. Some believe language shapes one’s identity. What are your thoughts regarding that 
topic? 
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Appendix D 
Focus group questions 
 
1. 당신에 관한 소개를 해 보십시요.  Please introduce yourself.   
2. 지금 이그림을 설명해 보십시요 (한국의 교실모습)  Please describe this picture. (Korean 
classroom) 그림에서 본 교실의 모습과 미국의 교실의 모습을 한번 비교해 보십시요. 
Compare this with an American classroom. 어떤 다른점들을 찿을수있나요?  What are differences you 
notice?  Have you had different experiences in these environments? 
3. 요즘 한국에서 불안정한 정치 상태를 듣고 보면서 매우 안타까운 마음이 
있읍니다, 한국과 미국에서의 시민들이 시위하는  모습에  관한  다른점이 
있다고 생각합니까? 만약 다른점이 있다면 무엇이 있읍니까? These days, we feel sad and 
frustrated about the unsteady political situation in Korea. Do you see differences in the way people participate in 
demonstrations in Korea vs. America? 
4. 어릴적 시절에 가장 좋은 추억은 무엇입니까?  What is a favorite childhood memory?   
5. 당신이 살면서 자랐던 고향에  대하여 말해 보십시요.  Can you tell me about your hometown 
and where you grew up?   
6. 지금본 비디오는 한국의 유명한 영화의 한 장면입니다.  전형적인 한국 이야기는 
무엇인지 말해 보십시요. 예를들면, “남자와 여자가 있었는데… 그들은 
행복하게 살았읍니다.”  This video shows a scene from a popular Korean movie.  Can you tell me a typical 
Korean story?  For example, a typical American story might begin with “Once upon a time... there was a boy and girl… 
And they lived happily ever after…”  
이비디오 장면들이 전형적인  한국  이야기라면 어떤 소재들이 들어 있나요? 
What are elements of a typical Korean story?  (In Korean) 
7. “강남스타일” 이란 한국의 Rap Song 은 전세계적으로 힛트한 곡입니다. 
UN 사무총장인 반기문씨는 한국의 가수 싸이를 세계적인 평화의 힘이라고 평가 
했읍니다. “강남 스타일” 이란 무슨 뜻입니까?    이노래가 왜 세계적으로 유명해 
졌는지 말해 보십시요. The Korean rap song, “Gangnam style” became an international hit. UN Secretary General 
Ban Ki Moon has hailed South Korean rapper Psy’s global hit as a force for world peace.  What does “Gangnam style” 
mean?  Why do you think this song became so popular around the world?  
8. Translanguaging 이란말은 여러가지 언어를 자연스럽게 번갈아 가며 사용 한다는 
뜻입니다. 당신은 영어와 한국어를 번갈아 가며 편하게 사용하는 때가 있나요?.   
예를들면, “빨리빨리,  Let’s go!” Translanguaging is about the fluidity of going back and forth between 
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“languages.”  (Different ways of being) Are there times when you use both Korean and English together comfortably?  
With who?  When?  For example, I might say “빨리빨리, let’s go!” if I’m talking to my brothers…   
9. 대화중에  당신이 Konglish 로 말을 한다면 당신의 기분은 어떨까요? 
어떤 경우에” Konglish 를 사용하지 마십시요!” 라는 말을 들은적은 있나요?  
How do you feel when you are speaking Konglish?  Have you ever been told you should not speak it, in certain 
environments?  
10. 한국과  미국의 교육 환경이 다릅니다.  혹시 한국에서 선생님께서 한국어와 
미국어를 같이 사용하면서 가르치는 적은 있읍니까?  There are differences between academic 
environments in Korea and the US.  Did your (Korean) teachers ever mix Korean and English in the classroom?   
 
11. What are ways that speaking both Korean and English have helped/affected you in your life? 
 
12. 한국노래 비디오를 보셨읍니다. 비디오속에서 노래하는 사람이  전형적인  한국 
사람으로. 보여지는 것들이 무엇인지 이야기 해 보십시요.  Nancy will show a video of a 
Korean song. Think about what makes this singer seem Korean and let’s discuss ways that he is showing “Korean ways of 
being” with his song.    
13. “분위기 깬다” 라는 말은 한국 말로만 표현할수 있는 말입니다.  이와같이  
한국말로만표현 할수있는 감정의 말들은 무엇이 있나요?  “Breaking the atmosphere” is a 
very Korean expression.  Are there other feelings that can only be expressed in Korean?   
 
 
